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Abstract 
The work has dealt with the study of sulphide and oxide overlayers on a Ni( ill) single crystal 
sample. applying the surface science techniques of Auger Electron Spectroscopy. Low Energy 
Electron Diffraction and Reflection Absorption Infra-Red Spectroscopy. The latter technique has 
been used to probe these layers at pressures up to 100's of Torr revealing novel features for the 
absorption of carbon monoxide and hydrogen not previously observed on this crystal face. The 
adsorption of CO under UHV conditions was also studied using Reflection Absorption Infra-Red 
Spectroscopy on the sulphide and oxide overlayers prepared. 
The data obtained from the experiments yielded information on coverage, thermodynamic, 
isobaric and isothermal parameters. 
The sulphide layers investigated were the (39x'i39)-S, (5'13x2)-S. (83x2)-S and a layer 
designated Si in this work which had no literature equivalent. Two oxide layers were studied. a 
well characterised p(2x2)-O overlayer prepared by classical methods and a more heavily oxidised 
NiO/p(2x2)-O surface prepared by continuos oxidation of the sample. 
AES and LEED were used as experimental probes to complement the infra-red data as well as 
during the initial surface preparation. 
I certify that, unless stated otherwise, all the work contained in this thesis has been performed by 
myself in the laboratories of the University of Edinburgh under the supervision of Dr Gordon S. 
McDougall and has not been presented as material for another qualification. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
I. 	Surface Science & Catalysis 
Investigating chemistry at interfaces is becoming ever more important, for example in the semi-
conductor and petrochemical industries, the later has for some time been a focus for 
investigations into catalytic chemistry and the more fundamental surface processes involved. To 
understand at a molecular level catalytic reactions would give a better insight into catalytic 
behaviour with obvious implications for future catalyst design and process optimisation. 
To probe catalysis traditional techniques, for example product analysis and surface area 
determination, were applied on real and more model supported metal systems designed to 
resemble to some extent real "in use" catalysts. It was recognised that the catalytic site, generally 
a transition metal crystallite, held information which could only be probed by more fundamental 
investigations of uniform model surfaces - well characterised in terms of cleanliness and 
geometry, for example the (111) and (100) planes shown in Figure 1.1. Soinoijai['] amongst 
others has reviewed the link between surface science and catalysis. Hoffmann[ 2] has discussed 
fully experimental and theoretical aspects of surface bonding in this context. Specifically as an 
introduction to this work Goodman has reviewed the basic catalytic properties of nickel [31. 
UHV systems, such as the one employed in this work, have become available in which well-
defined single crystals could be cleaned and then probed generally with electron or X-ray based 
techniques. These investigations revealing much about adsorbate arrangement, adsorbate bonding 
modes and surface relaxation/reconstruction under the vacuum conditions/limitations imposed. 
Using such techniques surface science aims to understand the complex process of catalysis 
through several fundamental steps: 
• adsorption of reactants - the strength of their surface bonding (physisorption and 
chemisorption), adsorbate surface density. packing structures and lifetime 
. adsorbed intermediates or transition states - their structure and reactivity, arrangement, 
surface density and lifetime 
• the role of the surface - perhaps with resulting modification, and any coadsorbates 
• formation and desorption of products and analysis of remaining surface fragments and surface 
state 
The steps are often studied separately by a range of techniques to form an overall picture. The 
adsorption step has been much investigated. Due to the limitations of most techniques with regard 
to high pressure much less work is reported on reactivity and intermediates at industrially 
I 
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relevant pressures and often the experimental temperatures have been very idealised, for example 
80 K, to accommodate experimental limitations and interpretation. 
Techniques to be used in the presence of gas phase species at ambient pressures must be very 
discriminating there being 3x10 19 molecules CM-3  i STP and only 1014/10 atoms per cm 2 
constituting a metal single crystal interface. 
Less vacuum limited methods of surface investigation have become available such as STM and 
photon based techniques, for example infra-red spectroscopy. The appeal of these techniques lies 
in not being limited to the vacuum regime but being able to probe at higher more industrially 
relevant pressures using environmental/high pressure cells. 
Other methods rather than straight in-situ measurements have been applied such as before/after 
sample analysis and high rates of differential pumping[ 4 ] enabling pressures up to 1 Torr to be 
studied. Bonzel and Krebs['J detail the approach of interfacing a IJHV surface analysis system 
with a catalytic reactor to allow sample characterisation. Goodman has reviewed recent work on 
bridging the pressure gap between single crystals and the "real world" 8J  whilst Hoffmann reports 
on studies specifically with RAIRS[ 9]. Raval[' °] has discussed aspects of sample mounting and 
transfer to high pressure reaction chambers to help bridge the "pressure gap". 
The majority of the early surface science literature reported for single crystal studies dwelt on 
studying clean metal surfaces which are not necessarily the best models for studying catalysis. 
This is particularly the case for nickel where supported metal catalysts are difficult to reduce 
completely and sulphur, either from catalyst preparation or the industrial process during use, is a 
common contaminant. The work reported here addressed some of these issues, combining the 
surface science techniques to detail the surface with studies at high pressure on sulphide and 
oxide layers. 
1.1. The Ni (111) sample - an overview of the work 
The Ni(l 11) sample as supplied for this work was heavily contaminated with sulphur as supplied. 
Carbon was also initially observed and quickly removed by standard cleaning methods. The 
sulphur overlayers being much harder to remove were closely studied during the cleaning process 
and novel work done employing CO/RAIRS as a probe of cleanliness. Recent surface imaging and 
structural analysis activity[" 1 ?] has been reported for the various Ni(l 11)-sulphur overlayers and 
it was hoped to compliment these studies with infra-red data. Although the Ni( 111) face is 
thermodynamically stable it can reconstruct under the influence of sulphur and has been reported 
to reconstruct to complex surface structures. 
2 
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As is discussed in later sections, sulphur formed overlayers (characterised by LEED and AES) 
which gave different infra-red spectra when probed with CO. CO features at high sulphur 
coverage under TJ}{V conditions were recorded, making an interesting comparison with 
previously reported infra-red studies[ 181. The high pressure CO/RAIRS enabled previously 
unreported behaviour to be observed. 
The Ni( 111)-oxide surface was also studied at high CO pressure, with resulting infra-red CO 
adsorption features. At high CO pressure however the oxide ontop or onefold CO features were 
comparatively weak with respect to the high pressure sulphur data. The use of a new infra-red 
polariser extended the data collected in these studies and demonstrated the powerful high pressure 
dimension of PAIRS that polarisation offers. The data was used in comparison with recent work 
1419 	 . . 	NiO . . by Yoshinobu[ I on a fully oxidised i surface and more traditional RAIRS work by Xu[ 1. 
Real industrial catalysts are not atomically flat, clean metal crystals and it was felt that useful 
comparisons might be drawn with supported metal work by studying the above surfaces. 
1.2. Ni(J 11) CO adsorption - a summary of the single crystal literature 
for CO adsorption on clean surfaces 
Adsorbing varying amounts of CO on a clean Ni( 111) surface at 80 K causes two well-formed 
overlayers, the c(4x2)-CO and (7/2x17/2)R19. 1 °-CO overlayers, that can be observed by LEED 
and probed by RAIRS for the vibrational assignment of the CO site, discussed further below. The 
central point in the system is the changes that occur either side of 0=0.50. RAIRS spectra have 
been recorded with varied coverage either side of the distinct LEED patterns. There have been a 
number of studies which have dealt with the topic of the Ni( 111)/CO system and a further number 
of comparative and review articles[18'2' 42] 
CO dosing above 0co=0•5 results in an overlayer structure with terminally bonded CO species 
assigned at 2058 cm' and twofold species assigned at 1925 cm' [23.26]  Figure 1.2 shows a set of 
spectra for the c(4x2)-CO and (7/2xI7/2)R19. 1 °-CO overlayers. The assignment of CO to these 
surface sites has not been questioned in the recent literature. 
At 9=0.50 exactly CO adsorbs in twofold sites in a c(4x2)-CO structure, with a single band 
observed at 1905 cm[ 2427'43]. Later PED 1 [44]. LEED[42] and SEXAFS[45] disagree with the 
twofold vibrational assignment and assign CO adsorption in the c(4x2) overlayer to hcp and fcc 
threefold sites. 
'Somorjai[' ° ']presents an excellent summary of surface science techniques in tabulated form in chapter 1 of 
this reference 
3 
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For coverages lower than 0=0.50 the spectra detailed in Figure 1.3 have typically been reported 
and assigned to CO adsorption in threefold sites with a shift in the bands, initially at 1816 cm' 
and 1831 cm, upwards to that for the c(4x2)-CO overlayer at 1905 cm* 
A detailed EHM0 2 study has been published by Kusuma and Companion [41]  giving calculated 
frequencies for CO in a range of surface modes - ontop, twofold and threefold. Maruca et al[ 47 ] 
have published a similar paper comparing calculated frequencies and site stability for CO on the 
simple nickel planes. A comprehensive theoretical discussion of CO bonding to transition metal 
surfaces is reported by Van Santen 48]. an extended discussion which encompasses the effects of 
sulphur poisoning. Hoffmann [38] has reported a comparative study between CO adsorption on 
Ni( Ill), Pt( Ill) and Pd( ill) based on LDOS 3 calculations. 
Raval[ 3 ] has produced the most recent comprehensive review of CO adsorption on Ni( Ill), with 
especial discussion of the c(4x2)-CO overlayer and some of the analogies made with the 
Ni(l 1 1)/c(4x2)-NO overlayer. Raval concludes that the vCO stretching frequencies at 1816 cm' 
and 1831 cm' agree with a threefold assignment, that is the original assignments can be safely 
used. Currently acceptable vibrational assignments of Ni(l 11)/CO data would therefore be 
terminally bonded CO species assigned at --2058 cm" and twofold species assigned at 
1905—+1925 cm, frequencies lower than this are a result of bonding in threefold sites, e.g. 
1816—*1831 cm* Appendix 1.1 contains three tables which summarise infra-red Ni-CO 
assignments for single crystal and supported metal surfaces and will be referred to for assigning 
experimental data in chapters 4,5 and 6. 
1.3. 	Ni(1 11) sulphur overlayers 
Sulphur chemisorption on Ni(l II) causes a series of ordered overlayers, through the simple 
p(2x2)-S structure (0=0.25) (to the ('i3xJ3)R30°-S at low temperatures (O0.33)). to a more 
complex structure, the (5I3x2)-S structure (Os=0.40).  with increasing sulphur coverage. Two 
other complex surface phases have also been reported, the (I39x39)-S (O=0.22)  and (8'I3x2)-S 
(O=0 . 44) overlayers. 
Thermal analysis has been applied to sulphided surfaces with coadsorbed CO[49]  with the trend 
being observed that sulphur dramatically reduces CO saturation coverage and lowers the heat of 
adsorption of CO. Erley and Wagner[ 50] reported that for 0s>033  CO adsorption is completely 
blocked, their TPD data being reproduced in Figure 1.4. 
2  Extended Huckel Molecular Orbital 
Local Density Of States 
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In early investigations with increasing sulphur coverage the p(2x2)-S overlayer followed by the 
(I3xi3)R300 S overlayer (unstable at room temperature) were reported with a higher coverage 
c(20x2)-S overlayer[ 501, Figure 1.5. Perdereau and Oudar[ 51 1 reported sulphur formed two 
dimensional Ni-S surface compounds at elevated temperatures. Heating the p(2x2)-S over layer 
above 1300 K caused the formation of a complex surface structure designated SBA11" or the 
(530)-S overlayer. Similarly 'SBAl" and "SBAIII" were reported[] based on LEED data. 
These structures were assigned to Ni-S surface reconstruction and have also been investigated by 
Trenary[ 18] and Maurice et al.["] amongst others. SBAI has also been designated (I39x139)-S[ 52] 
and SBAIII designated (8i30)-S. 
The ("I39xI39)-S and the (MO)-S structure can also be obtained by a controlled annealing 
program of a sulphur containing crystal under vacuum as sulphur segregates to the surface during 
annealing[ ° ' 51 ]. 
A key issue in coadsorption studies is the range of any interaction between adatoms. Two generic 
effects are considered: 
• long range electronic effects delocalised over a large area affecting many atomic sites around 
the adatoms. 
• short range or local bonding effects such that the adatom perturbs only a few atomic sites 
nearby. 
In the case of sulphur various theoretical predictions have been published. Feibelman and 
Hamann[53 ] performed theoretical calculations using electronic perturbation theory for sulphur on 
Rh(OOl). They concluded that the sulphur induced charge density vanishes beyond adjacent 
rhodium atoms but that the Fermi level density of states is substantially reduced over a longer 
range around the adsorbed sulphur. Experimentally Erley and Wagner[ 5054] concluded that nine 
nickel sites are influenced by adsorption of a sulphur atom. Goodman and Kiskinova[ 5 ] have 
found that each sulphur atom on a Ni(100) surface poisons ten surrounding sites for the reaction 
of CO with H, to form CH 4 - through a long range electronic effect. In contrast Madix et al. [16,51] 
concluded that the S-CO interaction is more local in character. The study by Yates et aL[' 8 ] is 
proposed as complementing the work of Gland et al.[ 58} supporting the local interaction model 
with each sulphur totally poisoning three nickel sites and affecting another three. Infra-red work 
can, considered in isolation, lead to misleading interpretations of surface structures. For example 
in the work of Trenary et al. [' 8] it is concluded that 3.5 CO/S are displaced and perturbed. 
Concluding that there are some errors present in measurement of sulphur surface concentration it 
is further deduced that three nickel sites are required to produce each CO* s site. Leading to a 
simple model for sulphur adsorption in threefold sites, Figure 1.6. 
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This assignment is supported by the following arguments: 
I. it accounts for the specific well defined character of C0 5 (vCO=2105—*21 10 cm'; H=19 
kcal mol). 
the high frequency of the CO S species is consistent with its binding to an electron deficient 
Ni site, the location of Ni surface sites being adjacent to the chemisorbed electronegative 
sulphur adatoms. The presence of these sites is consistent with theory[ 53]  
the generation of three CO S sites generates three additional nickel sites that are repulsive to 
CO adsorption. 
This model does not require a rearrangement of the surface layer, simply filling threefold surface 
sites with sulphur. Techniques which yield more structural surface information have lead to 
queries over the structure of the sulphided surface and this type of simple" model. 
1.3.1. Quan1ifing surface sulphur concentration 
Methods for calibrating the surface sulphur concentration such as 35S radiochemical dosing[ 51 ], 
LEED 54 ' 56580] and the measurement of H 2 evolution following H2 S dissociative adsorption[ 58 ' ° ] 
have been used in quantifying surface sulphur concentration. AES has also been used to measure 
surface sulphur concentration but due to the different peak intensities recorded on different 
instruments it is more difficult to directly compare results from various laboratories. Johnson and 
Madix[ °J found the ratio of the S( 152) to Ni(60) AES peaks to be linear with coverage below 
os=0.50. 
1.3.2. Ni(1 ii) sulphur over! ayer siructures 
Any discussion of the overlayers requires an understanding of the precise surface atom positions 
and in which positions adatoms and coadsorbates, in this instance sulphur and CO. are located. 
The following sections summarise the common overlayer structures for sulphur. It should also be 
remembered that at reaction temperatures sulphur has been shown to be mobile on the surface[]. 
1.3.2.1. (5 i/x2)-S overlayer 
This structure results from a high concentration of sulphur on the surface, and is the subject of 
some discussion in the recent literature. The surface can be generated by high temperature 
annealing under vacuum [12]  or sulphur adsorption to O-0.40 (7.45x10' 4 S CM-2)  to produce a 
(5I3x2)-S LEED pattern [51,52.631  upon annealing. 
A large body of evidence exists backing up what was originally suggested by Edmonds et 
that this is a reconstructed surface. Grossmann et al. [' 5] have shown the surface reconstruction to 
6 
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be driven by relieving compressive surface stress. Various reconstruction's have been proposed 
for the structure first reported using LEED by Perdereau and Oudar[ 51 ]. The structure has been 
investigated using a variety of techniques, for example HREELS[ 63], LEED[ 52M ], CO-
coadsorption[ 50], RHEED[M ], SEXAFS[65'], LEIS[67] and STM[68]. Five major structural models 
have been proposed based around two sulphur adsorption sites, either three- or four- fold. Figure 
1.7, Figure 1.8 and Figure 1.9 show a comparison between the models of Edmonds (1971), Ruan 
(1993), Gardin (1993), Foss (1995) and Woodruff (1995). 
The surface reconstruction, supported by the results of SEXAFS[] and ion scanering[17},  was 
originally proposed as a pseudo-Ni(100)-c(2x2)-S[ 52] overlayer - the Edmonds model. Further 
studies definitely showed reconstruction, with sulphur present as an overlayer and disfavouring a 
threefold adsorption site for sulphur. The Edmonds model remained unchallenged until STM 
studies in the early 1990's enabled direct imaging of the surface. 
STM, probably the most direct study of the surface, led to queries over the surface structure not 
simply a confirmation of the accepted model. Ruan's STM[os]  study reported the surface had 
undergone a missing row reconstruction with every fifth [101] row missing. The sulphur atoms 
occupying both hcp and fcc threefold hollow positions on the reconstructed top layer and the same 
positions in the missing row - these sulphur atoms being located deeper than those in the raft of 
reconstructed atoms. This structure does not correspond well with evidence about sulphur co-
ordination provided by the available SEXAFS and LEIS data[ 69 ' 70]. As Ruan highlighted, the 
model of Edmonds is not consistent with the STM results because two types of sulphur were 
identified by STM, one protruding farther from the surface than the other. It was therefore 
necessary to introduce a trough and terrace model. 
STM data indicated that the sulphur atoms in the trough lie 0.7 A above the first 
(unreconstructed) nickel subsurface layer and the sulphur atoms on the terrace 1.3 A above the 
surface. The length of the coincidence cell along the [211] direction being 21.6 A (5i3x2.5A)["]. 
The STM work also showed the (53x2)-S overlayer produced by annealing a new sample was 
the same as that produced by H,S adsorption on a clean Ni(l 11) surface. 
HREELS evidence[13]  clearly shows the difference between the threefold sulphur p(2x2)-S surface 
and the fourfold sulphur (5'J3x2)-S surface, where the observed frequency for the Ni-S bond 
clearly shifts from 410 cm' to 325 cm - ' respectively. Ni-S stretching frequencies of 351 cm - ' and 
367 cm' have been reported for sulphur in fourfold sites on Ni(100)[ 71 ] and at 331 cm' for Ni-S 
fivefold sulphur sites on Ni(1 I0)[72].  The peak at 325 cm' is therefore clearly consistent with a 
higher co-ordination than three for sulphur in the (543x2)-S overlayer. Maruca et al. [47] 
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compares experimental M-CO frequencies with theoretical predictions for Ni( 100), Ni( 110) and 
Ni(1 11) surfaces. 
SXPS[63] data showed a shift to higher binding energy with sulphur coverage indicative of an 
increase in co-ordination, with more than one type of species being observed. Ruling out a model, 
such as Edmonds, with only one type of equivalent site. 
A model with two types of sulphur suggests two Ni-S features will be observed in the FIREELS 
spectra, not actually observed. Rationalised because the distance from a sulphur trough atom to 
the second layer nickel atoms is around 3.0 A, too far for a "true" bond. 
A detailed SEXAFS[ 17] study of the ('i3x3)R30°-S and (543x2)-S phases clarified the sulphur 
adatom co-ordination. Two sets of data were reported enabling threefold sites for (5'J3x2)-S 
overlayer to be disregarded whilst for the (I3x3)R30°-S overlayer sulphur is definitely in 
threefold sites. 
STM studies[ 68] also indicate that homogeneous nickel islands form in the nickel sulphur 
overlayer. These nickel islands are suggested to form in order to accommodate the nickel atoms 
that are removed from the first nickel layer troughs by sulphur induced reconstruction. At 300 K 
only the terrace regions were found to display the (53x2)-S structure while the islands display a 
disordered structure and are apparently not reconstructed. Above 460 K the islands were observed 
to reconstruct. As the domain boundaries between reconstructed and non-reconstructed surface 
regions dissolve, the compressive surface stress relaxes. 
A combination of the Edmonds and Ruan models can fit best all the available evidence and three 
have been reported: 
the structure of Gardin et. al. [73]  whose sulphur superstructure also has periodic missing rows 
with a pseudo-(100) reconstruction. This model, based on LEED IV work, is consistent with 
sulphur in fourfold sites. The unit cell contains six sulphur atoms, supported by photon 
holography[ ' 2]. This model corresponds to a sulphur coverage that is too low and has been 
rejected by some investigators[ 74 J. 
2. based on evidence from grazing incidence X-ray diffraction measurements Foss et al. [711 
proposed the clock reconstruction of the above model where pairs of nickel tetramers are 
rotated by —14' clockwise and anticlockwise relative to the [121] row. This type of 
reconstruction has been observed for carbon and nitrogen on Ni(l00)[ 76] however the model 
results in a variety of Ni-S distances due to the asymmetry of the site. Recent NIXSW results 
reported by Ludecke et al. [741  provides indirect evidence for the clock reconstruction. 
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3. the structure which is currently best supported by all the evidence is that of WoodruM 70I, 
fitting especially well with Kitajima's SEXAFS[' 3 ' 7] data with fourfold sulphur sites. The 
(53x2)-S bond length is close to that for the Ni(l00)/c(2x2)-S surface - A[ 77  A study of 
the Ni( I 00)/c(2x2)-S[ 77 1 showed the sulphur atoms in this overlayer to be fourfold sites with a 
S-S distance of 5.26 A. 
The c(20x2)-S high coverage structure reported by Erley and Wagner[ 50}, Figure 1.5 shows the 
proposed surface structure, has not been further reported and it seems likely the LEED data for 
the (5'13x2)-S pattern observed was misinterpreted, there being close correspondence between 
Erley and Wagner's LEED data and that reported by Maurice et al.["] more recently. 
Interestingly the c(20x2)-S assignment proposed shows sulphur in ontop, twofold and threefold 
sites in the same superstructure. 
1.3.2.2. p(2x2)-S overlayer 
This adsorbate overlayer has been more clearly characterised than the Ni(1 1 1)/(5I3x2)-S 
superstructure from the outset. The surface has been investigated by a similar range of methods as 
previously, for example LEED[ 7880] and SEXAFS[81 ]. The p(2x2)-S pattern being reported by 
Perdereau and Oudar[ 51 ] and Erley and Wagner in 1978[] for 0s 025 • The sulphur atoms are 
clearly adsorbed in a threefold hollow sites with a S-S distance of 4.33 A along the <112 >  
direction. The overlayer structure, Figure 1.10, has been confirmed by LEED[ 82], photon 
holography[ ' 2] and SEXAFSF 81 . 






LEED fcc hollow 1.40±0.10 2.02±0.06 
ICISS fcc hollow 1.61±0.06 2.16±0.04 
SEXAFS Not atop 1.67±0.06 2.20±0.04 
SEXAFS Hollow 1.70±0.03 2.23±0.04 
LEED Expanded fcc hollow 1.50±0.03 2.10±0.02 
NIXSW fcc hollow 1.54±0.05 2.11±0.03 
Table 1.1:- Structure determinations for the Ni(l 1 1)/p(2x2)-S 
overlayer[]. 
1.3.2.3. (1/x 1/)R300S overlayer 
The (3x3)R30°-S, 0s=013'  structure only forms below 250 K and represents saturation 
coverage at this temperature [ 4983]. The literature indicates therefore that this structure cannot be 
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formed by annealing bulk sulphur and must be prepared by l-1,S chemisorption at low 
temperature. 
An EXAFS[' 3 ' 7] study produced results consistent with threefold hollow sites for sulphur and no 
(Ill) surface reconstruction, Figure 1.10. The S-S distance is reported as 3.61 A. The 
(43x3)R3 0°-S overlayer has been reported to convert slowly at room temperature, and quickly by 
annealing at 475 K. to the (5I3x2)-S overlaver[]. 
Phase Ni-S bond length / A 
p(2x2)-S 2.10±0.04[_'I 
('I3x13)R300-S 2. l3±0.03['] 
(5I3x2)-S 2.18±0.03[ 'I 
Table 1.2 - some bond lengths for Ni(l 11) sulphur overlayers. 
1.3.2.4. (9x v9)-S overlayer - the lowest density 
superstructure 
Recent STM work has been reported by Maurice et al.["] on the ('39x39)-S overlayer (O=0.22) 
prepared by segregation of bulk sulphur during initial sample cleaning. The coincidence cell can 
be denoted as (39x439), (I39), c(9x5I3) or 	in matrix notation. Both vectors are 15.61 A 
long and oriented at 16.10  and 13.9° from the substrate [Oil] and [2111 direction, respectively. 
The vectors of the sulphur unit cell being 4.9 A and 5.0 A with an angle of 88.2 0[]. STM 
imaging showed this superstructure formed islands. These islands were observed from zero 
surface sulphur (the threshold of detection) to a point where the superstructure covered most of 
the substrate terraces, AES ratio 152:61 = 0.5. Step size at island edges was measured at up to 2 
A, further annealing produced a high sulphur density overlayer, the (5"13x2)-S. 
The coincidence cell for the (I39x39)-S contains ten sulphur atoms, protruding 0.2 A above the 
top layer of nickel atoms. STM indicates the sulphur atoms are in fourfold co-ordinated sites, 
either on a (100) reconstructed first plane giving a structure similar to the Ni( I 00)-(2x2)-S phase 
or on a "clock" reconstructed (100) arrangement of the first nickel layer, Figure 1.11. 
Annealing ('139x'I39) phase to increase sulphur coverage results in island formation, these 
developed at step edges on upper terraces and eventually covered all the terraces. Nucleation takes 
place preferentially at step edges where the lower co-ordination of nickel atoms allows easier 
reconstruction to produce fourfold sulphur sites. Nickel atoms diffuse through terrace sites to step 
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edges to allow formation of a less dense nickel plane. The overlayer structure does not feature any 
missing rows. 
Additionally a (J39x'.J39)-C overlayer has been reported by Bertolini and Tardy[ 27] who report an 
EELS study of carbided Ni(100), Ni(llQ) and Ni(ll1) towards CO adsorption. The presence of 
carbon was reported to reduce the heat of adsorption of CO on Ni( I 11)/C and Ni( I 10)/C and 
modify the nature of the adsorption site whilst no CO adsorption was observed on the Ni(100)/C 
overlayer. The carbided structures were prepared by ethene decomposition or CO dismutation". 
On the (II 1) surface a phase was obtained designated ('39x'.i39)-C, attributed to a slightly 
disordered Ni( 100) (2x2) overlayer on the (I 11) substrate. 
In summary for all the layers the sulphur overlayer structure varies with coverage in a manner 
designed to minimise surface stress for a particular surface coadsorbate concentration. Table 1.2 
summarises some of the bond lengths reported. 
1.3.3. Studies of coadsorbed sulphur and carbon monoxide 
The sulphur overlayers have been probed using CO coadsorption by a variety of techniques. The 
major work in this area utilising RAIRS was reported by Trenary et al.[ 18,841  who also attempted 
some high pressure work at ambient pressures, up to 1 Torr. Small coverages of sulphur result in 
large changes in the vibrational spectrum of CO chemisorbed on Ni(l II). A new band was 
reported produced by S-CO interactions, only populated at high pressures of CO. denoted CO s. 
The flash desorption work of Erley and Wagner[ 50] shows some salient features. As can be seen 
from Figure 1.4 at O=0.05 a large asymmetric peak was observed centred at 430K. At 0s°  17 a 
change in the spectra occurs with a second peak appearing at 380K. As Os  increases to 0.18 the 
feature at 380K shifts to 390K with just a shoulder at 410K. Further increasing 0s  to 0.24 a single 
feature is observed at 385K, corresponding to p(2x2)-S coverage. By 0s0.3  I only a very small 
feature was observed centred at 385K, not quite enough to be (5'3x2)-S coverage. The limit of 
detected CO was at O0.33 in this study. 
Figure 1.12 shows a series of RAIRS spectra recorded at 300 K as a function of ambient pressure 
reported by Trenary[ 18 ]. For the sulphur free surface it can be seen that there is a broad band 
(FW@HM40 cm') at 1915 cm' for twofold sites and a narrow band (FW@HM15 cm') at 
2058 cm for terminally bound ontop sites. These features being similar to that for the 
(I7/2xV7/2)R1 9. 1 °-CO structure at 80 K, Figure 1.2. The width of the band is very temperature 
dependent being very much broader at 300 K than at 80 K. Small amounts of sulphur can be seen 
to induce a strong band at 2105 cm' only populated above 300 K at ambient CO pressures. 
Increasing sulphur coverage makes this band very much stronger and completely obscures other 
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features (ontop or twofold). Pumping away the CO results in the loss of all features for all but the 
very low coverage sulphur overlayers. 
Thermal desorption results[ 50 ] indicated that saturation coverage for the p(2x2)-S surface is only 
0.04.CO/Ni. The infra-red results show a monotonic increase in the intensity of the sulphur-
induced CO band (CO s) as sulphur coverage is increased. Unusually there is no perceptible shift 
in CO 5 band position with coverage of sulphur or CO dosing observed in the infra-red spectra 
reproduced in Figure 1.12. The shifting effect due to couplings between chemisorbed molecules is 
not observed either due to the increased distance between molecules or a sulphur screening effect. 
The width of the CO S band is measurably narrower (FW@HM8  cm' measured with 1.4 cni' 
resolution) than the original 2058 cm' band (FW@H1'v115 cm') on clean Ni(lI I). That the 
sulphur induced CO adsorption state. CO s, is only populated under high pressure conditions at 
300 K reinforces that the CO*s  state has a reduced heat of adsorption compared to CO on clean 
COINi(ll I) as expected with sulphur coadsorption. Measurement of the heat of adsorption by 
integrating the areas under the 2105 cm' band indicates a heat of adsorption of 19 kcal mor' for 
the CO*s state compared with 26.5 kcal mol' for CO/Ni(ll1). 
The main conclusions about sulphur and CO coadsorption from Trenary's work being: 
• a saturation condition is approached at P 0= I Torr at 300 K for 8=0.2. 
• large coverage changes at constant temperature in the sulphur-induced CO s state population 
do not cause significant shifts in vCO as expected from dipole-dipole coupling models or from 
chemical interaction effects between neighbouring sulphur-induced CO*s  states. 
The narrowness of the band (FW@HM=8  cm'), high band position (2110 cm') and high 
population temperature at 300 K are all indications that CO in the CO*s  state is weakly bound 
(H=19 kcal mol'). This is consistent with the theory that sulphur, being electronegative, locally 
withdraws charge from the metal, resulting in less charge transfer to the antibonding 21r*  orbital 
of the M-CO bond with reference to the Blyholder[ 4885] model, further discussed in section 1.6. 
Electropositive promoters such as potassium have the opposite effect[ 86 ' 87]. Van Santen[ 48] has 
discussed in detail CO bonding to Pt(l II), Pd(l 11) and Ni(l II) surfaces. CO co-ordinated ontop 
of a surface atom also co-ordinated to neighbouring coadsorbed sulphur atom(s) becomes more 
weakly bound. Van Santen rationalised this by means LDOS models, which showed as CO co-
ordinated to sulphur and a surface atom, a decrease in the LDOS at the Fermi level of s- and 
partially occupied d-electron bands occurs. Feibelman and Hamann [53} and Joyner[3788] showed 
the change in LDOS extends over several atom distances from the epicentre of the sulphur 
adsorption site. 
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Joyner, in particular, reported that for sulphur adsorbed on Ni( Ill) an oscillatory interaction was 
observed, with some sites within the range of the poisoning effect showing an enhanced LDOS. 
Joyner finds that sites near to the sulphur adatom have a strong suppression of density of states 
near the Fermi level as would be expected however "far" sites showed an enhanced density of 
states. Joyner shows that CO adsorption will be promoted in these "far" sites, suggesting in these 
sites sulphur may be viewed as a promoter rather than a poison at these positions. No such 
experimental studies of promotion have been reported however. From his calculations Joyner 
differs from Trenary in assignment of CO adsorption sites on a sulphur poisoned surface. 
Whereas Trenary assigns ontop sites adjacent to the sulphur adatom Joyner suggests these sites 
are too strongly poisoned and CO adsorption takes place in one of the adjacent twofold bridge 
sites, farther from the sulphur adatom than the ontop sites. 
The high pressure CO infra-red spectra clearly show the interaction is short range in effect. In 
contrast to the theoretical case where sulphur affects the metal electronic bands in a completely 
delocalised manner and at low sulphur coverages long range perturbation effects would be seen. 
That the terminal CO band frequency seems invariant with <Ns> is suggestive therefore of a very 
specific local perturbation. 
It is surprising that Trenary could not observe any CO spectra under UHV conditions whilst 
dosing as CO features were observed after high pressure experiments indicating CO occupies 
surface sites and the TPD flash desorption experiments discussed earlier were performed under 
UHV conditions. 
1.4. 	Ni(] 11) oxide surfaces 
Chemisorbed oxygen, like sulphur, can theoretically exhibit two different electronic effects, long 
and short range. In the short range effect each chemisorbed oxygen adatom creates a new CO 
adsorption site and blocks two nickel ontop sites to CO adsorption. In the long range interaction, 
chemisorbed oxygen reduces the binding energy and the saturation coverage of CO. accompanied 
by an increase in the CO stretching frequency. Figure 1.13 and Figure 1.14 show possible 
overlayer structures. 
1.4.1. p(2x2)-O overlayer 
The p(2x2)-O overlayer can be formed by adsorption of oxygen at 90K followed by flashing to 
200K[20}, characterised by the p(2x2)-O structure with 0=0.25 shown in Figure 1.14. The 
oxygen atoms adsorb in threefold sites[ 4589] with the oxygen atoms protruding 1.94 A above the 
first nickel layer[ 90]. There is no suggestion of any surface reconstruction. 
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1.4.2. (V3xV3)R30 0-0 over/aver 
The (I3x3)R3000  structure can be formed by further adsorption of oxygen to 0=0.33, Figure 
1.14. Oxygen is found to reside on threefold co-ordinated fcc sites 1.08 A above the surface with a 
Ni-O bondlength of 1.80 A. Above 0=0.40 surface stress increases with the onset of oxide film 
formation[ 91 ]. Detailed surface structure of the oxide films is not completely understood. 
Narusawa and Gibson[ 9t ] propose an outward relaxation or buckling of 0.15 A per unit cell. 
Grossmann["] and Muller[ 92 ] propose there is no relaxation or buckling. 
1.4.3. Studies of coadsorbed oxygen and carbon monoxide 
Major work in this area is reported by Xu and co-workers[ 201 who used RAIRS, LEED, A4 and 
TPD studies to reveal a new CO adsorption band, designated here the CO*,, species. 
During TPD of CO from the oxide surface no CO 2 was observed in contrast to CO coadsorption 
with oxygen on Pt( Ill) or Pd( 111). In LEED investigations (at 90K) after saturation with CO the 
symmetry remains p(2x2). Figure 1. 15. 
Changing oxygen coverage(90) from 0 to 0.33 caused deviation from the clean infra-red spectrum 
through one linear band @ 2098 cm', very intense for p(2x2)-O, to a weaker linear band at 2095 
cm' and slight bridging features for 00=0.33.  Each adsorbed oxygen can produce three equivalent 
* sites, Figure 1.14. This structure provides for short range interactions exhibiting a singleton 
frequency at 2098 cm for ontop CO as oppose to 2057 cm for clean Ni(1 11)/CO. The long 
range interaction probed at very low coverage indicates an oxygen adatom can affect a CO 
adsorbate 5 A distant[ 53 ' 93}. Support that oxygen has indeed a long range effect arises as oxygen is 
80% more effective at site blocking than predicted from simple space filling models. 
Studies with a fully oxidised surface[ 19] using RAIRS have shown two absorption bands at 2145 
cm- I  and 2075 cm', note that in the gas phase the CO fundamental band occurs at 2143 cm * 
The major conclusions reported by XU[20]  are: 
I. CO adsorbs at 90 K on O/Ni(l II) by way of a mobile precursor mechanism with a constant 
sticking coefficient that is independent of oxygen coverage. 
oxygen exhibits both long and short range interactions when coadsorbed with CO on Ni( Ill). 
through its long range interaction, chemisorbed oxygen causes an increase in the vibrational 
frequency of twofold CO species. The change in vCO of twofold CO is proportional to oxygen 
coverage. 
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through its short range interaction chemisorbed oxygen. in threefold hollows on Ni( Ill). 
produces three nearest neighbour nickel sites that are capable of adsorbing a CO molecule. 
The CO'0 molecule is strongly perturbed by the local interaction, and exhibits a singleton 
frequency of 2081 cm', about 41 cm - ' above that of ontop-CO on clean Ni(l 11). 
Co'0 is associated with a terminal CO species exhibiting a positive outward dipole 
(p 0. =0.14 Debye), with a frequency in the range 2081 cm' to 2098 cm' depending upon 00 
and 0. 
At 0=0.25 0/Ni, corresponding to a p(2x2)-O overlayer. all CO molecules occupy equivalent 
CO'0 sites adjacent to oxygen adatoms and form an ordered p(2x2) surface structure, the CO' 0 
/0 ratio is about 1. 
The CO saturation coverage decreases linearly with increasing 00 at a rate of 
Mcy = - 
1.28 CO/O up to 0=0.25 0/Ni. This behaviour suggests long range site exclusion effects for 
CO adsorption with chemisorbed oxygen. 
1.5. Mixed oxide sulphur surfaces 
Recent work by Liu and Blakely[ 
16,94.91]  on coadsorbed sulphur and oxygen binary overlayers on 
Ni(1 11) shows two overlayers - p(2x2) and (J3x'i3)R30 0 . 
The p(2x2)-S+O overlayer exists throughout the range °s00=0•25  indicating a degree of order 
independent of layer composition. The transition temperature of the coadsorbed p(2x2)-S+0 
structure is found to decrease linearly with increasing sulphur concentration from —440K for pure 
p(2x2)-Oto —400K for pure p(2x2)-S. 
Similarly the (13x13)R30°-S+0 phase exists throughout the range e0+0s=0.33 monolayer. The 
order/disorder temperature does not vary linearly with 0s  peaking at 370 K for a sulphur 
coverage of 0.13 ML indicating a more complicated relationship between order and composition. 
A phase diagram reproduced in Figure 1.16 was reported. 
The authors plan more STM work to provide detailed morphological information, particularly on 
island size, to complement these LEED results. 
1.6. Comparison of sulphur and oxygen as surface modifiers 
Interactions between CO and sulphur or oxygen, an electronegative coadsorbate, have been widely 
studied and the three main effects are: 
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a weakening of the metal-CO bond 
• a reduction in saturation CO coverage 
• decrease in CO reaction rate 
The effects can be categorised as short range and long range with relation to nearest neighbour 
interactions. The underlying principle behind these effects remains the reduction of the electron 
back donation from the metal surface to the CO 2ir antibonding orbital, Figure 1.17. 
The main factors determining the strength of poisoning an electronegative coadsorbate towards 
CO on a transition metal surface are: 
• the electronegativity of the coadsorbate 
. the distance of the coadsorbate above the surface, or size of coadsorbate 
The higher the electronegativity and the larger the adatom-metal distance (related to the size of 
the adatom) the stronger the poisoning effect. Sulphur has a larger size than oxygen but oxygen 
has a higher electronegativity than sulphur. Comparison of the two indicates atomic size is more 
important than electronegativity as sulphur is the more effective poison. Place in periodic table 
should also be considered. Oxygen has 2p electrons whereas sulphur has 2p3d which should have 
more efficient overlap with transition d metal orbitals. Table 1.3 provides a summary of relevant 
parameters for sulphur and oxygen. 
Property Sulphur Oxygen 
Pauling elect ronegatkit 16 3. 
A4 change at 0.25 monolayer of 
electronegative species 
+0.35eV[80] +0.7eV[20] 
Adatom diameter on Ni(l 11) 2.1A[] 1.3A[97] 
Adatom distance to the first nickel 
layer on Ni(lll) 
1.6A["6 ] 1.2A [971  
CO blocking efficiency on Ni(l 11) 
- low 00 and Os limits 
2.1 CO/S[98] 1.28 CO/0[ 20] 
Maximum frequency of CO 21 08cm 1 [98 ] 2098cm' [20] 
Table 1.3 .- comparison between sulphur and oxygen as surface modijIers[ 20]. 
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1.8. Appendix 1.1 - tables summarising common vCO for nickel surface 
science and supported metal work 
%,CO (cm') 
Ni(1I1) 	Ni(100) 	Ni(110) 
Ontop 	 2045 	2069 	1990 
	
2020-2060 	 2000.2065 
Bridge (twofold) 	1910 	1900 	1880 
1900-1960 	1931 
Hollow (threefold) 	1817 	1800 	1565 
1820 	1721) 
vNi-CO ( cm' 
Ni(111) 	Ni(100) 	Ni(11O) 
Ontop 	 460-480 	460 	450 
476 	468 
480 
Bridge (twofold) 	380 	365 	365 
400-420 	435 
400 	360 
Hollow  (threefold) 	360-400 
Table 1.4 :- Experimental vibrational frequencies of CO on nickel surfaces/471. 
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Band Frequency / cm^ 1 Structure Relative Strength of absorption 
0 




B 2035 Strong 
-Ni-- 
C 1963 CC Medium 
-v _ 
D 2057 C Medium 
-Ni- 
E 2082 C Weak  
-Ni- 
Table 1.5 :- A ssignment of infra-red bands to surface species for CO chemisorbed on a supported 
nickel cataiystE9]. 
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Band fern Species 




1946 twofold/bridged species o 
I 
Ni 	Ni 








Table 1.6 :- Table modified from Marshal/['00J for comparison with high exposure RAIRS data 
on oxide surface in this work. 
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(I 11) face 
Figure 1.1:- the (lii) and (100) surface planes of face centred cubic metals. 
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- 	 (a) 
Sulphur Coverage 
- 	 (a) 0.05 
(b)0.06 
(c) 0.07 
- 	 (d)0.12 
(b) 	(e)0.17 
(f) 0.18 









(h) 	 I 
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T[K] 0. 
Figure 1.4 .- literature !Vi (I 1 1)/S CO TPD data f °J. 
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six nickel atoms affected 
by sulphur adsorbate 
r 
I ..II .1......  
Figure 1.6:- model of sulphur ac/atom site and CO coadsorbates proposed by Trenary on the 
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Figure 1.12 :- high pressure Ni(1 11)/S/CO RAIRS spectra published by Trenary[ 18]. 
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Figure 1.13 :- Ni(1 11) oxygen over/ayers reproduced after Xu[ 20] 
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p(2x2)-O 	I 
1 4 C OO.25 CO 
(~3xJ3)R3 00_u 
O5O.33 
Nickel atom 0 Oxygen adatom 
Figure 1.14.- Ni(1 11) oxygen over/ayers reproduced after Xu[20]. 
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• Oxygen adatom d=1.3A 	 Nickel atom 	d=2.5A 
Tw 
CO molecule d3.3A 
Figure 1.15 :- p(2x2) -0/CO surface overlayer structure reproduced after Xu[20j. 
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t 	[till 
OPP- M < 	C0 1*- 
Empty 
CO 5bonding orbital donates electons 
to a metal d orbital in the Fermi level. 
On top site 
o o 
1'I 	II 




A A A. 
Ni NiNi NI NI Ni 
Bridge twofold sites 
Metal d orbital donates eleectrons  into 
the CO 27t*  anti-bonding orbital. This 
lengthens the C-O bond lowering its 
vibration frequency. 
Sulphur lowers this interaction. 
Schematic representation of the 
normal modes of adsorbed CO 
CO 	Ni 	Sulphur 
	
CO 	Ni promoter 
Schematic illustration of the influence of poisons and promoters on the Blvholder 
model of carbon monoxide chemisorptioa The open circles and small arrows indicate 
unoccupied and occupied electronic spin-orbitals, respectively. According to the 
indicated direction of charge flow, the poison decreases and the promoter increases the 
density of substrate states at the Fermi level 
Figure 1.17 Metal-CO bonding scheme based on frontier molecular orbitals. The effect of 
surface modifiers on the Fermi level is also illustrated as are the normal modes of adsorbed CO. 
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2. 	Experimental 
2.1. General experimental system 
The experimental system comprises two major components. A vibration damped table supporting 
the infra-red spectrometer and a larger table (enclosed in ovens for bake-out) supporting the 
vacuum chamber. Figure 2.1 illustrates the general layout described in more detail below and by 
Yates[' ]. 
2.1.1. Main vacuum chamber 
The vacuum chamber and auxiliary components were fabricated by CVT 1 using some Leybold-
Heraeus (LH) components. The main chamber was pumped by an Edward's E04K diffusion 
pump (DPI) charged with santovac oil, pumping speed 600 ls', backed by an Edward's E2M5 
double stage rotary pump. The diffusion stack incorporated cold trap, shut off valve and LH 
Bayard Alpert (LH-BA) ion gauge head. A base pressure of lxlO" mbar, measured using an 
LH5 10 extractor ion gauge (lonivac IM 510 control unit) located in the centrally in the chamber, 
was routinely achieved. Gas could be inlet into the chamber at three points through precision leak 
valves. 
For maintenance the vacuum chamber was vented to atmosphere under dry nitrogen. Afterwards 
the chamber could be roughed by way of a bypass system without having to switch off the 
diffusion pump, DPI. A pressure of <lxi 0 mbar was achievable within 20 minutes once the 
roughing stage was completed and the diffusion pump employed. Forty-eight hours baking of the 
entire vacuum system, to remove water from the chamber walls, at 120 °C was required to reach 
the base pressure of lx 10.1  mbar in the chamber - after outgassing all filaments whilst the 
vacuum chamber cooled; typically done at a chamber temperature of 80 T. Higher bake-out 
temperatures would have damaged the infra-red window seals. 
Routinely the chamber could be valved off and pumped on an ion-pump (LH IZ 50) at a pressure 
of <1x10 9 mbar during periods when the cold traps could not be constantly filled. To maintain 
good IJHV the liquid nitrogen traps were filled every 15 hours. Figure 2.2 shows a typical "clean" 
mass spectrum recorded at UHV. 
Additional pumping was provided by a Titanium Sublimationuinp. CVT TSP 1/70, with 
integral cold trap. 
'Cryogenic Vacuum Technology of Milton Keynes 
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Other components included: 
• an argon ion gun for sputtering the sample. Oxford Applied Research model 1805 - 
microdischarge ion source model 403 fc. 
• Anavac 2B quadrupole mass spectrometer with a range of 0 to 60 amu, total and partial 
pressure measurements. Mass resolution was poor and the instrument was mainly useful 
for initial leak testing during pump-out. 
• VG Q7 quadrupole mass spectrometer with a mass range of 0 to 200 amu. Mass 
resolution and sensitivity were excellent and mass spectra were recorded with separable 
masses at <10 -9 mbar, for example Figure 2.2. The unit incorporated a fast amplifier 
(CA2) and peak programmer (PP2) unit for scanning 4 channels simultaneously. 
VG 640 RFA dual AUGER/LEED apparatus comprising of an RFA 640 analyser with 
326/302 power supply which will be discussed in subsequent sections. 
• an high pressure infra-red cell attachment allowing experiments at a range of pressures 
(UHV to 1000 Torr), incorporating a baratron (Chell Instruments CPD - IA, 0.0 to 1000 
Torr(1333 mbar)). 
an XYZ precision translator mounting a long travel manipulator on a fully rotatable 
flange allowing positioning of the sample. 
• a Thurlbv Thurlander 0/35V 0/10A d.c. programmable power supply, for heating the 
sample. 
AES, LEED and mass spectra, from both the VG Q7 and the Anavac 2B, could be collected on a 
PC. 
2.1.2. Auxiliary gas line pumping 
The experimental gas dosing inlet system was pumped by an Edward's E02K diffusion pump 
(DP2), pumping speed of 150 1 s 1 , incorporating shut off valve and backed by an Edward's 
E2M2 rotary pump. Two gas lines could be pumped; a metal line of 1/4 inch stainless tubing for 
connecting directly to lecture bottles and an interconnected glass line for connecting to glass 
bulbs by way of Young's fittings with Teflon seals. Gas line pressure was monitored by an 
Edwards gauge, Pirani (LH- Thermovac TM 2105) and Penning (LH- Penningvac PM 410) 
gauges. 
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2.1.3. The high pressure cell 
The high pressure cell could be sealed from the main chamber by means of seating the cold 
finger base flange onto a set of double Viton '0' rings surrounding the cell entry, Figure 2.3. The 
subsequent seal was differentially pumped through the auxiliary gas line to DP2 for experiments 
in the high pressure range (10 -5 mbar to 1333 mbar) whilst the main chamber was continuously 
pumped by DPI. Plate 2-1 shows the high pressure cell arrangement. In contrast Yates et all 2] 
have described a different design of high pressure infra-red cell. Raval[ 3 1 describes a more 
conventional vacuum RAIRS set-up. 
The high pressure cell could be pumped for conventional IJHV experiments directly to the main 
chamber diffusion pump, DPI, through an all metal shutoff valve. The pressure in the cell was 
monitored using the LH BA gauge head or baratron. The main vacuum chamber was valved off 
for these experiments. 
The KC1 infra-red windows, unsupported diameter 16 mm, were designed to withstand a positive 
pressure of 2000 mbar whilst the cell path length of 20 mm was designed to minimise gas phase 
interference at high pressures. 
Range of pressure measurement during UHV to high pressure experiments is a common problem. 
The ion-gauge used (LH-BAG 510) was unable to measure above 10 5 mbar, the baratron only 
read from 0.0 Torr (0.0 mbar) upwards. The fitting of a new solid state Hasting's gauge was 
completed after this work which offers readings throughout the missing pressure window, 
covering 10 mbar to 1333 mbar (1000 Torr). 
2.1.4. Sample Mounting 
Figure 2.4 shows sample and mounting arrangement. The cold finger is fixed on a fully rotatable 
differentially pumped feedthrough. The cold finger incorporated liquid nitrogen reservoir and 
ceramic conduits for heating and thermocouple wires. An oxygen free copper mount enables the 
sample to be attached to the cold finger. The main feature of the mounting system being the 
sample face is completely unobstructed allowing the maximum area to be irradiated during infra-
red experiments. 
A recurrent problem with the sample mounting arrangement occurred during heating of the 
sample. M sample temperature is increased the temperature displayed on the digital 
thermocouple becomes progressively more offset. This resulted from slight current leakage to 
ground from the heater wires through the thermocouple via the sample. To correct for this the 
temperature was linearised with reference to measurements made when the thermocouple was 
instantaneously floated from the heating element. A battery powered thermocouple unit was used 
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to minimise leakage to earth however it is apparent some still occurred both through this unit and 
also the ceramic spacers on the sample mount. 
2.2. Infra-red apparatus 
Data was collected using a Bio-Rad FTS 40 (vacuum) instrument with air bearing mirror 
movement. Initially data was collected using a Digilab 3200 data station however this was 
upgraded to WinIRJGrams386 software running on a Pentium P75 PC. The optical bench was 
capable of an ultimate resolution of 0.5 cm' however for surface studies a resolution of 2 or 4 cm 
was mostly used, except in some of the high pressure experiments where 0.5 cm -1 resolution was 
required. 
An external liquid nitrogen cooled MCT detector (4000—*670 cm) was employed. The detector 
dewar was pumped (108  mbar) by way of the auxiliary gas line system. Generally the detector 
was pumped at least once a week to avoid "wet" spectra. 
The spectrometer interfaces with the infra-red cell by a demountable flanged tube incorporating 
movable KC1 lens for focusing the infra-red beam and polariser mounting when appropriate. The 
focusing lens could be moved ±7 cm from its mid-point. A discussion of the principles of infra-
red spectroscopy and the RAIRS technique follows in the next chapter, however the main 
advantage of the vacuum model spectrometer is elimination of miscancellation features due to gas 
phase water and carbon dioxide species. Figure 2.5 shows a simplified block scheme for the 
RAIRS experiment. 
2.2.1. Optimising the RAIRS experiment 
Optimisation generally consisted of the following steps, with reference to Figure 2.5: 
• following bake-out the optical components were placed into position, locating on the 
external flanges of the high pressure cell and spectrometer. 
• the sample was lowered into the cell watching the signal in "align mode". The signal 
normally peaked slightly before the shall seals onto the 'O'-rings. 
• the shall was then backed off slightly and rotated to give greatest signal (typically -4.5 
V g sensitivity 4). 
• if necessary a visual check at this point allowed the infra-red/laser beam to be adjusted 
to graze the sample face by altering mirror Ml. Moving the focusing lens (FL) allowed 
the size of the grazing beam cross-section to be adjusted to the diameter of the sample. 
Normally unless gross positional changes had been made this step was not necessary. 
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optimisation of detector position and height was also normally performed. 
From room temperature the detector required about 20 minutes initial cooling to produce a 
constant signal. The spectrometer was calibrated before each experiment and an HPL line run to 
check the noise level. At least once a week a stability test was run, scanning repeatedly over a 
period of 2 hours to check the baseline remained constant. 
2.3. Gas purity 
Great care was taken to purify the CO for high pressure experiments in particular to avoid metal 
carbonyl impurities. The purity of all experimental gases was checked using a standard infra-red 
gas phase cell, the spectra were recorded using a Bio-Rad FTS-7 infra-red spectrometer. Mass 
spectra were also recorded using the Q7 spectrometer and again no anomalous features were 
observed. 
The CO being supplied in steel cylinders the familiar problem of iron pentacarbonyl, Fe(CO) 5 , 
was encountered being characterised by bands at 2033 cm' and 2012 cm'. Table 2.1 tabulates 
the expected infra-red bands for Fe(CO) 5 in the liquid phase. Figure 2.6 shows a gas phase 
spectrum of CO straight from on old lecture bottle (older than 1 year) recorded using a standard 
gas phase cell subjected to stringent pumping and purging of cell and glass line. The Fe(CO) 5 
impurity peaks are clearly seen at 2033 cm' and 2012 cm'. 
Liquid nitrogen traps were introduced to freeze out the Fe(CO) 5 however this was not successful 
either. Figure 2.7 shows another gas phase infra-red spectra with the same Fe(CO) 5 impurity 
peaks observed as before. It was suspected, as the problem became worse in successive aliquots 
taken from the same CO bottle, that when a bottle was nearly empty the CO and Fe(CO) 5 
fractionated and Fe(CO) 5 constituted the bulk of the remaining CO. Brand new bottles of CO 
were found not to have a detectable contamination problem. 
Compound Symmetry State u(CO) / cm CO) /c   6(c MC)  1cm 1 
FeCO. D. Liquid 2I1 415 278 107  




I able 2.1:- Pe(C05 infra-red dala[4J2 . 
2  greyed out frequencies are those that would not be seen in a RAIRS experiment using the FTS40 or in 
the gas phase cell using the F'fS-7 due to the cut-off frequency of the detector systems —800 cm'. 
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Fe(CO) 5  was completely removed from the CO by passing the impure gas through an activated 
alumina bed (activated for 6 hours (d' 200 °C) before storage in glass bulbs. The bulbs being 
pumped, by diffusion pump, to 10 -'mbar before filling with CO. The cold finger at the bottom of 
each bulb was available to remove condensables however none were observed. 
No anomalous features were observed when testing hydrogen in the standard gas phase cell. 
2.4. AES experimental 
The auger analyser, a four grid VG RFA 640, coupled with a VG electron gun is schematically 
shown in Figure 2.9[]. The data, collected in a Q-Basic program. was plotted and printed 
directly from MicroCal OriginTM using a Lab TalkT.m script and template. 
The instrument electronics comprise an electron gun control, pre-amplifler, phase locked 
amplifier, energy ramp control and grid controller. All VG components apart from the phase 
locked amplifier, a Princeton Research model 5210. The data was digitised using a Blue Chip 
technology AIP-24 24 Bit bipolar A/D card. Three hundred energy units were scanned in 1000 
seconds hence allowing 3.3 seconds per energy unit. During this time interval ten data pairs 
(electron energy (E), peak intensity dN(E)/dE) were recorded and averaged. 
2.5. LEED experimental 
The RFA analyser configured in LEED mode is shown schematically in Figure 2.10[ 5]. 
Configured for LEED the first grid, nearest the sample, is set at earth potential as is the sample. 
This ensures diffracted electrons travel in a field free zone and maintain their radial geometry. 
Subsequent grids are set at a potential slightly less than the initial potential of electrons from the 
gun so that only elastically scattered electrons pass through these grids, electrons which have lost 
energy in an inelastic collision are retarded. Between the final grid and phosphor screen the 
electrons are accelerated by a 2 kV potential onto the screen. The grids can be thought of as a 
high pass electron filter when configured in this way. The pattern generated was viewed through 
the vicport opposite. 
Electron beam currents of 2 to 3 pA were used and beam energies of up to 250 eV, however the 
lack of a mu metal shield limited the range to 55 eV and upwards. 
The sample was directly heated to 250 °C in front of the grids however for higher temperatures 
the sample was rotated to point directly away from the phosphor screen. 
Normally the images were recorded using colour 400 ISA film (exposure time 1 to 4 seconds, 
fl.6) and developed commercially, e.g. Plate 2-2. Experiments were tried to digitise these images 
by computer scanning of the negatives, this proved very time consuming in setting up a scanner 
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to deal with negatives. Instead a cheap colour CCD camera  (200) coupled to the spectrometer 
PC was used. Figure 2.11 shows a sample image. The system initially suffered from problems of 
dark current or random noise pixels. A new version of the software overcame these problems 
providing excellent image capture. The software also allowed a video to be recorded. for example 
showing changing spot pattern with Co dosing, exposure time being in the order of a second 
with the CCD camera. Using a Silicon Graphics IndvTM  computer the image could be contoured 
and an intensity- value assigned to each pixel. Figure 2.11. There was potential to further develop 
this method to perform basic LEED-IV analysis. 
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Gas Supplier Purit 
(.arboii Monoxide Linde Gas 
Ethene Mathieson CP Grade 
Hydrogen Linde Gas 99.99999% 
Oxygen Linde Gas 99.999999% 
Argon Union-Carbide (UCAR) Ultra-High-Purity 
Table 2.1 :- Gases used in experiments. 
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Figure 2.2 :- typical Q7 mass spectrum of clean, baked, outgassed vacuum. Peaks for water 
((ii 18 amu), N21CO ((d),28 arnu) and CO2((044 amu) observed. 
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Figure 2.3 :- schematic qf high pressure cell attachment looking "through" the infra-red 
windows across the sample face at grazing angle. 
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!'/ate 2-I: - high pressure cell. 
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13 
	 Copper sample mount 
•l . insulated thermocouple 
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to clamp heating wires 
NOT TO SCALE 
Figure 2.4 : - sample mount and connections for heater and thermocouple. The mounting 
arrangement is designed to ensure an unobstructed sample face. 
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Figure 2.5 :- simplified diagram ofRAIRS experiment showing interfoeromeler, optics, sample 
position and detector position. Also shown are the vacuum and compresed air services. 
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Figure 2.6:- CO with Fe(CO)5 contaminant detected in the infra-red. 
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Figure 2.7:- CO with Fe(CO) 5 contaminant detected in the infra-red after liquid nitrogen 
purification of the sample gas. 
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Figure 2.9 :- Auger experimental schematic[ -' I 
Figure 2.10 :- LEED experimental schematic[5] 
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Plate 2-2 :- sample LEED image. 1" order spots. 
Figure 2.11:- CCD image and digitised image. 
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3. 	Experimental Theory 
A discussion of the principles involved for the three major experimental techniques used: 
Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) 
Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) 
. Reflection Absorption Infra-Red Spectroscopy (RAIRS) 
A combination of these techniques allows characterisation of surface composition, geometry and 
adsorbate bonding mode. 
3.1. Auger Electron Spectroscopy 
A technique to analyse surface elemental composition['J 
Depth of analysis 0.5-93.0 nm 
Elements analysed z>3 
Sensitivity / monolayer 0. ll .0 % 
Typical incident electron energy range 2—*4 keV 
Surface damage medium, small spot 
Spatial resolution 200 nm 
Quantitative information good 
Qualitative elemental information excellent 
Qualitative chemical information some 
Detailed speciation none 
To ensure surface cleanliness and characterisation it is necessary to identify the elements present, 
in AES by monitoring stimulated secondary electron emission from surface atoms. The spectra 
show the number of secondary electrons detected (N(E)) for a given energy (E), each element, 
other than hydrogen and helium, having a characteristic fingerprint spectra. Sulphur, for 
example, yields a large signal whereas carbon gives a much smaller signal for the same level of 
contamination [2]. 
AES has been widely used since the 1960's, the process being reported by Pierre Auger[ 3 ] in 1925 
and the technique being put on a firm experimental footing by Lander['] in the 1960's. A 
detection level of 0.1% of a monolayer is possible depending on the elements present. The lower 
limit of sensitivity is generally recognised to be 102  to 10 of a monolayer[ 2]. Although a surface 
technique monitoring occurs to a depth of several angstroms (or 2 to 8 monolayers) as can be seen 
from the "Universal Scattering" curve[5]. Elemental analysis is performed with reference to an 
atlas of standard spectra[ 2 ' 6 ' 7 ]. The handbook of standard spectra by McGuire[b]  was used for 
reference in this work. Woodruff and Delchar[ 8] and Somorjai[ 9 ] provide an introduction to AES, 
case studies and further literature sources. 
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3.1.1. Background 
The generation of secondary electron emission occurs as a result of atomic core level ionisation by 
incident ionising radiation (2.9 keV electrons in the instrument used in this work). Figure 3.1 
illustrates the three possible ways of generating secondary electrons. The incoming electrons 
create holes in a core level (E). The resultant ion subsequently fills the core holes created with an 
electron from a higher energy level (E) accompanied by the release of a kinetic electron (the 
secondary or auger electron) from a higher energy level (E '). The auger electron results from one 
of three possible transitions, a core/core [CCC], core/valence [CCV] or valence/valence [CVV]. 
The energy(E) of an auger electron can be fully expressed in terms of energy levels as: 
	
EAuger = E - E - Ez - U eff 	 Equation 3-1 
Where Ueff represents a Coulomb factor due to the fact that extra energy is required to remove an 
electron in state Z in the presence of a Y hoIe[801 ] 
3.1.2. The Retarding Field Analyser for AES 
A combined LEED/AES RFA was used in this work as outlined in the experimental section, a 
more detailed discussion of its principles can be found in references [U 2 ] . 
In AES mode the RFA analyser is configured so that the retarding grids are at a lower potential 
than the scanning energy (E) allowing all electrons with sufficient energy to reach the fluorescent 
screen which is being used as a current collector. The number of electrons (N e ) of each energy 
( E ) scanned are recorded. For clarity in determining peak position on a sloping background a 
derivative spectra is often displayed. 
To generate derivative spectra it is necessary to modulate the retarding voltage, V. by applying a 
sinusoidal voltage of frequency, f(denoted wt): 
V + AVsin-ot 	 Equation 3-2 
The collected current (1) is a function of V and can be written I(V + ksin&t), which is expanded 
using Taylor's expansion' to: 
51 	k 2 sin 2 wt [o21J 	 Equation 3-3 
l(V + ksinwt) = 1(V) + ksinwt + 	
2! 	V 
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((r i 
	 i 	 i 
(( E 
s the change n detected current with modulation hence ---J s 	) . As 
( 
 (E)) is the second harmonic of N(E) referencing the detected 2f modulated signal against a 
generated pure 2f signal allows the features in the second harmonic term to be extracted. 
Similarly referencing against a signal of frequency f allows evaluation and/or removal of the 
distribution N(E); assuming higher order terms can be ignored by applying the correct 
modulation, k. For the RFA the integral of the signal, l(V+ksinwt).dE, is measured hence (-!I-) 
is the first derivative of the AES spectrum. 
3.1.3. Elements of interest 
The main elements of interest are listed in below in Table 3.1 
Element Atomic Primary Secondary Tertiary Intensity on RFA640 for primary 
Number peak peak peak derivative peak- peak 
Nickel 28 848 782 716 0-00 
(LMM)  
Sulphur 16 152 106 2118 0-*300 
(LMM)  
Carbon 6 273 242 0-350 
(KLL)  
Oxygen 8 510 488 470 0-340 
(KLL)  
Table 3.1: AES elements of interest[ 6] 
A reference spectrum['] for nickel is shown in Figure 3.2 along with a recorded spectrum for 
comparison. Note the energy scale was not quite correct for the recorded spectrum. The 
instrument was calibrated between 0 and 300 eV and it appears the energy scale was not exactly 
linear right up to 1000 eV. 
nihr 	 h 
[Taylo?sexpansion f(a + h) =_f(1)(a)+  R where R = —f(a + ), 0 e(0,1)] 
r=O r! n! 
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3.2. Low Energy Electron Diffraction 
A technique to determine surface symmetry['] 
Depth of analysis 
Elements analysed 
Sensitivity 




Qualitative elemental information 
Qualitative chemical information 
overlayer and top metal layers 
z—>1 




Good, unit cell dimensions 
none 
none 
Detailed speciation none 
The basis of the LEED experiment was the Davisson-Germer experiment in 1925[I1,  an 
experiment for which they were awarded a Nobel Prize. These researchers were studying 
polycrystals of nickel by electron scattering. Oxidising the nickel target they found a strong 
angular dependence for the scattered beams, also confirming de Broglie's hypothesis. The basic 
features of their experiment, firing a beam of electrons at the target and recording a diffraction 
pattern on a phosphor screen or current detector, remain essentially unchanged. Woodruff and 
Delchar[ 8] and Somorjai[9 ] provide an introduction to LEED, surface notation and further 
literature. 
3.2.1. Theory 
The incident electron beam normal to the surface can be visualised as a plane wave with 
diffraction resulting when the incoming wave is scattered by a periodic structure of similar 
periodicity to the incident wavelength. Figure 3.3 summarises schematically the diffraction 
conditions for LEED. 
In theory a well-defined electron beam would be incident with a definite phase at all points on a 
surface. In reality neither direction nor energy will be well defined and the beam of electrons 
consists of a set of waves of varying direction and energy, the phase varying unpredictably in 
consequence. It is common therefore to consider a coherence length, typically 500 A[81: 
atoms within a coherence length of one another may he regarded as illuminated 
by a simple perfect wave, atoms farther apart must be regarded as illuminated 
by waves whose phase relationship is arbitrary. No surface structure on a scale 
larger than the coherence length forms a diffraction  pattern - Lander 1965 
Geometrically it is convenient to break down the surface into an array of unit cells, the origin of 
any unit cell (x,y) being: 
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Ia + in, Equation 3-4 
6,b are vectors from a defined surface origin. A geometric solution to Equation 3-4 in which I 
and m are integers define a "Bravais Lattice" [8 ' 4 ]. By convention the axis x and y are in the plane 
of the surface with the +z axis pointing outwards from the bulk. In the bulk of the crystal there 
will be symmetry about the z-axis but not necessarily so at the surface. 
The elastically scattered electrons carry the vast majority of structural information. By 
considering how the incident electrons and the scattered electrons move in the total wavefield and 
the conservation of momentum parallel to the surface in an elastic event it can be deduced that[ 8]: 
	
= n2ir 	 Equation 3-5 
= n2,r 	 Equation 3-6 
where n is an integer and k = hA + kb where h and k are integers. The equations 3-5 and 3-6 are 
satisfied by: 
Equation 3-7 
A = (4,A,) = ab—ba (by,—b,)  
Equation 3-8 
B=(Br , By ) 
= hil 	
(—a1.,a)  
Equation 3-7 and Equation 3-8 relate the reciprocal lattice (A,B) in reciprocal space - observed 
during the experiment on the phosphor screen, to the real surface lattice or net (ä.b) of the 
sample. By making the electron analyser hemispherical and placing the sample at the centre of 
the hemisphere the spot pattern observed is a direct representation of the reciprocal lattice. The 
equations above can be used to calculate from the reciprocal lattice dimensions the real surface 
lattice vectors. 
Using the expression[ 9] 
rj 50  = fl2_ = 2dsin9 	 Equation 3-9 
which is a modification of Bragg's Law of diffraction[ 14]  where X, = I(150/E(eV)); and a 
knowledge of the geometric dimensions of the RFA-640 analyser it is possible to calculate at 
which energy the nth  order spots appear on the rim of the phosphor screen, as shown in Figure 3.4 
- calculated for l order spots on the RFA 640 analyser used. rNiNi  has been reported as 2.49 A in a 
NEXAFS study[' 5 ] corresponding to 56 eV in Figure 3.4. Experimentally the spots were observed 
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on the edge of the screen at 59 eV showing a reasonable correspondence with this simple 
calculation. 
3.2.2. Surtaces with an adsorbed overlayer 
Between surface and adsorbate unit cells or nets a geometric relationship exists, normally 
expressed as a matrix or by simple notation, for example p(lxl)[ 89} denoting a I to I 
correspondence between adsorbate unit cell and surface net. If this is an ordered relationship, that 
is the surface is in registry with the adsorbate, a simple pattern with no new spots and a high 
degree of symmetry will be observed. Alternatively the surface may be out of registry with the 
adsorbate leading to large unit cells and many spot LEED patterns with correspondingly low 
symmetry. Furthermore there may be complications arising from the bulk and surface layers 
because the symmetry of the bulk can be different from the symmetry of the surface, for example 
when reconstruction of the surface occurs, leading to large unit cells. 
3.3. 	Reflection Absorption Infra-Red Spectroscopy 
A technique to investigate adsorbate bonding and structure[1] 
Depth of analysis adsorbate layer only 
Elements analysed z> I 
Sensitivity 0.1-41.0% 
Typical incident photon energy range 2-4 keV 
Surface damage medium; small spot 
Optical resolution microns 
Quantitative information good 
Qualitative elemental information good 
Qualitative chemical information excellent 
Detailed speciation excellent 
Infra-red spectroscopy has been a common technique since the 1940's normally, until relatively 
recently, in transmission mode. It has been extensively used in catalysis to study supported metal 
catalysts pressed into disks. For a metal single crystal light radiation simply reflects from the 
sample. By correct positioning of source and detector the reflected radiation can still be collected 
and spectra obtained. Raval[] has recently reviewed RAIRS and presents some recent case 
studies. Chesters[' 7] has also reviewed many aspects of the RAIRS experiment and is a useful 
introduction to the subject with suitable further references. References['-'- 18-21]  provide a detailed 
introduction, case studies and further reading about RAIRS and related surface spectroscopies. 
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3.3. 1. General infra-red considerations applied to adsorbates 
Infra-red radiation interacts with the oscillating dipole moment of molecules. For a gas phase 
symmetric top molecule Equation 3_10[22}  describes this interaction in terms of molecular energy 
levels (J): 
F(J,K)= BJ(J ±l)+(A —B)K 2 	 Equation 3-10 




are the rotational constants. The constant A has an 
(8.ir 2 c l) 	(8,r 2cl) 
approximate value of 5 cm' for symmetric top molecules, for example M 3CCH3 [ 23 ]' 
Fixing such a molecule to a surface results in: 
I. the molecule no longer being free to translate or rotate about the x- or y- axis the number of 
vibrational modes is not 3N-6 as is usual for a gas phase molecule but 3N-1 where there is 
rotation about the defined z- axis. These lost rotations may appear as frustrated vibrations. 3N 
vibrational modes may be observed if rotation about the z-axis is also frustrated. 
2. the molecule is no longer capable of x- or y- rotation the expression in F(J,K) becomes an 
expression in F(K) only. Two moments of inertia become infinite l and l., (from their surface 
contributions) and hence B becomes zero. Therefore surface spectra possess no rotational fine 
structure and it is not normally necessary to record results at resolutions less than 2 cm'. As 
will be demonstrated in chapter 5 this can be used to distinguish gas phase from surface 
species at high pressures. 
The above discussion deals with the energy level transitions the intensity of a vibrational 





. E is the electric field vector 
i the dynamic dipole moment 
(o-w) terms dealing with vibrational frequency 
When E is parallel to t maximum absorption intensity is observed for the transition. The ground 
vibrational state is the only one likely to be populated at the energy and typical temperatures used 
'where MPlatinum 
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during RAIRS. Point group theory shows that the conditions 0) and p, (dipole perpendicular to 
the surface) restrict the possible symmetry of (fj to the totally symmetric modes for the integral 
to be non zero2 . Hence only totally symmetric modes are normally observed for an adsorbate on a 
metal surface. 
3.3.2. Classical theoretical description of RA IRS 
The problem of describing mathematically the interaction of infra-red radiation with an adsorbate 
was first tackled from a theoretical point of view by Greenler[ 2425 ] in the 1960's following on the 
work of Francis and Ellison [26]  with Blodgett films adsorbed on metal mirrors. Both solutions 
were based on Fresnel's equations[ 27 ' 28] describing the behaviour of light at an interface. The 
interaction of infra-red radiation with a surface oscillating dipole moment forms the basis of the 
observed infra-red absorbance. Figure 3.5 illustrates the interaction of grazing angle radiation 
with a perpendicular dipole on the surface. Also pictured is surface screening of the parallel 
dipole and reinforcement of the perpendicular dipole, a convenient way of envisaging why only 
perpendicular modes are observed in RAIRS. By simply adding an extra interface to represent the 
adsorbate, Greenler developed the so called "three phase" model. 
3.3.3. Reflection described by Fresnel c equations 
Fresnel considered light reflecting from a highly reflecting and adsorbate free surface. The 
electromagnetic field, E, incident on the surface is conveniently considered as two wavefronts, 
one perpendicular to the plane of incident radiation, E,  and the other parallel E P . Figure 3.6 
illustrates these components with reference to the plane of incident radiation and a dipole parallel 
to the surface normal. By definition both E  and E P can be expressed as two vectors: 
• E. as E P I and E 11 , the sum of vectors being E P . By definition E 11 is always greater 
than E P  I 
•E, as E 	and E,.,-L, the sum of the vectors being E.  By definition E , I is always greater 
than E5 IJ. 
Upon reflection both E and E change in amplitude and phase(s) at the surface. 
2  resulting in the so called "Metal Surface Selection Rule" or MSSR for RAIRS 
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Fresnel's equations solved for light reflecting at an angle 0 from a metal surface where 
n 2 + k 2 >> 1, the complex index of refraction Iff=n+ik, have the following solutions[ 2729]: 
	
R = = (n - cos8) 2 + k2 	 Equation 3-12 
(n + cosO) 2 + k 2 
= r2 
= (n - see  0)2  + k2 	 Equation 3-13 
p (n+ see G) 2 +k 2 
2ktaninO J 	Equation 3-14  arctan = 	( 22 +k 2 )  tan 
Where R and R1, are the polarised reflectance (perpendicular and parallel respectively) and A the 
phase shift between the polarised components. Figure 3.7 shows R.?  and R with incident angle for 
n=3 and k=30, typical values for platinum [24]. The perpendicular component, R, to the plane xz 
stays relatively constant, whereas the parallel component, R, has a marked angular dependence 
and peaks around 85°. 
The interaction with a surface dipole depends strongly on the amplitude of the surface 
electromagnetic field, E and EP * It is clear that the perpendicular component, E,  can never 
produce a strong interaction and can be henceforth ignored. 
The wavefront E P does have significant intensity near the surface, peaking at near grazing angle. 
The total incident electric field amplitude is expressed as E' sin(8) and the reflected field as 
E1Sin(&+8). The two components of E P can be written as: 
E = 	cos(ø)[sin(9) - rpsin(O +,S,)] Equation 3-15 
E L=Ecos(Ø)[sin(9) + rsin(O+ s)1 	Equation 3-16 
The response of E 11 with angle is the governing component for E P , as expected from Figure 
3.7. This dependence on the electric vector perpendicular to the surface constitutes the major 
selection rule in RAIRS - to be observed dipoles must have an oscillating dipole component 
perpendicular to the surface to interact with the only strongly reflected component of the incident 
electric field. The two perpendicular components E -Land E 5 are termed shielded. It is of course 
possible to express E 5 as 	and E .1. however the total magnitude of these components, E, is 
too small compared with E 	to significantly affect the solution. 
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The classical work of Fresnel does not consider a surface with adsorbates, such electrodynamical 
models were developed by Green ler and extended by McIntyre and Aspnes. 
3.3.4. Greenler 's approach - the three phase model 
Whilst Fresnel's equation simply describe reflection from a clean surface Greenler introduced an 
extra interface layer[ 245230]. This third layer factors for the absorption of incident infra-red 
radiation by oscillators on the surface, Figure 3.8. in essence the third layer grossly models the 
properties of the individual surface dipoles, changes in third layer thickness mimic the effects of 
varying surface coverage. The surface infra-red absorbance was defined as the difference in 
reflectivity between the clean surface and the surface plus adsorbate layer, -AR 
Greenler was able to deduce from his theoretical study the basis for surface reflection 
experiments: 
only the p-polarised component, E 11, that is radiation parallel to the plane of incidence and 
thus parallel to the perpendicular surface dipoles causes a significant absorption band. 
maximum signal will be obtained at grazing incidence of the radiation to the surface, typically 
88° ± 5°, shown in the solution in Figure 3.9. 
multiple reflections do not bring any worthwhile improvement in S/N considering the 
practical difficulties involved in multiple pass experiments, however theoretically the optimal 
number of reflections is usually greater than I. 
for a strong dipole such as CO. absorbances will be at best a few percent, for a typical 
hydrocarbon the observed intensity will be much less, S/N is therefore crucial. In practice 




• 	layer thickness, that is coverage 
• 	strength of the oscillator, that is dipole moment 
• 	dipole orientation, that is adsorbate dipole tilt angle[ 31 ] 
• 	coupled oscillator effects, that is dipoles acting in arrays[ 31
] 
• 	screening effects of adsorbates 
• 	dielectric properties of the substrate 
The stipulation that best results will be obtained at grazing incidence negates to some extent the 
throughput advantage of the Fourier Transform spectrometer. The incident energy per unit time 
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(i.e. the power) is 1 1 Acos, where l i is the incident intensity. A the cross sectional area of the 
reflecting surface and e the angle of incidence. Hence as the angle increases toward grazing 
incidence the power over the sample falls gradually to zero however the reflectance which is 
defined as the ratio of incident and reflected power is not affected in this way. 
Despite its reliance on classical equations Greenler's theory and its extensions still remain a good 
basis for experimentation although there is little doubt that a model based on quantum theory 
would be more accurate at predicting the magnitude of absorbances for different adsorbates. 
3.3.5. Advances on Greenler 's theory 
Greenler's original theory has been extended by the work of McIntyre and Aspnes[ 32] ( 197 1 ) who 
derived the expression: 
AR) = [4s inetan9 i J 4xk,d 	 Equation 3-17 
which adequately describes the angular dependence of the RAIRS experiment, shown in Figure 
3.9. This has been further extended by ibach[ 33] ( 1977) to derive equations describing surface 
potential with respect to adsorbate layer thickness. 
3.3.6. High pressure considerations 
For RAIRS experiments in the vacuum regime interference from gas phase species are not a 
problem. Surface spectra with no unwanted gas phase features are routinely obtained. For insitu 
measurements at pressures >10.2  mbar gas phase species are a problem when the gas is a strong 
infra-red adsorber, for example CO. A first precaution is limiting the optical pathlength such that 
the number of gas phase adsorbers in the beam is minimised. For a homonuclear molecule such as 
hydrogen there is no problem because of its symmetry. 
As only p-polarised light can observably interact with surface dipoles and gas phase features arise 
from both the p and s components the application of modulation techniques allows separation of 
gas phase features to show only the surface features, discussed fully by Blyho1der[ 2 ]. Amongst 
others Bradshaw and Hoffmann [34j: Golden, Dunn and Overend[ 35} and Judd[ 36] have 
successfully employed polarisation modulation. 
The high pressure work discussed in chapter 6 was performed using a rotatable wire grid 
polariser{ 37}, rather than a photoelastic modulator[ 38}, to record spectra separately using p- and s-
polarised incident radiation. Spectra recorded under s-(gas) and p-(surface+gas) polarisation were 
subsequently subtracted to leave only the surface spectra. This allowed correction for the p-
polarised gas phase intensity. 
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A problem was encountered when it was found the current polariser did not transmit light equally 
at all angles and little signal could be detected (maximum measured signal was 0.1 V 
sensitivity 8). 
A new polariser was purchased (Graseby Specac model IGP 225), based on a polished disk of 
KRS-5 with holographically produced wire grids. Variation in signal with angle was not random 
following a "cosine" relationship, Figure 3.10. Detected signal was cut by a factor of —5 using the 
polariser depending upon exact polarisation angle. Discussions with the manufacturer indicated 
that a 5% increase in transmission might be possible by thinning the KRS-5 substrate disk and 
adding, during manufacture, an anti-reflection coating before photoetching the wire grids. 
For polarised experiments RAIRS spectra (in %T units) were recorded at 90° (signal 1.5 V) and 
1800 (signal 0.8 V) at each pressure, calculated using backgrounds recorded for the clean sample 
at 90° and 180' under IJHV. Each spectra was then baseline corrected and shifted to a common 
baseline at 100 %T. The two spectra were then subtracted to reveal the surface species using the 
Bio-Rad software. Figure 3.11 illustrates the subtraction process. The shift in baseline is 
automatically achieved in the subtraction routine by multiplying the spectra below 100 %T by a 
correction factor, n, which is automatically computed in the subtraction routine. n was always a 
value close to 1.0000 and never above 1.0200 (corresponds to 98.0 %T). 
Without the polariser present gas phase rotational envelopes were a problem partially obscuring 
some interesting spectral regions but were not limiting even for a strong probe molecule like CO 
at pressures less than 20 Torr. 
Infra-red ellipsometric spectroscopy (IRES) developed by Dignam and co-workers[ 39] is another 
method of achieving polarisation modulation. The changes in the p-polarised component is 
calculated from changes in the two ellipsometric parameters: 
• 	- relative phase retardation 
• tan 9- relative phase attenuation 
Yates[40] has described the use of a reference cell for high pressure experiments as an alternative 
method of subtracting gas phase features, this also results in loss of throughput due to splitting of 
the source energy and extra optical components in the two pathlengths. 
All reported polarisation techniques require additional optical components, which cut down the 
original energy throughput of the source. This might be overcome by the use of tuneable infra-red 
lasers as sources, being higher power sources high throughput could be more easily achieved. 
Other methods which are possible but have not been seen reported in the literature are: 
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• subtraction of a fitted gas phase envelope, this would necessarily result in noise from the 
rotational envelope particularly in the p branch. 
• subtraction of a model gas phase envelope of the correct resolution, for a simple molecule like 
CO this is becoming a possibility with fast desktop computing power. 
3.3.7. Vibrational linewidths 
Briefly, the measured linewidth in surface spectra are much broader than those observed in the 
gas phase, typically for Metal-CO a FW@HM  of 10 cm'. This potential source of further 
information, reflecting the lifetime of the surface species is difficult to interpret. Problems arise 
with adsorbate-adsorbate interactions. Surface contamination can also have a substantial effect. 
The mechanisms responsible for line broadening are[ 22 ]: 
• lifetime broadening. 
• dephasing - frequently a frustrated translational or rotational mode - a photon scatters from 
the oscillating surface dipole without changing energy but disrupting its phase. 
inhomogeneous broadening - on a perfect monatomic surface this will not arise however 
defects present in any surface promote this mechanism due to defects in the local 
environment. This can often cause broadening and asymmetry in line shape. 
3.3.8. Instrumental aspects of FTIR 
In older dispersive spectrometers each wavelength of radiation is passed sequentially through the 
sample and the corresponding signal measured. This imparts inherent slowness to data 
acquisition and limits the resolution by how accurately each separate wavelength can be filtered. 
Further monochromation causes the loss of much of the source intensity, In Fourier Transform 
instruments no monochromator is used instead all source wavelengths are passed continuously 
through the interferometer, over the sample to irradiate the detector. Substantial benefits in 
collection time and data quality result, essential for a low throughput experiment such as RAIRS. 
The interferometer, invented by Michelson and Morely[ 41 ], allows the Fourier Transform process 
to correlate the correct wavelength and amplitude of response. 
The interferometer, shown in Figure 3.12, consists of a beam splitter (BS) and orthogonal mirrors 
(FM and MM). The beam splitter is a germanium coated KBr plate which transmits 50% of 
incident light and reflects the other 50%. Light entering the interferometer therefore follows two 
paths, 50% reflects to the fixed mirror and 50% travels towards the moving mirror. Upon 
reflection each beam recombines, if both beams have travelled exactly the same pathlength they 
recombine constructively. Varying the position of the moving mirror leads to varying degrees of 
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destructive interference and at one point, complete cancellation and no signal at all. Thus 
progressive oscillation of the mirror back and forwards introduces a sinusoidal change in detected 
intensity. As maximum intensity occurs at zero retardation of the mirror the resultant plot or 
interferogram will be that of a cosine function. 
This is the picture for light of a single wavelength entering the interferometer. however the infra-
red source employed (a silicon-carbide glowbar) emits all infra-red frequencies simultaneously 
although not with equal intensity. The interferogram therefore becomes the sum of all 
interferograms for all wavelengths. The point at zero retardation remains as the point where the 
pathlength is the same for all wavelengths and has maximum intensity. Either side of this 
maximum intensity drops sharply as cosine functions resulting from destructive interference equal 
those that interfere constructively at a particular mirror position, Figure 3.13. 
Not all wavelengths are emitted with equal intensely by the source, the expression for detected 
intensity is[ 42 ]: 
I(S) = ro, B( v)cos(2,rvS)dv 	 Equation 3-18 
where B(v) is a function giving the intensity of the source at each wavelength emitted for each 
particular instrument. To transform the total signal into a signal for each wavenumber the mirror 
position must be accurately known at each point, this is achieved by the use of a monochromatic 
light source (a He-Ne laser) which is also shone into the beam splitter. A photodiode detects 
changes in intensity with mirror position and as the wavelength of the laser is known the mirror 
position can be calculated. This optical measurement of mirror position is extremely accurate and 
hence allows the frequency determination of the transformed spectra to be very accurate. An 
instrument's resolution is approximately the inverse of maximum path difference, thus a 5 cm 
mirror traverse gives a resolution of 0.1 cm'. 
From the detected intensity for each mirror position, the range of input frequencies and the 
relationship between each source wavelength and it's emitted intensity, applying a Fourier 
Transform enables each frequency and its intensity/absorption to be calculated, i.e. a conventional 
single beam spectrum - Figure 3.14. The Bio-Rad software uses Cooley-Tukey Fast Fourier 
Transform [43.441  (FFT) algorithms for this process. 
The interferogram recorded is truncated for computation by multiplication with a box function, 
such as the Happ-Genzel function [42 1 or a triangular function [451 - points outside the box/triangle 
are ignored. A correction process (apodization) to reduce the effects of convoluting the 
interferogram with a box/triangle is then applied. 
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3.3.9. Advantages of FTJR 
The major advantages of FTIR are: 
the Connes advantage - this refers to the high accuracy with which each frequency in the 
spectrum is known, that is the technique has inherently high resolution. 
the Jaquinot advantage - in a conventional dispersive instrument much light is wasted in 
monochromating the light at each wavelength, this simply does not occur in an interferometer, 
allowing a larger proportion of light from the source to interact with the sample. 
the Fellgett advantage[46]  or multiplexing advantage arises because as the spectral information 
is collected simultaneously, reducing scan time making it practical to add large numbers of 
scans together to decrease random noise. Time constraints would make this impracticable on a 
dispersive instrument as the data is collected consecutively for each frequency. 
a particular advantage of the FTS-40 vacuum bench is the complete removal of unwanted gas 
phase features commonly H 20 and CO2 . see Figure 3.15. 
Amongst others Brault[ 47 1 has discussed the relative merits of FTIR with reference to other 
techniques. 
3.3.10. Signal to Noise 
The main factor which will limit the precision of the FTIR experiment is how accurately the 
interferogram can be digitally recorded. Both the signals from the detector and interferometer are 
analogue subsequently converted by an AID processor. Each analogue value is assigned a digital 
value (in fact because the number of analogue values is infinite, ranges of numbers have to be 
assigned a single digital value) and it is the number of digital values the computer can handle 
which limits the SIN. The dynamic range of the FTS-40 is 16 bits ensuring that the noise level is 
always greater than one single bit ensuring no digitisation noise is introduced. 
As can be seen in Figure 3.13 the central peak of the interferogram and surrounding features are 
much more intense than the majority of those in the interferogram and hence a gain range 
function is employed whereby the wings of the interferogram are further amplified. 




nN ) LGM  
where n is the number of points in the x-axis of the single beam spectrum (or number of spectral 
elements), defined as the number of wavenumbers scanned divided by the resolution: 
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= Vi n&x  - Vi 	 Equation 3-20 
LV 
The SIN can be easily measured for a single scan however coaddition of scans is almost always 
used as in Figure 3.15. 
Coadding n scans improves the SIN by 	Collecting more scans takes longer, 5000 scans take 
40 minutes at resolution 4 cm -1 for example and although the S/N will improve the baseline may 
shift or deviate from straightness due to optical, mechanical or thermal instability. 
Changing the resolution also has an effect on SIN, increasing resolution requires more scans to 
achieve the same level of SIN as S/N is approximately proportional to (resolution) 2 . The exact 
relationship between S/N and resolution for FTIR spectroscopy[ 2042 ] can be written: 




D * = specific detectivity of the detector 	9 = throughput beam area x solid angle 
Av = resolution 	 = collection time 
A = detector area 
I) 
The set-up of the FTS40 optical bench is such that at 2 cm - ' resolution the detector is totally 
illuminated by signal and S/N is proportional to resolution. At higher resolutions than 2 cm' SIN 
is proportional to (resolution )2. 
3.3.11. Other considerations for signal detection 
The sensitivity of the detector is a major contributory factor to observed signal. This is quantified 
by the equation for sensitivity or Noise Equivalent Power(NEP)[ 2042 ]: 
NEP= 	
vs 
	 Equation 3-22 
where: 
A= detector area 	 ct= 1/2(48] 
V signal voltage 
	
VN= noise voltage 
P0= radiant power falling on the detector 	\= electronic bandwidth of detector / pre-amp 
system 
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3.3.12. Sources of noise in RAIRS experiments 
Noise in the experiments can be categorised as: 
• detector noise[ 48501 - noise arising in the detection and pre-amplification system. Detector 
noise is also known as Johnson noise. 
• source noise, also known as shot or photon noise - is proportional to (source power). Source 
noise arises from instability in the source and the random nature of photon production from a 
glowbar[] source. Instability is minimal when running the source in a vacuum where 
convection currents around the source are not present and the source housing is cooled to a 
constant 20 °C. Source noise is never S/N limiting in the RAIRS measurements reported. 
• fluctuation noise - a catch all term describing noise due to mechanical or optical instabilities 
in the experimental set-up. For example vibrational problems - rotary pumps and source 
coolers produce constant vibrations. These vibrations were damped using concrete mounting 
blocks and flexible couplings. Also changes in sample position during heating and liquid 
nitrogen cooling add to fluctuation noise. 
The source noise is the least contributory factor to overall noise and it is generally accepted that 
the majority of noise arises from detector and fluctuation noise. 
3.3.13. Other noise considerations 
• Noise due to optical components - with age the original KBr windows had fogged decreasing 
infra-red transmission and increasing the amount of diffused light, reducing detected signal. 
The optics consists of four components, the intervacuum window in the spectrometer, the 
focusing lens, the two windows entering and exiting the high pressure cell and the window 
into the detector. Three components were replaced, the detector's KRS-5 window had not 
fogged. Suitable materials for the new components considered were KBr (as before). KCI or 
KRS-5. KRS-5 has desirable properties of transmission and durability but was to expensive to 
consider. Of the two remaining options it was decided to use KCI because of its wider and 
flatter transmission range allied with lower surface reflection. Manufacturer's data indicated 
KCI fogs less than KBr whilst having virtually identical mechanical and thermal properties. 
• Noise due to stray reflections - as the collection mirror for the detector is large it is possible 
that unwanted stray reflections from the sides of the metal box and connecting flange may also 
be collected. Painting these surfaces black was considered but it was felt it would not 
significantly enhance performance. 
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• Noise from ambient background - the vacuum chamber has a number of observation ports 
which might enhance the level of background infra-red radiation. The fitting of a port at the 
bottom of the infra-red cell has allowed accurate alignment of the sample, avoiding previous 
misalignment, but also allows background light from the laboratory into the cell. This window 
was covered with a black shutter during RAIRS experiments. The He-Ne laser itself will also 
increase background radiation. 
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3.5. Appendix 3.1 - additional information on polarisers 
The performance of polarisers can be characterised by two parameters K 1 and K2. They are 
defined as follows: 
• K 1 = transmission efficiency for normally incident polarised light whose electric vector is 
perpendicular to the wore direction 
• K, = transmission efficiency for normally incident polarised light whose electric vector is 
parallel to the wire direction. 
Degree of Polarisation (DoP) 	= 	(K 1 - K2) 	 Equation 3-23 
(K + K,) 
Extinction Ratio (ER) 	= 	K 1 Equation 3-24 
2K, 
A "perfect" polariser would have a K 1 value of 1.0 and a K 2 value of 0.0: and hence a DoP1.0 
and an ER of co 
For the IGP 225 polariser used the following data was supplied: 
Substrate Spectral Working Grid Transmission Transmission Degree of Extinction 




KRS-5 2-35 25 mm 0.25 74 0 , 	 , 0.25% i 99% 	i 148:1 
jim lOj.tm lOjim l0j.tm lOjim 
70% @ 1.5% @ 9% @ 23:1 	@ 
3jim 3j.tm 3jim 3pm 
Table 3.2 :- physical properties of the IGP polariser used in this work 
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Figure 3.1 :- energy level schematic showing the generation ofAuger electrons. 
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Figure 3.2:- AES Nickel reference spectra[ 6] and spectra (900e V-600e J') recorded on 
instrument used in this thesis. 
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(simple relationship between adsorbate and unit nets) 
LEED diffraction condition - conservation of momentum 
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Figure 3.4 :- Atom spacing (d-spacing) vs Electron Energy for I" order spots on the rim of the 
RFA -640 analyser. 
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Figure 3.6:- definition of surface components in the RAIRS experiment. 
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Figure 3.7 - reflectivity vs incident angle for a metal surface, the variation of Rp and Rs with 
angle according to Fresnel's equations. 
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Figure 3.8 :- Greenler's three phase model to describe the RAIRS experiment. 
LI 
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McIntyre and Aspnes solution 
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Figure 3.9:- Greenler's and "McIntyre and Aspnes' solutions, calculated variation in signal 
intensity with incident angle. 
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Figure 3.10 :- polarised signal vs polarisation angle, also shown is the constant signal level 
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Figure 3.11 :- subtraction of orthogonal/v polarised spectra to reveal surface structure, n an 
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Figure 3.12 .- schematic interferometer. 
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Figure 3.13 :- sample interferogram showing centreburst or zero retardation feature, the point at 
which all wavelengths constructively interfere. 
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Figure 3.14 :- sample single beam spectra from vacuum F7'S-40 optical bench used in this work. 
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Figure 3.15 :- sample RAIRS spectra recorded using vacuum FTS-40 optical bench used in this 
work, expressed in %Transmittance units, of note is the lack ofgas phase and water features. 
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4. 	Cleaning the Ni(lIl) sample 
The Ni(1l I) single crystal as supplied had two contaminants sulphur and carbon. Cleanliness 
was stringently monitored in the first instance by AES, complimented with LEED and RAIRS at 
key points in the surface preparation process. No phosphorus features were detected by AES, a 
contaminant commonly mentioned in earlier nickel single crystal work[']. 
After mounting the sample in the vacuum chamber, carbon and sulphur were detected by AES, 
Figure 4.1. Carbon was easily removed by heating under oxygen for only a few minutes at 
elevated temperature (I xl 7  mbar 02, 450 °C, 200 seconds). No subsequent oxygen signal was 
observed in the AES. 
Sulphur removal proved more difficult and several different literature methods were tried. The 
following survey highlights some of the suggested techniques and conditions. 
4.1. 	Recipes Jbr sulphur removal 
alternating neon sputtering (2 minutes, 1 keV, 150 /.tA/cm 2) and annealing 
(1300 K) until the main contaminants sulphur and phosphorus were reduced 
below the AES detection limit. Carbon contamination occurring during 
adsorption experiments could be removed by heating the crystal in oxygen (5 
minutes, 2x 10 mbar, 700 K) and subsequent flashing to 1300 K." 
Hammer L. Surface Science 1986, 178, 693 
"Inside the UHV system, the crystal was cleaned by several cycles of Ar-ion 
sputtering and annealing up to 1200 K" 
Mundt C. Surface Science 1993, 2871288, 119 
"Several cycles of Ar sputtering (600 eV) and annealing (1000 K) were used to 
clean the surface. After sputtering and annealing, no impurities were detected 
by AES and a sharp (Ix 1) LEED pattern was observed." 
Yates J.T. Surface Science 1991, 256. 288 
the crystal surface was exposed to Ar' (3 ke V.1 at 900 K, followed by 
annealing in vacuo at 1200 K to eliminate any surface damage caused by the 
beam." 
Wise H. Applied Surface Science 1989, 37. 244 
clean surface was obtained by repeated oxidation with lx 1(16  mbar of 
oxygen at 750 K, Ar bombardment at room temperature and annealing at 1200 
K." 
Nakamura J. Surface Science 1989, 222. L809 
cycles of Ar' bombardment (3 ke V beam energy), oxygen treatment (5x / U 
Torr, 700 K, 5 minutes) which removed any remaining carbon and finally 
hydrogen treatment (2x1U Torr, 1000 K, 5 minutes). Annealing to 1200 K was 
done after each Ar bombardment to generate a consistently annealed 
surface." 
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White J.M. Surface Science 1990, 239, 42 
as short as possible sputtering with a defocused ion gun and subsequent 
long annealing at 900 K seems to be the best recipe." 
Rendulic K. D. Surface Science 1987, 185, 469 
Ar sputtering (3 keV, 120 K, 8 minutes), annealing (1200 K, 8 minutes) 
and oxidation (2x1118 Torr oxygen, 1200 K, 3 minutes) and reduction (5xHJ 7 
Torr hydrogen, 5 minutes)." 
White J.M. Journal of Vacuum Science and Technology 1989, A 7, May/June 3 
Ni(1 11)... was carefully prepared by Ar sputtering (600 e V) and annealing 
(1000 K). The cleanliness and orderliness were checked by AES and LEED, 
respectively." 
J. Yoshinobu . Surface Science 1991, 255, 295 
From this survey it was decided to first use room temperature sputtering and annealing cycles 
whilst varying the sputtering time to obtain a sulphur free surface. Should this not prove 
completely successful sputtering at elevated temperature would be used. 
4.2. Room temperature argon-ion sputtering 
No LEED pattern was initially observed upon mounting the sample in the chamber, however with 
the carbon removal and flash heating to 300 °C the pattern in Plate 4-I was observed. 
Interestingly the LEED data shows some (I3xJ3)R300  character. 
The exact height of the Ni(848) feature in the AES was normalised within Origin for each scan 
and this normalisation factor applied to the whole energy range scanned (0—*900 eV). The 
Ni(848) feature being —30 units (Figure 3-2). The size of the Ni(848) feature remained nearly 
constant at 30 units throughout all experiments and was therefore used as a reference peak to 
check the instrument set-up was constant. 
Initial sulphur levels on the surface were measured by AES at —50 units peak-to-peak. Figure 4.1 
being typical of early AES S(152) levels. 
As the transmission function of the RFA-640 analyser for the abscissa N(E) falls exponentially 
with increasing electron energy(E), a reference peak closer to the main feature of interest - the 
S(152) feature - would have been desirable rather than the Ni(848) peak. The low energy nickel 
feature at -60 eV appears on a heavily sloping background however and is difficult to identify 
clearly in all scans. Another downside of the low transmission function of the analyser at high 
energy is that the Ni(848) feature was expected to be - and proved to be - relatively insensitive to 
the changes in nickel concentration which must occur for heavily sulphided and oxide surfaces. 
The position of the Ni(848) peak maximum did however shift ±5 eV depending on the sulphur 
level. 
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In all AES scans however the maximum offset was achieved as the energy approached 0 eV due 
to elastically scattered electrons. The offset, the height of the Ni(848) feature remaining constant 
and the reproducibility of the data were taken as indicating recorded spectra and instrument set-
up did not suffer from undue fluctuations for any given scan. 
Argon ion sputtering at room temperature (lxI0 mbar Ar, 14011A, I keV Ar*,  20 °C) was 
performed successively for several days, the decrease in surface sulphur during sputtering was 
typified by Figure 4.2 which shows a typical AES at low sulphur levels (-15eV). In Figure 4.2 the 
negative limb of the derivative peak can be seen to decrease more than the positive limb, a trend 
regularly observed during sulphur removal. Plate 4-2 shows the LEED pattern observed after the 
prolonged room temperature sputtering. 
Annealing (>500 °C) to restore the (Ill) surface plane, from zero AES detectable surface sulphur 
after room temperature sputtering, always led to a large sulphur signal of around 200 units peak 
to peak. Further argon ion sputtering at room temperature was relatively efficient at removing 
surface sulphur, sputtering continuously over a 12 hour period each cycle. Sputtering for shorter 
lengths of time (minutes) made no measurable difference to the surface sulphur concentration. 
Any annealing procedure to repair the surface damage caused by sputtering resulted in further 
large amounts (200 units) of sulphur segregating to the surface, structurally typified by the LEED 
pattern corresponding to the (5'I3x2)-S overlayer. The LEED data for the sulphur overlayers is 
further discussed in section 4.4. 
Figure 4.3 shows a CO/RAIRS spectrum saturating (10 mbar) the surface with CO at room 
temperature, recorded after room temperature sputtering but before annealing. A relatively large 
twofold' feature was observed at 1921 cm' and a smaller ontop feature at 2050 cm' with the 
relative peak area ratio 70:30; Table 4.1. The FW@I-IM  at 80K is reported to be —15 cm' for the 
ontop feature at 2050 cm' on clean Ni(ll I)[2],  compared with a value of 32.4 cm' at 300K in 
Table 4.1. as expected the low temperature data is sharper. 
Peak Centre/cm' Peak Height/%T FW@HM / cm - ' Area Data Area% Total 
1921.2 0.0459 25.5 1.244 70.5 
2050.0 0.0151 32.4 0.520 29.5 
Table 4.1 :- CO/RA IRS data from room temperature Ni(l 11) sputtered surface 
Comparing with the literature spectra (at low temperature) in Figure 1-2 the spectra are similar in 
that they have two features for saturation CO coverage (Oc-o= 0.57 for clean Ni(l II)). The 
literature peaks are at 2052 cm' and 1914 cm' and the literature spectra show that the ontop 
feature is expected to be bigger than the twofold feature, especially pronounced for the CO 
overlayer heated to 240 K and cooled to 80 K. Clearly this was not the case in the spectra 
'vCO assignments made with reference to the discussion of CO bonding in chapter 1 and the tables in 
chapter I appendix 1.1 
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observed here for a sputtered surface where the twofold species showed more intensity, the 
observed swap in observed band intensity may also be attributed to CO dosing and spectral 
collection at room temperature. The literature search undertaken revealed little Ni( 111)/CO 
RAIRS data at room temperature most of the work being reported at "traditional" conditions of 
80-95K. Xu[3 } presents Ni(l 11)/CO RAIRS data at various oxygen coverages. For an oxygen 
coverage of 0.06 room temperature CO RAIRS spectra clearly show a much enhanced bridged 
intensity over the ontop feature. From the spectra it can be seen that in general, increasing 
temperature causes a relatively more intense twofold compared to ontop band. Bertolini and 
Tardy[4] present early EELS data for CO/Ni(1 11) with the CO dosed at room temperature. A 
major feature is reported at 1863 cm' with little intensity above 2000 cm'. This would support 
the idea that at room temperature the intensity of the multiply bridged features might reasonably 
be greater than the ontop features (>2000 cm'). 
The weakness of the spectra was assigned to the unannealed nature of the surface, the literature 
spectra indicate that the linear feature should be approximately 2 %T under optimal experimental 
conditions. 
The behaviour with "cold" sputtering, that is efficient sulphur removal but immediate sulphur 
segregation with annealing indicates that during annealing the sub-surface layers are depleted in 
sulphur as it diffuses to the surface. With sputtering this surface sulphur is removed along with 
some surface nickel atoms. The amount of sulphur left on the sputtered surface is at or below the 
detection threshold for the AES system used. The RAIRS spectra showed no features resulting 
from interference caused by sulphur, characterised by peak(s) @ .-.>2100 cm', however the 
spectra were weak due to the rough unannealed nature of the surface rather than a poisoning 
effect of sulphur. 
4.3. Increasing sputtering temperature 
To speed up the cleaning process sputtering at higher temperatures (500 to 1000 °C) was used. 
This enabled the annealing and sputtering process to be simultaneously performed. A gradual 
reduction in surface and bulk sulphur concentration resulted however the system was found to be 
bi-stable and have a preference to settle on two particular surface sulphur levels after annealing; 
both of which corresponded to well-ordered LEED patterns, assigned the (5I3x2)-S and 
(439x39)-S overlayers respectively, as discussed in section 4.4. 
Surface sulphur concentration with hot sputtering decayed progressively, Figure 4.4 illustrates the 
decay process at 6.50A and 7.50A heater current. An approximate surface sulphur half life of 
5.15 hours @ 600 °C - Figure 4.5 - was calculated. The (5I3x2)-S structure persisted to a level of 
around 80 AES units, indicating sub-surface sulphur is a component of the AES signal. 
CO/RAIRS experiments, detailed in chapter 5, were performed on this overlayer. Below this level 
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of detectable surface sulphur the ('J39xJ39)-S overlayer was formed. CO/PAIRS experiments, 
detailed in chapter 5 were also performed on this overlayer. 
Further lengthy hot sputtering was performed over a period of three weeks, reducing the sulphur 
level to a point where the AES derivative peak shape disappeared. Figure 4.6 shows the AES 
recorded at this point, showing a considerable shift in peak position, with the feature having two 
positive limbs at 148 eV and 140 eV. The surface was designated SI in this work. A sharp (Ix I) 
LEED pattern was observed with feint spots corresponding to no obvious defined overlayer at low 
energy (<55 eV), Plate 4-3 shows the data recorded for the S  overlayer, clearly a sharp (III) 
pattern at this particular energy. CO/PAIRS spectra were also recorded at this point - detailed 
spectra are reported in the next chapter. 
Figure 4.7 summarises the fractional surface coverage vs. sulphur surface concentration. After the 
method of Trenary[ 2] the surface sulphur coverage was calibrated against LEED data using the 
auger data for surface concentration, Figure 4.8. Between O0.00 and Os=0.25  (p(2x2)-S) it has 
been found that surface coverage is linear with auger peak height[ 5], between 0.25 to I an 
exponential relationship was fitted in line with the expected transmission function of the analyser. 
From this plot a value of 1.6 x 10 sulphur atoms per cm 2 was calculated for the low coverage 
layer Sl,equivalent toOs=0.09. 
Further hot sputtering was used to remove the SI overlayer sulphur and the CO/PAIRS spectra 
shown in Figure 4.9 were then obtained - still indicative of surface damage, Table 4.2 summarises 
the peak positions and areas. The room temperature CO/RAIRS showed an ontop feature (@2052 
cm') and a twofold feature (@1916  cm'). As in Figure 4.3 the FW@HM  were broad and the 
twofold feature was more pronounced than the literature indicated is the case for clean Ni( III). 
Plate 4-4 shows the LEED pattern recorded for the surface before the CO RAIRS experiments, 
clearly a l' order (Ill) pattern. 
Figure 4.10 compares the AES during cleaning and after hot sputtering with prolonged annealing 
- showing no detectable sulphur on the surface. The low energy AES feature at 63 eV shifted to 
57 eV suggesting this feature is composed of both a sulphur and nickel component. The nickel 
and sulphur reference spectra in McGuire[ 6] showed small features for both elements around 
60eV, nickel(6leV) and sulphur(58eV). The energy of this feature, 60 eV, corresponded to the 
energy at which the Ni(ll 1) first order spots are well defined in the LEED experiment, indicating 
this feature in the AES may correspond with a diffraction feature. 
Peak Centre/cm' Peak Height /%T FW()HM / cm Area Data Area % Total 
1916.5 0.048() 35.3 1.805 76.2 
2052.0 0.0196 26.9 0.563 23.8 
Table 4.2 CO/RA IRS data from hot sputtered and annealed surface 
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4.3.1. Reduction of the sulphide layer with hydrogen 
Treating the low sulphur coverage S  surface with hydrogen at low temperature (lxl0' mbar H 2 , 
300 °C) to aid in reforming (Ill) surface structure always resulted in an increasing sulphur 
signal, indicating hydrogen promotes further surface segregation of sulphur. The surfaces 
generated under hydrogen showed high sulphur coverage and showed a markedly different LEED 
pattern, discussed in section 4.4, corresponding to the (8'I3x2)-S. Cycles of hydrogen treatment 
and sputtering were used, with hydrogen used to promote sulphur segregation and sputtering to 
remove the residual bulk sulphur, however after several weeks work no encouraging decreasing 
sulphur trend was noted. 
A chemical clean of the surface using oxygen was tried to see if the sulphur could be removed 
more rapidly and permanently than by hot sputtering and annealing. 
4.4. The sulphur LEED data for the complex surface overlayers 
Two literature sources of sample LEED data for the Ni(ll I) sulphur system are reported 
Perdereau and Oudar(1970)[ 7] and Maurice et al(1997)[8]. Maurice et al confirm that sulphur 
phases prepared by annealing, and hence sulphur segregation, are identical to those formed by 
H,S chemisorption and annealing. Two overlayers were reported as being especially stable and 
hence observed, the (5I3x2)-S and the (I39x'I39)-S. Maurice et al discuss these structures in 
depth with respect to their STM and LEED data. In this work both the (5'i3x2)-S and the 
(439xi39)-S overlayers were also assigned as two stable surface overlayers were observed and 
characterised by corresponding LEED data. 
The extensive reproduction and discussion of the LEED data by Perdereau and Oudar( I 97Ø)[7] 
and Maurice et al (1997)[8]  makes it unnecessary to reproduce all the data again, the main points 
are discussed and key differences and similarities highlighted particularly as Maurice et al has 
shown that the two phases produced during segregation of sulphur to the surface of a Ni( Ill) 
sample are the (5I3x2)-S and ('I39xI39)-S overtayers during a typical cleaning process. 
The highest sulphur coverage overlayer, the (843x2)-S, produced in this work by sample 
preparation under hydrogen is reproduced in Plate 4-5 and Plate 4-6. The pattern being 
indistinguishable from that reported by Perferau and Oudar (denoted SBAIII) in their paper. The 
data recorded for the (53x2)-S and (I39x'I39)-S clearly showed the same quality of 
correspondence and these are not therefore reproduced. 
For the (53x2)-S overlayer the same pattern as that reported by Perdereau and Oudar for the 
SBAII layer was observed. It was noted however that insufficient annealing gave a pattern which 
lacked the five-fold symmetry obtained upon longer annealing, indicative of incomplete 
reconstruction of the surface or domains forming on the surface. 
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Both Perdereau and Oudar and Maurice give data for the (39x'J39)-S superstructure, also 
denoted SBAI by Perdereau and Oudar. The data of Maurice is clearer and has the more 
comprehensive discussion. The data of Perdereau and Oudar does illustrate that one characteristic 
of this overlayer is the enhanced intensity of three opposite 1 order (III) spots at the expense of 
the other three, observed in this work as well. Maurice discusses fully the coincidence cells and 
orientations of the lattice with comprehensive diagrams explaining the data. 
In one instance for the ('139x'139)-S overlayer incomplete formation of the overlayer was observed 
causing a (S,I3x*3)R300 overlayer with extra spots to be observed, Plate 4-7, however higher 
temperature annealing restored the normal (J39xI39)-S pattern. 
4.5. Oxidising the remaining surface sulphur 
Chemical cleaning using oxygen proved very effective at removing the remaining surface sulphur, 
however it was realised that care must be taken to avoid permanent oxidation of the surface 
(occurring at temperatures above 700 °C). Following oxidation reduction (lxl0 mbar hydrogen 
@ 300 °C) was used to remove surface oxygen, Figure 4.11 shows a set of successive AES 
showing the depletion of the surface oxide layer, the kinetics of which are summarised in Figure 
4.12. 
The surface oxide concentration decayed linearly with reduction time with a rate constant of 1.22 
± 0.05 hours', corresponding to a half life of 14.1 hours. 
Annealing steps however brought further small amounts of sulphur to the surface that were then 
removed by oxidation. A surface was quickly formed by oxidation at 300 °C under 1xl0 mbar 
oxygen for around 10 minutes; characterised by a roughly p(2x2)-O LEED pattern, Plate 4-8, 
however it showed a double spot pattern often assigned to step, island and sub-surface defects in 
the overlayer. This layer is denoted the NiOIp(2x2)-OY overlayer in subsequent discussion. 
Further RAIRS experiments were performed on this overlayer detailed in chapter 6. 
The sample was in the state therefore where well-defined sulphur layers had been generated, 
oxide layers were generated followed by a reduced surface, with a clear (lxi) LEED pattern. Plate 
4-9. This surface was further sputtered and annealed to ensure surface cleanliness. Figure 4.13 
summarises the overlayers prepared and their method of preparation. 
As will be discussed in chapter 6 from the reduced surface, prepared from the first oxide layer, a 
further oxide layer was generated after the manner of XU[3] for purposes of comparison with 
published infra-red results. Oxygen was chemisorbed onto the reduced surface at low temperature 
followed by annealing to produce a clear p(2x2) pattern, Plate 4-10. This overlayer is denoted the 
p(2x2)-OX in subsequent discussion. The LEED data for this surface was indicative of overlayer 
with few defects present. 
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The two different oxide layers prepared at the various stages were analysed by LEED and then 
further probed by CO/RAIRS under a range of conditions. From the LEED patterns observed it is 
deduced that two overlayer had been prepared with somewhat similar symmetries but the first, 
prepared by oxidation of a sulphided overlayer showed a high number of surface defects and was 
therefore highly inhomogeneous. The infra-red data showed clear differences between the two 
oxide layers as discussed in chapter 6. 
4.6. Key Conclusions 
I. The Ni( Ill) sample used was heavily contaminated with sulphur as a bulk contaminant, 
CO/RAIRS spectra were obtained during various stages in the sulphur cleaning process. No 
CO*s  species were observed in the CO/RAIRS spectra, characterised by a band at 2105 cm' 
This was in line with the infra-red spectra being recorded at zero surface sulphur quantified by 
AES. No hydrocarbon spectra were observed for the sulphur poisoned surfaces, this may have 
been due in part to instrument problems. 
Room temperature infra-red data on the unannealed sputtered surface suggests that the 
sputtering yield of nickel and sulphur is similar. 
The sulphur system appeared bi-stable forming either a (I39xI39)-S or a (543x2)-S overlayer 
structure dependent on the surface and subsurface sulphur concentration before annealing. A 
suggestion of (I3x'.J3)R30°-S of superstructure was also observed, this was surprising 
considering the literature discussion in chapter 1. 
Surface sulphur concentration decayed exponentially with argon ion sputtering with a half-life 
of 5.15 hours during hot sputtering. 
The (8'I3x2)-S overlayer was prepared from the S  low sulphur coverage overlayer by heating 
the sample under hydrogen. 
A "p(2x2)-O" surface was generated by direct oxidation of low sulphur contaminated surfaces 
which clearly had defects present. 
A surface could be prepared by reduction of the oxide layer which showed no unwanted AES 
features and a clear (lxi) LEED pattern, this surface was then used to prepare another p(2x2)-
0 surface by chemisorption of a definite amount of oxygen onto the cold sample(80K) and 
annealing to 300+ K. This surface showed high quality p(2x2) LEED data which was digitally 
recorded. 
Oxide surface concentration decayed linearly during reduction with a half-life of 14.1 hours. 
Long sputtering times were required, this may have been due to the long distance between the 
ion gun and sample (15 cm) which may have resulted in a low flux of Ar ion hitting the 
surface as the collimated beam of ions diverged with distance from the nozzle of the gun. 
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10. Figure 4.13 summarises the surface phases prepared. 
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Figure 4.1 :- initial AES of Ni (111) sample before carbon removal. Carbon and sulphur AES 
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Figure 4.2 AES showing decay of sulphur peak after room temperature sputtering with 
reference to Figure 4.1. Note the loss ofsulphur derivative peak shape. 
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Figure 4.3 :- room temperature CO/RAIRS spectra of the Ni(I 11) sample after room temperature 
sputtering. CO dosed to saturation at room temperature. 
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Figure 4.4 :- decay profiles for surface sulphur concentration with hot sputtering at different 
heater powers/currents (Amps). System settles on the (5 vx2)-S and (1/39x  v9)-S over/avers 
during this cleaning process. 
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Figure 4.6:- AES showing loss of sulphur derivative peak shape at low surface sulphur 
concentration. Inset plot shows magnified sulphur feature. 
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Figure 4.7:- surface coverage vs. <NSULOHUR> atoms -fractional coverages of sulphur 
overlavers. 
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Figure 4.8 :- calibration of LEED data with surface sulphur concentration after the method of 
Trenarv fl. 
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Figure 4.11 :— changing oxygen AES with increased reduction of the oxide surface (lx] 0 mbar 
H2(ä3 00°C). The oxide feature centred at —520 eVdisappears with reduction. 
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Figure 4.12 :- kinetic plot of oxide reduction showing linear decrease in oxygen peak height with 
reduction time. 
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Figure 4.13 . - summary of the surface phases observed and the order of their preparation. 
Diagram reads top to bottom. 
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Plate 4-1:- initial sulphur LEED pattern after carbon removal andflash desorption (Beam 
Energy = 188eV). 
Plate 4-2:- Ni(1 11) LEED data after prolonged argon ion sputtering. 1 order (I H) spots. (Beam 
Energy = 84 eV). 
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Plate 4-3 :- SI overlaver LEED data (Beam Energy = 95 e '). 
Plate 4-4 :- LEED data after hot sputtering/annealing cycle of the SI overlayer (Beam Energy = 
121 eV). 
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. 	 * 
- 	-S 
J'/aie 4-5:- (6 v3x2)-S over/aver LE ED data recorded ajier sample preparation under hydrogen 
(Beam Energy = 194 eV). 
Plate 4-6:- (8 '/3x2)-S overla er LEED data recorded after sample preparation under hydrogen 
(Beam Energy = 82 er). 
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• 	 S 
Plate 4-7:- lack of annealing before formation of the (09x V39) overlayer causes a (v /3x v3)R3cf 




Plate 4-8 :- LEED data after oxidising off the residual surface sulphur followed by annealing of 
the oxide layer, the pattern clearly shows p(2x2) character with extra spots due to subsurface 
oxide (Beam Energy = 118eV9. 
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* 
.w. 
Plate 4-9:- NO II) LEED data after reduction of the oxide layer in Plate 4-8 (Beam Energy = 
186 eV). 
S 	 S 
S 	 S 
S 
Plate 4-10:- Ni(1 I 1)/p(2x2)-O overlayer LEED data (Beam Energy= 72 e 
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5. 	Sulphide overlayer experiments 
A range experiments were performed to investigate the adsorption of CO on sulphided overlayers 
under vacuum and high pressure dosing conditions. The layers were prepared during the cleaning 
process described in chapter 4. Infra-red, AES and LEED data were collected, wherever possible 
in complimentary fashion to characterise the surface before and after adsorption experiments. 
The literature reviewed in chapter 1 indicates that probing a sulphided surface with CO will show 
the surface is poisoned to CO adsorption. Only a small amount of adsorbed CO is likely hence 
weak RAIRS spectra are predicted with the observed vCO being shifted to higher wavenumbers 
compared to the typical CO frequencies for a clean Ni( Ill) surface, see chapter I-appendix 1.1 
for tables of CO frequencies. The sulphur/CO literature data available was discussed in chapter 1 
and suggests the ontop frequency will be shifted to —2105 cm - ' -CO s- and other adsorption sites, 
e.g. twofold and threefold CO will not be observed with significant intensity. Under high 
pressures of CO the spectra will be stronger and Trenary's work['] indicates that the C0 s species 
will be dominant in the RAIRS spectra. Little shift in this species is expected with pressure 
between 0.1 and 1.0 Torr. 
The STM data reviewed indicated that the sulphur overlayers probably contain sulphided islands 
and areas of cleaner surface. This would indicate that quite complex infra-red spectra will be 
observed. 
5.1. Experiments on the various sulphide layers under vacuum dosing 
conditions 
Experiments were performed on the sulphided overlayers observed during the cleaning process 
described in chapter 4 to determine if CO could be detected using the RAIRS technique on high 
sulphur coverage surfaces under typical UHV CO dosing conditions. As was discussed in the 
introduction Trenary['] reported that CO could be detected on a sulphided sample only at elevated 
CO pressure (0.1 -f 1.0 Torr), upon evacuation no residual CO was observed for Ns2t 1.7x I l4  s 
cni 2 (0,=0.24=_4.4x 1014  S  CM-2).  In contrast Erley and Wagner [2] report CO flash desorption 
spectra up to 8s=031. clearly showing CO chemisorbed at very low coverages on sulphided 
surfaces. As CO is a strong infra-red probe molecule and RAIRS is recognised as a sensitive 
surface technique then spectra might be observed for all O S up to 0.31. 
Three sulphur surfaces were prepared, as discussed in the chapter 4, during the cleaning process, 
(5I3x2)-S, (I39x439)-S and a surface with no clearly defined extra LEED spots but a change in 
AES S( 152) peak shape, designated SI. The cleaning process being summarised in Figure 4-13. 
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CO RAIRS spectra were collected for each of the sulphide layers prepared, dosing CO under 
"vacuum" dosing conditions. 
RAIRS spectra (in %T units) were collected in the normal manner, referenced against a clean 
surface background. The spectra were baseline corrected in MicroCal Origin where necessary. 
Where model spectra were generated the peak fitting functions of Origin were used. 
The infra-red spectra observed were very weak compared to literature clean Ni( Ill )/CO spectra 
however the absorbances were clearly above the noise baseline. The spectra were too weak (hence 
collection times too long) for any meaningful IRJTPD to be obtained and no extra LEED spots 
could be detected during or after the experiments. 
CO was dosed at room temperature at pressures of 10 - to lO mbar, with direct pumping of the 
infra-red cell to the diffusion pump DPI, no sign of gas phase CO or CO 2 being observed in any 
of these experiments. 
5.1.1. Ni(1 1 1)/(5 i/3x2)_S/C() RAIRS spectra 
The overlayer was prepared during hot sputtering of the surface described in section 4.3. The 
sample was flash heated to 400 °C and rapidly cooled with liquid nitrogen to room temperature. 
The spectra were recorded at 4 cm' resolution and 1024 scans per scanset. Set-up signal was 7.2 
V at sensitivity 8. The spectra were recorded using a background of the cooled sample after initial 
flash heating, the background being recorded by co-addition of 1024 scans. Spectra were 
manipulated as described in the introduction above. 
Figure 5.1 shows a spectrum for the (543x2)-S/CO overlayer, the spectrum has three major 
features assigned to CO absorbances; @ 2105. 2079 and 1913 cm' - tabulated in Table 5.1. 
Ontop CO features at 2105 cm' and 2079 cm', and a twofold bridged CO feature at 1913 cm' 
are assigned. The feature at 2105 cm' was assigned by analogy with Trenary to ontop CO S - that 
is a sulphur poisoned site. The assignments are discussed further in section 5.1.4. 
The surface was saturated quickly, after 0.1 L CO dosed @ 10 -9 mbar no observable growth in 
peak intensity occurred. With CO exposure the (5I3x2)-S LEED pattern became slightly more 
diffuse however no extra diffraction spots were readily observed. 
The spectra did not change with continual pumping to restore base vacuum, <Ix 1010  mbar. It was 
noted that with heating above 70 °C that no CO features were seen, confirming a weak CO 
adsorption state. 
Clearly chemisorbed CO was observed on this high sulphur coverage surface (nominally 0=0.40) 
using RAIRS and the expected effect of sulphur poisoning was observed. 
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Peak Peak Centre / cm-1 Peak height / FW@l IM / cm-1 Area Data Area %Total 
Maximum I %T 
c1111 fitted litted fitted fitted 
experimental fitted 
1913 1907 0.079 38.1 3.200 61.0 
2079 2078 0.031 27.9 0.923 17.6 
2105 2102 0.060 17.7 1.123 21.4 
./ •.\ I ii 	I I 	1i 	I' 
Table 5.1:- (5 v3x2)-S/CO RAIRS data. 
5.1.2. Ni(1 I 1)/( V'39x 09)-S/C() RA IRS spectra 
The overlayer was prepared during hot sputtering of the surface described in section 4.3. The 
sample was flash heated to 400 °C and rapidly cooled with liquid nitrogen to room temperature. 
The spectra were recorded at 4 cm' resolution and 1024 scans per scanset. Set-up signal was 6.9 
V at sensitivity 8. Spectra were manipulated as described in the introduction above. The spectra 
were recorded using a background of the cooled sample after initial flash heating, the background 
was recorded by co-adding 1024 scans. 
As before the surface was saturated quickly, after 0. IL CO dosed @ 10 mbar no observable 
growth in peak intensity occurred. The RAIRS spectrum in Figure 5.2 shows four peaks assigned 
to CO absorbances: 'à 2105, 2050, 1952 and 1910 cm' tabulated in Table 5.2. 
Peak Maximum Peak Centre / Peak height / FWã,HM / cm' Area Data Area % Total 
/ cm' cm -1 %T 
fitted fitted fitted 
experimental 
titled fitted 
1910 1910 0.040 30.7 1.319 35.3 
1952 1953 0.013 33.6 0.474 12.7 
2050 2050 0.034 21.5 0.787 21.0 
2105 2105 0.049 22.1 1.160 31.0 
\( 	\ I (I I 36 1 ()U 0 
Table 5.2 :- (v39x v39)-,5/CO RAIRS data. 
Again it was noted the exact frequency, 2105 cm', reported by Trenary was observed in the 
spectrum consistent with a sulphur poisoned co adsorption site, CO' s . The appearance of the 2050 
cm' feature is consistent with a reduction in sulphur surface concentration for a less poisoned 
overlayer, the (439x439)-S being less sulphur poisoned than the (5i3x2)-S. The 2050 cm' band 
is normally assigned to ontop CO on a "clean" nickel surface. Similarly the 1952 cm' is assigned 
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to twofold bridged CO. The assignment of all the bands is discussed in more detail below in 
Section 5.1.4. 
5.1.3. Ni(1 11)/Si/CO RA IRS spectra 
The overlayer was prepared during hot sputtering of the surface described in section 4.3. The 
sample was flash heated to 400 °C and rapidly cooled with liquid nitrogen to room temperature. 
The spectra were recorded at 4 cm' resolution and 1024 scans per scanset. Set-up signal 7.3 V at 
sensitivity 8. Spectra were manipulated as described in the introduction. The spectra were 
recorded using a background of the cooled sample after initial flash heating, the background was 
recorded by co-adding 1024 scans. 
As before the surface was saturated quickly, after 0.1 L CO dosed @ 10 -9 mbar only slight growth 
in band intensity occurred (average of 10 % increase in intensity for 0.2 L with no subsequent 
increase). 
The RAIRS spectra in Figure 5.3 shows two clear features, a peak fitted at 2088 cm' assigned to 
ontop CO and a peak at 1899 cm', assigned to a twofold feature tabulated in Table 5.3. The 
assignment of all the bands is discussed in more detail below in section 5.1.4. No literature model 
is available as the S  surface was derived from an interesting point in the AES rather than LEED 
data for a particular overlayer. 
The fitted feature at 2088 cm' was used as opposed to a narrow feature at 2094 cm' and a 
shoulder at 2079 cm' for which no good fit to the data could be obtained although these features 
appeared to be the best option "by eye". The high value of the ontop feature at 2088 cm' rather 
than a more typical value of —2050 cm indicates some sulphur poisoning effect was in evidence. 
Peak fitting and subtraction of these features left a weak residual feature centred at 1850 cm', 
possibly due to CO in threefold sites using conventional assignment. This feature could only be 
fitted by a broad peak and is not listed in Table 5.3. 
The LEED data showed (I 11) first order spots with few anomalous extra spots of no easily 
recognised overlayer after CO dosing. 
Peak Maximum Peak Centre / Peak height / FWàJUM I cm Area Data Area % Total 
Irm' cm' %T 
fitted fitted 
experimental fitted fitted fitted 
1903 1899 0.075 45.7 3.640 69.1 
2094 2088 0.036 41.9 1.628 30.9 
2079 shoulder U III 100.0  
I able .). 3 .- 1*11(1 11)/Si low coverage CO R.AJRS data. 
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5.1.4. Discussion of the sulphur/CO low dosage spectra 
That spectra were observed on these the highly suiphided surface under typical vacuum CO 
dosing conditions confirms the sensitivity of the RAIRS technique for this type of study and is in 
line with the TPD observations on suiphided surfaces showing that CO weakly adsorbs onto 
sulphided surfaces for Os up to -0.33. The RAIRS data extended this to observing CO on a 
(5'13x2)-S overlayer with a nominal sulphur coverage of 0.40. 
5.1.4.1. General band assignment 
The spectra collected for the three overlayers showed the effects typically ascribed to sulphur 
poisoning, weak intensity spectra and a weak CO adsorption state, observed through the higher 
wavenumber vCO band at 2105 cm'. Chapter 1 appendix 1.1 lists some accepted literature 
assignments for nickel surface bonded CO species. The shifting of the CO ontop frequency from 
2057 cm' for a clean surface to 2105 cm' for the sulphur poisoned surface is characteristic of the 
formation of C0 5 species, that is the influence of an ontop CO molecule by an adjacent sulphur 
adatom by a short range effect. 
Frequencies typical of ontop CO in other onefold sites were also observed, although influenced by 
an upward shift for some bands from the characteristic frequency at 2057 cm' for Ni(lll)/CO. 
Twofold bridging CO frequencies were also observed around -1910 cm - '. The number of different 
bands observed confirms the complexity of the surfaces investigated. No positive assignments 
were made for threefold CO. 
For the three sulphur surfaces the following table summarises the bands observed and their 
assignments: 
Band position / cm -1 Assignment Overlayer 
(5i3x2) (i39x'I39) SI 
2105 sulphur influenced ontop CO 
denoted CO G S 
2105 2105 
2020--2060 ontop 20797 2050 
20942079T 
1900---1960 twofold 1913 19l0;1952 1903 
-1820 threefold 
Table 5.4 :- assignment of the vCO frequencies observed for the RAIRS experiments on the 
sulphur overlayers prepared. 
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'These bands do not fall into the conventional assignments for x'CO on Ni( ill) and are probably 
shifted due to the influence of a long range sulphur effect as opposed to the short range effect 
which causes the 2105 cm -1 band. Short and long range sulphur poisoning effects were discussed 
in chapter 1. 
With decreasing sulphur concentration the 2105 cm -1  band disappears. The appearance of the 
2050 cm -1  feature, for the (439xI39)-S overlayer, is consistent with a reduction in sulphur surface 
concentration for a less poisoned overlayer. the (439x439)-S overlayer being less sulphur 
poisoned than the (543x2)-S where the band was centered at 2079 cm'. 
Working from infra-red data alone it is not possible to assign with confidence the CO adsorption 
sites on any of the three overlayers, studies using other techniques such as STM or 
SEXAFSINEXAFS would be desirable to complement this data and resolve the CO assignments 
with confidence. No assignment was made for CO in fourfold sites reasonably expected to have 
much lower band frequencies. between 1700 cm -' and 1850 cm-'. 
Projecting to the high pressure work stronger spectra would be expected with increasing intensity 
of the 2105 cm- ' band as CO surface density and hence CO-CO interactions increase. 
5.1.4.2. The intensity of the sulphide./CO spectra 
With reference to Figure 5.4 - a multiplot compilation of the infra-red data the intensity changes 
of the spectra are discussed. Firstly it was noted that whilst the greatest total intensity observed on 
the suiphided overlayers was around 0.2 1/oT, for a clean Ni( 111) surface a total intensity of —2 1/oT 
would be expected from literature spectra, hence the data is consistent with substantial sulphur 
poisoning of the surface to CO adsorption as expected. 
Surprisingly however the overall total intensity of the spectral features falls with decreasing 
sulphur coverage, plot D, in a linear fashion. However this analysis fails to account for the trends 
of individual features. Trenary and YatesL 3 1 observed the same trend, whereby with increased 
sulphur coverage the CO' s  feature grew in intensity with respect to the 'clean" ontop feature at 
2057 cm 1  for a constant CO pressure. In contrast however Trenary and Yates reported these 
trends at 300K and CO pressures between 0.1 and 1 Ton (0.1330 and 1.330 mbar) rather than 
the U1-IV dosing regime used in this work. In plot A the 2105 cm' feature grows in intensity with 
increasing sulphur coverage, consistent with Trenaiy and Yates[ 3] and contributing to the growth 
in overall intensity. Logically with further increasing surface sulphur concentration the CO 3 
band intensity must fall to zero eventually. The increasing intensity for the 2105 cm' band may 
indicate the bonding mode allows very efficient dipole interaction with the infra-red radiation 
causing a larger band than normal for ontop CO. 
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The "clean"' ontop features grew with decreasing sulphur coverage, as would be intuitively 
expected, however the linearity of the plot C must be discontinued because at O S O.00 a peak 
intensity between 1.0 %T and 2 %T would be expected depending on CO coverage for the ontop 
CO species[' 41  on a clean Ni(l11) surface. Implicitly the same explanation is applied to plot D. 
by 0=O.00 the trend of decreasing vCO intensity must be reversed and increase to -2 %T at zero 
surface sulphur. 
The largest component of the (5/3x2)-S/CO infra-red intensity is from the twofold species and it 
is noted that for Ni(lll)/c(4x2)-CO the main species observed is also from the twofold CO 
species reported at -1890 cm", compared to the observed peak at 1913 cm -1 in this work. This 
may indicate some "clean" island formation in the (543x2)-S/CO overlayer with twofold CO 
adsorbing on the "clean" island areas. 
The plot B for the twofold bridged CO species indicates the (I39x439)-S/CO overlayer has the 
least occupancy of twofold bridged CO sites and therefore a high relative proportion of CO' s sites. 
relative to the (5'.13x2)-S overlayer and occupancy of some normal ontop CO sites. The lack of 
bridging species in the (439xI39)-S/CO spectra indicates that sulphur adatoms in the overlayer 
block twofold bridged CO sites, not immediately apparent from the literature overlayer structure. 
Figure 1.11. This would require that the short range poisoning effect responsible for the adjacent 
ontop CO ' 5 is also responsible for a longer range site blocking effect of twofold sites. 
Alternatively that the sulphur overlayer structure is filled with CO in such a way as CO' s species 
block adsorption in adjacent twofold sites. 
5.1.5. Possible infra-red assignments based on literature overlayer 
models 
For the (5"13x2)-S overlayer working from the Woodruff model - Figure 1-9, which has current 
support in the literature and assuming a homogeneous surface, the following sites were assigned: 
• I site. From Woodruff's model the 1 site has two adjacent sulphur adatoms. The feature at 
2105 cm" was assigned CO adsorption on this site. Conceptually this can be thought of as 
similar to the Trenary's CO' s site with a threefold sulphur adatom influencing an immediately 
adjacent ontop CO. CO' s at 2105 cm", however in the Woodruff model for this overlaver the 
sulphur resides in fourfold sites. The 2105 cm " mode represents a highly shifledl poisoned 
CO species, the normal ontop CO species on Ni(lOO) being reported at 2056 cm - ' 1 5 1. 
2050-+2080 cm" - as acknowledge above in the previous section the frequencies on the sulphided surfaces 
are upshifted due to a long range sulphur effect from those of a true clean surface. 
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• 2 site. The feature at 1913 cm is assigned to the twofold site on the edge before each missing 
row in the Woodruff model. This being the twofold site not immediately adjacent to sulphur 
atoms. minimising the poisoning effect of sulphur Other twofold sutes were identified in the 
overlaver and the least poisoned was chosen. At 1913 cm -' this feature can also be readily 
assigned to twofold sites in clean (I 11) areas of the surface (9co=  0.56 - twofold CO has a 
frequency of 1911 cm' ['I.). Natural/v this implies an island model for the over/aver. 
• I' sites. The feature at 2079 cm - ' is assigned to this site for the Woodruff model. Being 
slightly less poisoned than the 1 site the frequency of the ontop CO is not as blue shifted. The 
feature mciv alternative/v be the result of sulphur influenced (11 1)/C0 islands or CO on 
island edges. 
No assignment was made for the fourfold CO sites. 
For the (439x'i39)-S overlayer site assignment was made with reference to Figure 1-11, the 
literature ('139x439)-S superstructure, as before for the purpose of the exercise a homogeneous 
surface was assumed. 1.2.2' and 4 sites were primarily identified for plausible CO adsorption: 
• I site. Corresponds Trenary' s CO' s site with a well-characterised vibrational frequency of 
2105 cm-1 in the ('39xI39)-S overlayer. Again in this overlayer the sulphur adatom is in a 
fourfold rather than Trenarv's proposed threefold site. 
• "Ontop" site Corresponds to an ontop site not directly influenced by sulphur assigned to a 
vibrational frequency of 2050 cm' in the ("/39x439)-S overlayer. No natural site was 
identified in the literature overlayer model. It is probable this frequency resulted from CO 
adsorption in an ontop configuration on clean Ni(1 11) areas, reported frequencies typical/v 
being between 2040 and 2057 cm'['] for this mode. Natural/i.' this implies an island model 
,for the over/aver. 
• 2' site. A bridging site between two nickel atoms each of which is directly bonded to a sulphur 
atom, assigned to the feature at 1952 cm' in the ('139x439)-S overlayer. Also could be 
assigned to clean area CO adsorption however 1952 ciii' is slight/v shifted from the highest 
reported frequency for twofold CO on Ni(7 11) at 1926 cm"[ ]] indicating some influence from 
the sulphur remains for this mode. CO adsorption on island edges or sub-surface sulphur 
effects are other possible candidates as the origin of this bandfrequencv 
• 2 site. The feature at 1910 cm' is assigned to the CO twofold site in the (I39xI39)-S 
overlayer influenced by a longer range effect from the four surrounding but not equidistant 
sulphur atoms. Also this band could reasonably be assigned to twofold adsorption on Ni(1 1!) 
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areas, typified by frequencies around 1911 cm' to 1926 cm-' 1j,  frequencies in close 
correspondence to that observed. 
It was be expected the data collected for the Si layer would most resemble that of Trenary's 
residual pump-out data[ 1 ] after high pressure S/CO experiments for a low sulphur coverage 
surface. Generally for <N 3> < 1.7 x 10 14 cm-2 Trenarv observed two features - 2050 and 1900 cm' 
with almost equal intensity between the two features. The reported spectra resemble the lower 
sulphur coverage CO spectra observed for the S  layer (bands @ 2088 cm-' and 1899 cm') which 
was calculated in chapter 4 to result from approximately 1.6 x 1014 S CM-2. 
The assignment made for the (5I3x2)-S and ('39x'I39) were made on the basis of reasonable 
literature overlayer models. Correlation with data from other surface science techniques, 
particularly STM. would be necessary to characterise the surface and make unambiguous 
assignments. It was pointed Out where appropriate, in italics, which frequencies might reasonably 
have been due to CO adsorption on unreconstructed (ill) areas caused by islands and defects. 
None of the overlayers prepared will have been perfect, no surface is ever atomically perfect. The 
degree to which imperfections in the sulphur overlayers resulted in widespread surface 
inhomogeneity is unclear from the inira-red data collected, the data is suggestive of island 
formation. 
5.1.6 Discussion of defect or islandformation in the overlayer 
structures 
Particularly for the (5I3x2)-S surface, where a missing row model is proposed, distinct islands 
are likely to form composed of nickel atoms removed from the troughs in the sulphur overlayer. 
The adsorption of CO onto an imperfect surface will logically result in some CO adsorbing on the 
poisoned overlayer, some at interfaces between the two areas and some on the (ill) areas, 
causing a range of CO frequencies. Sorting these assignments out on the basis of infra-red data 
alone is an unfeasible task. For sulphur however where the short range poisoning effect results in 
a pronounced identifiable frequency ((ä 2105 cm -') it is possible to be sure some CO is adsorbing 
adjacent to sulphur adatoms on the sulphided areas of the surface. Thus in the Si layer where no 
frequency above 2100 cm' was observed, and the AES signal may be interpreted as subsurface 
sulphur, it can be deduced that no CO is adsorbing adjacent to surface sulphur and large areas of 
clean (ill) plane exists on the surface. 
Overall a picture involving clearly defined large islands of "clean" (ill) plane and sulphide 
overlavers may be simply envisaged. An alternative is a sulphide overlayer more or less 
completely covering the surface with only small defects areas of (Ill) surface within the sulphur 
overlaver. STM studies hold out the prospect of understanding more about the exact nature of 
adatom surfaces before long and answering some of these questions. An STM study in 
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combination with the infra-red data collected here would have been a powerful tool to further 
interpret the data. 
What surface changes CO might cause or how it initially adsorbs are intriguing questions, for 
example does the adsorption of an initial CO adsorbate perhaps lead to further CO adsorption 
along the direction of a missing row, in the case of the (5I3x2)-S overlayer, or across a (I 11) 
island? Does adsorption initially mostly take place at defect or island edges where an adsorbate 
has the possibility of higher co-ordination as seems most likely? Adsorption might equally well 
take place at a single defect site, with further adsorption radiating out from this point in a circular 
fashion. 
5.2. High pressure CO/RA IRS experiments on the suiphided surface 
A small amount of high pressure infra-red data is available for the Ni(ll 1)/S system['] but this is 
limited in resolution and pressure. I Torr being the highest pressure reported for (Ill) single 
crystal work 2.  Whereas for the (5I3x2)-S and (I39x"I39)-S overlayers published structures were 
used in comparison to the infra-red data no published overlayer structure has been found for the 
(8J3x2)-S overlayer used in the high pressure experiments, an overlayer that has not received as 
much attention as the (5I3x2)-S and p(2x2)-S overlayers in the literature. 
The surface was prepared from the low sulphur coverage surface (SI) previously discussed. 
Without sputtering, prolonged heating of the sample at elevated temperatures (greater than 1000 
°C) under hydrogen (1xl0 mbar) followed by annealing at 1200 °C promoted bulk sulphur 
segregation to the surface. A well defined LEED pattern, Plate 4-5 and Plate 4-6, was observed 
which was assigned to the (8i13x2)-S overlayer, being the reported sulphur overlayer of higher 
sulphur concentration than the (5I3x2)-S prepared initially in chapter 4. The published LEED 
data of Perdereau and Oudar[ o] supported this assignment, denoted the SBAIII structure in their 
work as discussed in section 4.4. The different surface structure may have been the result of 
modification of the surface during preparation under a hydrogen atmosphere, that is to say it may 
not be easy to generate this overlayer by annealing of bulk sulphur or H 2S chemisorption followed 
by annealing alone. 
CO RAIRS spectra were recorded over the (8I3x2)-S sample for a range of cell pressures from 
UHV to tens of Torr. 
2  Judds work[ 13]  was carried out on the Ni(l 10) surface at pressures up to 100 Torr 
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5.2.1. NO I I)/(8 v3x2)-S/('() experiment a/ cell pressures up to 
110 Torr 
An initial CO RAIRS experiment was performed over a wide range of pressures to map out the 
features of the system. The spectra were recorded without the use of a polariser and thus the 
higher pressure spectra do not show clearly the surface species due to interference from the gas 
phase structure. A band at 2105 cm' was observed in line with expectations from the previous 
vacuum work although other ontop features were also observed depending on the CO pressure. 
The sample was flash heated to 450 °C before cooling with liquid nitrogen to 23.1 °C. The signal 
was 9.2 V, resolution 4 and sensitivity 8. Spectra were recorded at 256 scans per scanset and 
referenced against a clean background of 256 scans of the cooled sample after flash heating. 
The before and after AES, Figure 5.5, show that a large amount of surface sulphur was removed 
under the high pressure conditions, also the clear low energy feature in the AES was lost. No 
oxide feature was observed in the AES before the experiment. A small oxide feature (5 units) was 
observed in the AES after the experiment. The well-defined (8I3x2) LEED discussed in chapter 4 
had disappeared and no pattern was observed for any energy (50-+200 eV) after the experiment - 
indicative of a loss of ordered surface structure. 
The initial RAIRS spectrum at 6 Torr shows a single ontop feature at 2095 cm', Figure 5.6. This 
was not the expected -2105 cm' feature with reference to Trenary's high pressure CO work, 
further indicating that this surface, prepared by annealing under hydrogen, has differences from 
those prepared by annealing a bulk sample or 1-1 2S chemisorption and annealing. 
The RAIRS spectra, Figure 5.7, were recorded with increasing CO pressure up to 110 Torr and 
show the ontop feature shifted with increasing CO pressure to 2097 cm' (@9  10ff), 2099 cm' 
(@10.5 Torr) and 2100 cm-1 (@24.5 10ff) before disappearing into the gas phase structure. Close 
inspection of the gas phase envelope indicated the ontop band may well have shifted entirely to 
Trenary's reported band frequency at 2105 cm'. Above 30 Torr it can be seen the use of a 
polariser would be essential to remove gas phase interference and view only the surface species 
Figure 5.8 shows the spectra obtained during pumping out the high pressure cell from 110 Torr. 
Initially an ontop feature re-emerges from the gas phase envelope at 2105 cm'. It does not shift 
significantly with evacuation however it becomes indistinct and disappears as evacuation 
progressed. Interestingly a feature at 2050 cm' was also observed, most clearly observed in the 
high vacuum spectra at lx 10 -6 mbar. The spectra suggest that adsorbed CO moves from sites near 
remaining surface sulphur adatoms to clean (I 11) areas as the CO gas phase pressure decreased, 
it was noted no twofold bridged CO features were observed. 
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Bearing in mind the changes in AES and LEED, the surface has been substantially modified 
during the experiment, with probable destruction of the (8'J3x2)-S overlayer over the entire 
surface. 
Heating the sample under hydrogen and annealing resulted in reformation of a (8'3x2)-S 
overlayer with corresponding LEED pattern. It was noticed the pattern was slightly weaker than 
that observed previously. 
5.2.2. Ni(1 1 1)/('8 i/x2) -S/CO high pressure RA IRS/TPD 
experiment 
The sample was flash heated to 450 °C before cooling with liquid nitrogen to 24.6 T. A repeat 
experiment was performed under similar set-up conditions; signal 8.6 V. resolution 4 cm, 
sensitivity 8 and 256 scans per scanset and referenced against a clean background of 256 scans of 
the cooled sample after flash heating. 
As noted above the pre-experimental (8'13x2)-S LEED data was slightly weaker than the previous 
experiment. The before and after AES being shown in Figure 5.9. A similar significant drop in 
sulphur levels was observed as in this experiment as that observed previously. As before no LEED 
pattern was observed after the high pressure CO experiment indicating substantial surface 
modification. 
RAIRS spectra were collected initially at 0.7 Torr CO. TPD was then performed until the CO 
features disappeared from the spectra. The sample was then left to cool under a constant pressure 
of CO (0.7 Torr) and the CO features returned in the spectra. The pressure was then ramped up 
and spectra finally recorded during evacuation of the high pressure cell. A high resolution scan 
was also performed (@ 0.7 Torr) to investigate the surface species coincident with the gas phase 
envelope. The pressure for the TPD was chosen to ensure little contribution from the gas phase 
envelope. 
The RAIRS spectra, Figure 5. 10, showed a similar initial peak slightly shifted down to 2089 cm' 
due to the CO pressure being less @ 0.7 Torr with reference to the previous experiment. With the 
spectra from the previous experiment this data confirms the CO stretching frequency shifted 
upwards with increasing CO exposure and logically therefore CO coverage. 
5.2.2.1. High pressure TPD at constant cell pressure - 
isobaric experiment 
A TPD experiment was then performed, data in Figure 5.11, under a constant pressure of CO - 
0.7 Torr. A high resolution scan (0.5 cm'), Figure 5.12, was recorded before this TPD 
experiment to show the infra-red peak extends fully from the baseline to maximum peak height. 
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This was used in justification of measuring peak heights and areas during the analysis of TPD 
results. 
Whereas in the next chapter desorption results are treated by solving Redhead's equation it is not 
obvious that such a treatment was justified for these results where CO re-adsorption is likely. 
Woodruff and Delchar[ 7] thoroughly discuss the treatment of TPD results and the experiment may 
be assumed to be analogous to the case of TPD with a very slow, zero in this case, pumping rate. 
The peak decayed in an exponential manner, Figure 5.13. An arrhenius plot of In(k) versus (lIT), 
from the arrhenius equation S[81  (Equations 5-1 and 5-2), was drawn. 
Arrhenius 	 Ea 
	
In(k)= ln(A)-- 	 Equation 5-1 
RT 
Equations - Ea 
k = Ac RT 	 Equation 5-2 
Figure 5.14 was plotted from which it was calculated the heat of adsorption (Ea) was 7 kcal mol' 
(29.3 kJ mol5. This value is low and may be due to effects of reforming the surface, indicating a 
species involving surface sulphur formed from CO is readily desorbing from the surface, perhaps 
CS 2 . Trenary['] treated similar results recorded at 1 Torr of CO in this manner, however he 
obtained a heat of adsorption for CO of 19 kcal mor' (79.4 kJ mol') for a sulphided Ni(lll) 
surface, <Ns>=2.32x 1014  cm 2 , a very low sulphur coverage, see Figure 4.8. The lower result in 
this work might therefore be the result of the increased sulphur poisoning of the initial surface. 
Trenary was looking at different species at 2105 cm' rather than the feature at 2089 cm' in this 
experiment. The CO bonding model suggests a feature at 2089 cm' would have a larger heat of 
adsorption than one at 2105 cm', clearly not consistent with the results as reported here, Ea 
should be greater than 19 kcal mol'. Also the result of the overlapping gas phase band may have 
caused a systematic error in the result; it being impossible to tell what the band does when it is 
under" the gas phase structure. 
Spectra were collected during sample cooling after the TPD experiment maintaining a constant 
pressure of 0.7 Torr, Figure 5.15. No shift in the ontop feature was observed, the peak remaining 
at 2089 cm'. From this it was concluded that 0.7 Torr was not a high enough pressure to cause 
major surface modification resulting in a shift to 2105 cm'. The features during cooling were 
weaker than during the initial TPD heating indicating perhaps that CO dissociation had occurred 
blocking some surface sites to CO adsorption, perhaps also explaining the low heat of adsorption 
observed above. 
Once the sample had cooled to room temperature the pressure was increased to 20 Torr and 
above, finally spectra were then recorded during evacuation of the cell. Figure 5.16. As in the 
previous experiment the peak which emerged from the gas phase envelope was at 2105 cm', 
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assigned to adjacent S/CO. The features at 0.0 Torr being stronger than those in experiment I 
recorded at vacuum after evacuation. 
During the last part of the experiment the differential seal to the main chamber was valved off 
from the auxiliary vacuum line. This resulted in main chamber pressure rising to 10 mbar, a safe 
operating pressure for the Q7 mass spectrometer (0 to 200 amu range) to be used. No residual 
features were detected apart from the 28 amu peak for CO for a range of pressures in the infra-red 
cell and main chamber. It had been hoped to observed species such as OCS or CS, to indicate the 
mechanism of sulphur removal. 
5.2.3. Ni(1 1 1)1('8 vx2)/CO high pressure isotherm experiment 
The sample was heated under hydrogen and annealed as before until a clear LEED (83x2)-S 
pattern was observed. The spectra were recorded after flash heating the sample to 500 °C; signal 
8.9 V. sensitivity 8, resolution 4 cm' and 256 scans per scanset. The sample was cooled to 25.1 
°C with liquid nitrogen and the baseline of 256 scans collected. 
As before the LEED data for the (8I3x2)-S surface was observed to be slightly weaker than the 
initial data. The AES, Figure 5.17, showed a small sulphur peak and a sharp low energy feature 
at 60 eV before dosing with high pressures of CO. 
RAIRS spectra were collected at low vacuum and high pressure conditions to compare the 
differences. Between 0 and 10 Torr the RAIRS spectra were used to draw an isotherm with 
pressure from the observed peak height. As before spectra were also collected during evacuation 
of the high pressure cell. 
Figure 5.18 shows a large shift occurred between the "vacuum" and the first recorded high 
pressure spectra. The difference between this result (ontop @ 2080 cm) and the UHV results for 
the (5I3x2)-S and (439x'139)-S overlayers (ontop @ 2105 cm) emphasised the difference 
hydrogen had engendered in the overlayer formed by annealing. The observation of a single band 
also indicated a very uniform surface had been formed, with all but one CO adsorption site 
poisoned. It is concluded that the hydrogen prepared surface results in an overlayer structure in 
which CO is adsorbed in sites farther from sulphur adatoms and are influenced only by a long 
range electronic effect rather than the short range effects apparent in the spectra for the (5I3x2)-S 
and (I39x'J39)-S CO overlayer spectra. With reference to the normal effects of sulphur 
coadsorption the observation of this band at 2080 cm' is surprising, particularly as the nominal 
coverage was 0=0.44 for this overlayer. 
Despite several attempts it proved difficult to get a series of coverage spectra between high 
vacuum (10 mbar) and 10' mbar (0.0 Torr on the baratron) due to having to pump the cell 
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continuously and manipulate the leak valve so as not to flood the diffusion pump. The precision 
leak valve was not acceptable past two complete turns. The addition of a precise mass-flow meter, 
preferably linked to the pressure measurement system would be an ideal future solution. An over 
pressure shut off valve to protect the cell windows would be a sensible precaution in such an 
arrangement. 
Figure 5.19 shows the change in peak intensity with pressure up to 80 Ton with a strong ontop 
feature at 2097 cm' that shifts to higher wavenumber with dosing. The spectra, recorded at 
constant temperature, were used to draw an isotherm at 24.4 °C, discussed in detail in section 5.3. 
Figure 5.20 shows the spectra recorded during evacuation of the cell with the re-emergence of a 
ontop feature at 2095 cm'. The broad feature may also consist of an unresolved band at 2105 cm - 
1 . It was noted that the symmetric peak observed during CO dosing, Figure 5.18, was not 
reproduced during CO evacuation indicating, once more, that surface damage resulted from a 
high pressure of CO over the surface with a re-emergence of the short range poisoning effect 
resulting in a CO S band at 2105 cm'. 
5.2.4. Ni(1 I I)/(8 vx2) -S/CO a constant high pressure experiment 
to monitor changes in the spectra with time 
A further RAJRS experiment was performed after heating the surface under hydrogen and 
annealing to restore the (8'J3x2)-S overlayer. The spectra were recorded after flash heating the 
sample to 500 °C; signal 8.9 V. sensitivity 8, resolution 4 cm' and 256 scans per scanset. The 
sample was cooled to 24.8 °C with liquid nitrogen and the baseline of 256 scans collected. 
The LEED data was again slightly weaker than when first prepared. In this experiment it was 
observed that leaving the surface under a high constant pressure of CO for three hours caused the 
intense peak circa 2100 cm' to slowly decay to a feature at 2058 ciii', Figure 5.21. 






Ni(CO)., Gas 2131(\) (A 	) (F) (F) 
2057.6(j:) (172 ) 'F2 ) 
Table 5.5: vibragionr of Ni(CO) 4/9f. 
greyed out frequencies not observed due to Metal Surface Selection Rule (MSSR) in RAIRS experiment 
and/or the cut-off frequency of the infra-red detection system. —800 cm' 
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Ni(CO)4 formation is one obvious process to account for this result and the surface modification 
observed in all the high pressure experiments. Ni(CO) 4 has a vibrational frequency, vCO, at 2057 
cm' (Table 5.5). Ni(CO), formation would also be expected to occur with a vibration frequency of 
around 2100 cm* Nakimoto[ 9] presents data on nickel atoms implanted in an argon matrix and 
reacted with CO. This data indicates that the vibration at 2100 cm' will be very weak compared 
to the Ni(CO)4 stretch at 2057 cm', not what was observed however the conditions of the two 
experiments are very different. 
The formation of these nickel carbonyl species indicate one obvious and plausible mechanism by 
which the surface is reforming during high pressure experiments. Nishijima[' ° reports the 
Ni(CO)4 vibrational features will be observed at 2058 cm' and 2112 cm ' . Mitchell["] makes 
reference to Ni(CO) 4 CO stretches at 2055 cm'. Chapter 1 appendix 1.1 summarises typical 
frequencies and assignments reported for supported nickel catalysts, the 2057 cm' band being 
assigned to ontop CO. The closeness of the frequencies around 2057 cm' making it impossible to 
determine when surface CO is being observed or nickel carbonyl formation is being observed. 
5.3. Adsorption Isotherms 
The equilibrium distribution of molecules adsorbing on a surface can be regarded as a function of 
pressure, temperature, area and adsorbate molecule. Pressure and temperature being related by 
volume hence three common measurements are reported: 
the adsorption isotherm, relates how the amount of gas adsorbed depends on pressure at a 
given constant temperature 
the adsorption isobar, relates how the amount of gas adsorbed varies with temperature at a 
given constant pressure 
the adsorption isostere, relates how the equilibrium pressure varies with temperature for a 
fixed volume of gas adsorbing 
Changes in peak intensity were recorded with pressure and an isotherm drawn. Figure 5.22 for 
the CO/RAIRS experiment. 
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Name Isotherm equation Applicability 
Langmuir v 	= 	= 	hp Chcmisorption and physical 
V m I + bp adsorption 
Freudlich 
v = kp 
I 
n,(n >1) 
Chemisorption and physical 
adsorption 







(Tempkin) V m a 
Brunauer-Emmctt- p 	L 	(c -  I) p = 	+ Multilayer physical 
Teller (BET) v(p0 - p) V m C 	v mc Po adsorption 
Table 5.6: major isotherm equations and their application['2J 
A number of models are available for fitting experimental data, Table 5.6, however the 
Langmuir[' 2] isotherm based on the following assumptions was tried for simplicity: 
adsorbed molecules bond to the surface at localised sites. 
each site can only hold one adsorbate. 
energy of adsorption is identical for all sites and independent of coverage. 
Point (I) being a sensible assumption for a single crystal where the precise site being occupied 
can be characterised. Point (2) similarly making sense. Point(3) however is more dubious 
especially considering the various shifts observed in vCO band position with coverage, clearly 
indicating changes of adsorption energy with coverage occur. 
A further consideration is whether the CO remains intact upon adsorption. The lower of sulphur 
levels in post-experimental AES clearly indicates that at some point sulphur adatoms react with 
coadsorbed CO or possibly surface carbon and oxygen from CO dissociation. The continuous 
intensity of the ontop band indicates some non-dissociated CO is always present at all pressures 
hence only a proportion could dissociate. In either case it is indicated that Os  depends on CO 
pressure which also affects the kinetics of CO dissociation on the surface. 
5.3.1. Fitting the Langtnuir isotherm to the data 
The Langrnuir isotherm [121 is commonly stated: 
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Langmuir Isotherm 	 - (N)bp 	 Equation 5-3 
- I + bp 
(non-dissociative) 
where: 
e p is the pressure 
. B is the fractional surface coverage 
. b is a constant 
. N is a curve fitting parameter, rather than an actual "Langmuir" parameter. 
which may be transformed into the following forms for plotting with data: 
- = _!_ + p 	54 
v bvm Vm 
v 	by 
	
—+—=b 	 Equation 5-5 
V Tfl P V m 
Equation 5-6 
V bp 
It was the last form of the equation (Equation 5-6) that was plotted. The explicit assumption was 
V 	
i 	
I made that could be directly represented by normalised intensity 	. Coverage could not be 
Vrn 	 L 
directly calculated because at no point is it possible to get I or I,, without making further 
assumptions because actual fractional coverage is not available by this method. 
To check that the data being obtained does indeed fit the chosen model, back fitting of model data 
was carried out using the parameter b to yield a satisfactory fit. 
It was also be considered that the post experimental oxide AES data indicated some dissociation 
of the adsorbed CO and the equations as written do not strictly allow for this, on the assumption 
that each CO dissociates into two entities, carbon and oxygen, and each occupies one surface site 
the Langmuir equation can be rewritten: 
Langmuir Isotherm 	 (NXbp 2 
	 Equation 5-7 
(dissociative)4 
	 I+ (bp) '2 
denoted LanrnuirO.5 
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This fit, denoted LangmuirO.5, was tested on the data with the result that the same curve was 
fitted with different values of N and b obtained. Table 5.7 summarises the fits obtained with both 
the Langmuir models obtained in Figure 5.23. 
Isotherm N b Coefficient of fit (Ch i2) 
I ,aiwni uir (non- 
dissociative) 
1.646 1 .436 0.0025 
LangmuirO.5 (dissociative) 2.108 0.8993 0.00257 
Table 5.7 :- Fitted Langmuir parameters N and b. 
The distinct step, between 1.0 and 2.0 Torr in the isotherm, Figure 5.22, was similar to the 
general BET' type shape of isotherms however a fit could not be obtained over the appropriate 
BET pressure range. 
The "step" complicated the analysis. The origin of the step was thought to be a change in CO 
overlayer structure with increased CO coverage, that is compression or titling of the overlayer, 
possibly corresponding to a point of CO saturation in the original (8/3x2)-S!CO overlayer before 
modification occurs. The pressure was not thought high enough for this step to correspond to a 
change in the sulphur superstructure. This does mean that strictly -- cannot be linearly 
V rn 
represented by __. However to fit the entire data set by either Equation 5-6 or Equation 5-7 was 
found satisfactory, Figure 5.23. 
Hysteresis was observed as weaker spectra were recorded with evacuation as opposed to dosing, 
the hysteresis probably being caused by surface modification with sulphur removal and 
concomitant surface alteration by Ni(CO) 4 , processes accelerating as CO pressure increased to 
10.0 Torr and above. 
5.3.2. The failure of the Langmuir model 
Two major objections are commonly stated against the Langmuir isotherm and it is interesting to 
look at these in the light what might be true on single crystals. Firstly the observation that 
saturation is reached when only a small proportion of the surface is in fact covered. Secondly 
changes in values of monolayer coverage with temperature. These two points have been 
successfully explained in terms of heterogeneity in the surface (i.e. support and metal effects). 
This should not be the case for a single crystal which has after all a homogeneous and defined 
Brunaucr Emmett Teller[ 8 ] 
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surface. If the Langmuir model is truly valid there should be no change in heat of adsorption with 
temperature, it would be necessary to do further experiments to test this. The apparatus would 
support measurements over the range lOOK to 400K without difficulty. 
5.4. Discussion of the ('8'/3x2) -S/high pressure CO experiments 
The AES data clearly indicates that high pressures of CO (up to 110 Torr in this work) react with 
surface sulphur forming species which remove sulphur and probably concomitantly nickel from 
the surface. The process can be envisaged as: 
• a fraction of the adsorbed CO dissociates at room temperature on the suiphided surface under 
these pressures of CO. The AES data showed post-experimental oxygen on the surface 
supporting the model of partial dissociative CO adsorption. 
• formation of CS 2 from sulphur adatoms and adsorbed carbon from dissociatively adsorbed CO. 
• formation of Ni(CO)4 is also likely, possibly sulphur may also be removed by the formation of 
Ni(CO)4 S species formed from non-dissociative CO adsorption. 
• formation OCS may also occur as another route to surface sulphur removal. 
• CO2 formation is also likely between surface oxygen, from dissociated CO. and non-
dissociatively adsorbed CO. 
The pre-experimental LEED data indicates a large unit cell and the complex many spot pattern is 
indicative of a low degree of symmetry and the surface being out of registry with sub surface 
layers, however without a definitive overlayer structure the data cannot be confirmed as 
conforming to any one structure. The loss of the post-experimental LEED pattern and decrease in 
surface sulphur after the experiment show the surface has not retained a well ordered (8'13x2)-S 
overlayer, in line with the AES data showing a reduction in surface sulphur level. 
Each experiment was done using the same sulphur overlayer structure, judged from the LEED 
pattern, however the AES showed the total detectable sulphur was decaying with each 
experiment. The successive slight weakening of the (83x2)-S LEED pattern with lower AES 
S(152) signal indicated the overlayer was becoming deficient in surface sulphur. Table 5.8 shows 
the surface sulphur peak intensity before and after each RAIRS experiment, it can be seen the 
level of surface sulphur decreased after each high pressure CO experiment. A significant decrease 
was observed between the first and final experiment emphasising surface modification occurs 
under high pressures of CO. An (8'J3x2)-S overlayer was prepared for each sulphur concentration 
indicating either island formation in the overlayer or a substantial subsurface sulphur 
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concentration was being measured for the first and second experiments, sulphur subsequently 
removed during high pressure CO experiments. 
Experiment Sulphur 152 peak 
height BEFORE 
Sulphur 152 peak 
height AFTER 
Reduction in sulphur 
peak / % 
203 65 OX 
hydrogen and annealing step between experiments 
2 135 23 83 
hydrogen and annealing step between experiments 
3 60 19 68 
Table 5.8 :- differences in surface sulphur concentration measured by AES resulting from high 
pressures of CO. 
The CO/RAIRS data collected supported the theories of surface modification by sulphur loss 
above. The low vacuum data collected @ 10 -5 mbar, Figure 5.18 showed a single weak feature at 
2080 cm - ' (0.08%T). The single feature observed indicates a well formed overlayer with only a 
single adsorption site occupied. In this case not the expected C0 5 site resulting in the 2105 cm' 
feature normally expected for suiphided surfaces. Instead it is speculated that a site further from 
sulphur adatoms is being occupied and a long range poisoning effect is being observed. For 
instance it could be envisaged that an overlayer with missing sulphur rows is formed with the 
adsorbed CO situated in these missing rows. Alternatively a structure with upwardly buckled rows 
of nickel atoms arising from compressive surface stress may be envisaged with CO adsorbed atop 
these buckled rows. 
With increasing CO pressure vCO shifts to higher wavenumbers in line with conventional 
theories on CO bonding and dipole interactions. A significant shift in the ontop peak from 2080 
cm -1 to 2097 cm -1 as the pressure increased from UHV to 0.8 Torr was observed. Further 
increasing pressure shifted the ontop CO peak to 2105 cm 1 , a well reported frequency for the 
Ni( 111)-S/CO system. The change in frequency with pressure is summarised in Figure 5.24. The 
data illustrates the effect of increased CO-CO dipole interactions as the adsorbed CO molecules 
are packed closer together and closer packing of the CO and S adatoms on the surface, thus the 
influence of the sulphur (electronic and geometric) become greater. Both these factor lead to a 
weakened CO adsorption state reflected in a higher vCO. With increased CO coverage CO 
occupied the CO *s conventionally assigned to the S/CO system by Trenary. 
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The intensity of the CO/RAIRS data collected in these high pressure experiments compares 
favourably, up to 3 %T, with what would be expected for the clean Ni(l II) surface under UHV 
conditions indicating substantial CO coverage was being obtained, assuming all other factors, 
such as electronic effects and CO tilt angle, being equal. 
That weaker spectra were always obtained upon evacuation of the high pressure cell was assigned 
to the nature of the surface modification which had occurred resulting in a less uniform "rough" 
surface. Also with a decreasing CO gas phase pressure the equilibrium forcing CO onto the 
surface is reversed and desorption becomes more favourable for any given CO pressure. 
Additionally the dissociation of CO, if occurring, will diminish with time the number of available 
surface sites as some are blocked by carbon and oxygen adatoms. 
With particular reference to the evacuation spectra Figure 5.8 was recorded with falling cell 
pressure and shows a weak 2105 cm' feature which decays as pressure decays. The spectra also 
show a 2050 cm' feature indicating "clean" area of the surface were becoming available and as 
the CO overlayer structure relaxed CO moved to occupy these more favourable sites. 
The isobaric (@0.7  Torr) CO/TPD data collected yielded a heat of adsorption of 7 kcal mol' 
(29.3 ki mol') which was much less than similar literature data [']. One explanation was CO 
dissociation was affecting the result concomitantly reducing the CO RAIRS intensity of the 2089 
CM -1 feature. Also surface reforming effects may have been causing simultaneous reorganisation 
of the CO overlayer whilst the TPD measurement was in progress, obviously affecting the result. 
The CO isotherm data collected differed from the literature data[ 1 ] in that CO pressure was taken 
above I Torr. Further CO adsorption was clearly observed. The Langmuir fit obtained was 
satisfactory compared to the other isotherms tested, listed Table 5.6. The exact influence of the 
coincident gas-phase intensity was difficult to assess and the experiment illustrated the data 
enhancement that should be possible employing a polariser for this type of experiment, an 
approach that was pursued in the next chapter, chapter 6, for oxide layer experiments. Repetition 
of the experiment over a range of temperatures would allowed any changes in the heat of 
adsorption to be assessed to investigate in detail conformance to the Langmuir model as described 
in section 5.3.2. 
Together the RAIRS/AES/LEED indicate the surface is modified insitu during the high pressure 
experiments, the in situ modification explains the CO data obtained. The high quality LEED data 
observed and the single frequency for CO adsorption at 2080 cm' indicate the pre-experimental 
surface was a highly ordered overlayer with few defects or islands. Initially it is postulated that at 
the higher sulphur coverages the surface is too poisoned for any CO to adsorb anywhere but sites 
not directly adjacent to sulphur adatoms As sulphur is stripped from the surface with increasing 
CO pressure the surface becomes less uniform, at the same time the occupation of more poisoned 
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CO's sites becomes more favourable with the increasing CO pressure and hence fractional 
coverage. CO is forced to adsorb on areas directly adjacent to sulphur adatoms. The kinetics of 
surface modification are assumed to be fast at the high pressures used (up to 110 Torr of CO). 
The infra-red data also indicates successive surface modification with increasing pressure. The 
high pressures cause more sulphur to be stripped from the surface and vCO shifts upwards to 
2105 cm as surface sulphur concentration drops. The lower sulphur coverages resulting are 
closer to those used by Trenary in his experiments for which the 2105 cm -1 feature is reported. 
The CO s sites may be a result of the loss of surface sulphur creating these sites. 
High CO pressure was required to create CO' s sites in the (8'3x2)-S overlaver and high CO 
pressure is favourable to their occupation. Lowering the CO pressure during evacuation naturally 
leads to weaker spectra. Such reasoning explains why data collected during evacuation of the cell 
is weaker than that during increased exposure. At the same time the surface is also becoming less 
uniform with surface modification and some sites may be blocked by CO dissociation. All of these 
factors contribute to a weakening of the CO spectra. 
In the post-experimental surface sulphur could conceivably be in three- or four- fold sites. It 
seems more plausible that the remaining sulphur, after the surface layers have been stripped of 
initial sulphur, resides in threefold sites on a layer of nickel atoms, arising from sulphur which 
originally occupied subsurface interstitial sites in the nickel lattice before surface modification. 
Possibly the surface was altered under higher pressures of CO in a manner similar to cold 
sputtering in chapter 4 whereby the first few surface layers are stripped off leaving a surface 
resembling the underlying (ill) nature of the bulk atomic plane. The sulphur left represents the 
bulk surface sulphur concentration probably increased in these layers by the original 
concentration of sulphur on the surface and in subsurface layers during the sample preparation 
It seems unlikely that islands of (8'I3x2)-S overlayer remain, that is local modification of the 
surface is not thought to occur, and more likely that the entire surface has been modified due to 
the high pressures used and the time required to record the data. Initially modification may take 
place in local areas before spreading over the whole surface, either from a single initial modified 
site or several sites. 
The mechanism of surface modification cannot be confidently elucidated from the data and 
further work with surface imaging apparatus, such as STM would seem the obvious route for 
further study. It would enable a definite overlayer structure to be assigned, the imaging would 
have to be done over a range of high pressures to fully support the RAIRS data. 
In conclusion therefore the high pressure CO experimental results can be rationalised if. above a 
certain pressure suggested as between 0.7 and 20.0 Ton, sulphur from a highly sulphided surface 
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is removed from the surface along with some of the surface layers of nickel atoms. High pressures 
of CO clearly enabled the surface sulphur to react with adsorbed CO. perhaps by formation of 
CSO or CS,. The oxygen left on the surface, suggesting some dissociative CO adsorption, might 
also react by formation of CO2 upon reaction with non-dissociatively adsorbed CO or a 
physisorbed CO surface species, it was tried to detect the CO 2 in later experiments using the Q7 
mass spectrometer. The resulting surface is capable of supporting a CO *s species on a basically 
(Ill) surface largely altered by removal of sulphur (and nickel atoms) resulting in no LEED 
pattern being observed and changes in the post-experimental AES. 
5.5. Ni('l 11)48 Vx2,-S Hydrogen experimenis 
Experiments were performed pressurising the environmental cell with high pressures of hydrogen 
(100's of Torr) to probe for Ni-H absorbances in the infra-red. 
The spectra were recorded at 20 °C; signal 6.9 V. resolution 4cm', sensitivity 8 and 512 scans 
per scanset. The sample had been flash heated to 500 °C and cooled with liquid nitrogen, before 
entering the high pressure cell LEED data showed the (8I3x2)-S overlayer was being probed. The 
sample was then lowered into the cell. A background spectrum of 512 scans was collected. RAIRS 
spectra were collected in %T units as normal. 
Experiments with hydrogen over the sulphided surface showed that a band assigned to the Ni-H 
was recorded, at 2076 cm', however it was weak and high pressures of hydrogen in the cell were 
required, greater than 400 Torr, Figure 5.25. Plate 5-I and Plate 5-2 show the change in LEED 
pattern which resulted, a one dimensional structure causing the streaky LEED pattern observed. 
Post experimental AES showed no significant surface sulphur depletion. 
The LEED data showed a similar change to Judd's reported (2x5) pattern[ ' 3J recorded after 
treating a Ni(l 10) surface with CO at high pressure (3.5 to 35 Torr at room temperature). 
Chester's[' 4] describes a similar result for the co-adsorption of H 2 and CO on Ni(100) similarly 
with the formation of a streaky LEED pattern. Hydrogen on threefold sites was assigned a 
vibration at 630 cm' (vMH) with a complex series of hydrogen states giving rise to absorption's 
at 758, 920 and 1120 cm'. Experiments with hydrogen at ambient pressures (5xl0 mbar) 
showed two spectral features assigned to hydrogen in twofold bridged CO sites at 960 cm' and 
1120 cm* 
A RAIRS study by Haq et al[' 5] of the same system Ni( 110)/CO/H 2 suggested that chemisorbed 
molecular hydrogen should be observed, characterised by vibrations at 3500 cm' and 700 cm' for 
the internal 11 2 and Ni-H, vibrations respectively. Mitchell et al["] have reported work on 
coadsorbed CO and H on Ni(lOO) and Ni(1ll) at 90K. For the (Ill) surface segregation of the 
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close packed adsorbed species into islands dominated the behaviour. No report was made of Ni-H 
or N-H, features. 
The frequency for hydrogen reported here 2076 cm' is more complicated to assign as sulphur is 
expected to influence the band frequency. Chesters et al[ 16]  suggest that for supported platinum 
metal at pressures up to I bar a band should be observed at 2120 cm' . In the case of Pt(l II) 
hydrogen is believed to occupy a threefold bridging site. However comparison with vibrational 
spectra of transition metal hydrides indicates the weakly bound form of hydrogen observed in 
transmission infra-red experiments is adsorbed ontop of single metal atoms. 
Although no CO contamination of the 6N purity hydrogen was detected by infra-red analysis in a 
standard gas phase cell, CO contamination must be considered as a possibility for the weak 
feature at 2076 cm'. 6N purity can also be expressed as a contamination of I Torr CO in 
1,000,000 Torr H2 . In the highest experimental pressure of 400 Torr H 2 this is the equivalent to a 
partial pressure of 4x 10 4 Torr (or 5.3x 104  mbar CO). At these pressures of CO a feature would 
not be readily observed from gas phase species. CO observed in "RAIRS mode" has been shown 
to give a band at 2080 of .-0.1%T intensity at 10 mbar on this overlayer, hence the feature 
observed here would be expected to be stronger than the -.0.02 %T if it were due to CO. In 
chapter 6 similar high pressure hydrogen experiments were performed (for the same pressure 
range) over oxide layers and no features observed suggesting CO contamination was not the 
origin of the 2076 cm' absorbance in this work. On the other hand hydrogen will also be 
competing with the CO for surface sites, further limiting the amount of CO adsorbed. In short CO 
contamination cannot be ruled out as the origin of this interesting and reproducibly observed 
feature. 
5.6. Discussion of the vacuum and high pressure data 
The most comparable data should be the (JHV CO dosing data from the (5I3x2)-S overlayer, 
Figure 5.1, and the I0 mbar CO exposure data for the (8I3x2)-S overlayer, Figure 5.18. The 
CO/RAIRS spectra for the (5I3x2)-S showed three feature @2105, 2078 and 1907 cm' 
nominally this overlayer corresponds to a sulphur coverage 0s040  The CO/RAIRS spectra for 
the (8J3x2)-S overlayer showed only one feature @2080  cm', nominally this overlayer 
corresponds to a sulphur coverage 0s044  Only the high pressure data for the (843x2)-S 
overlayer showed occupation of the more poisoned 2105 cm' CO 5 site. It is concluded therefore 
that the overlayers either have dramatically different lattice structures or one of the two overlayers 
contained a considerable density of defects. The common frequency observed -2080 cm' was 
assigned in the Woodruff model of the (5I3x2)-S overlayer to ontop sites not immediately 
adjacent to a sulphur adatoms, being atop atoms next to the missing rows in the overlayer. A 
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similar suggestion was made for assignment of this band in the (843x2)-S overlayer. This implies 
sulphur has a longer range poisoning effect than just that responsible for the CO s . 
Clearly the vacuum RAIRS data showed weak spectra whereas the high pressure data was stonger 
in agreement with an increased Co packing density on the surface as the equilibrium shifts to CO 
adsorption with increased gas phase pressure. 
5.7. Key Conclusions 
CO RAIRS spectra were recorded for the (5I3x2)-S, (439xI39)-S and SI overlayers under 
UHV dosing conditions. The overlayers were saturated by 0.1 L CO confirming they were 
substantially poisoned by sulphur as expected to CO adsorption. Weak spectra were observed 
as expected for a sulphur poisoned surface. 
As expected, from the literature, a frequency at 2105 cm' was observed indicating CO 
adsorbing in ontop mode adjacent to sulphur adatoms on the (5I3x2)-S and (39x'I39)-S 
overlayers. 
Assigning the other frequencies observed was difficult for the literature model overlayers 
available for the (5I3x2)-S and (I39xI39)-S. With infra-red data only the exercise may be 
regarded as a "paper exercise". 
The before/after AES data clearly showed substantial surface modification had occurred under 
high pressures of CO (> —20 Ton). This probably occurred by the formation of Ni(CO) 4 and 
CS2 or OCS species on the surface, with subsequent sulphur and surface nickel removal. 
The overlayer prepared by prolonged annealing of the sample under hydrogen was the 
(8'J3x2)-S rather than the (5'/3x2)-S , ("139x439)-S and SI layer prepared by annealing and 
argon ion sputtering. 
At low CO pressures the (8'3x2)-S overlayer was incapable of supporting the CO *s species 
which only emerged once surface modification by high pressure of CO had occurred. 
High resolution RAIRS spectroscopy (0.5 cm'), were a fast enough spectrometer available, 
would negate the need for a polariser in this type of high pressure CO experiment. 
TPD data was collected for the (8I3x2)-S overlayer which was fitted Arrhenius type behaviour 
however the heat of adsorption was too low (@7  kcal mol') possibly due to dissociative CO 
adsorption affecting the measurement. 
Isotherms were collected which were satisfactorily fitted by Langmuir type behaviour both for 
non-dissociative CO adsorption and dissociative CO adsorption. 
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10. High pressure CO experiments showed substantial shifting of the ontop CO' s peak frequency 
with CO exposure, Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.24, believed to be linked to insitu surface 
modification. 
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L V / V&JV 
2300 	2250 	2200 	2150 2100 	2050 	2000 1950 	1900 1850 	1800 	1750 1700 
Wavenuniber I cm-1 
Fitting Results 
!J 	P.á T89 FUN VdIdOWOM Pe* I4Maht Pma Cent Area%To09 
1 	 Gassa 	 32)7044 3809918849 00789245230 1997293825 81.04% 
2 Gauss 1.122909025 17.70985 0.0995747015 2102.325783 21.4014% 
3 	 Gw 	 0.9229041499 27.8513 0.93111385812 2578815831 17.5892% 
TcW 5.248419215 
BaseLine: Spline 
Figure 5.1 .- (5 V3x2)-SCO RAIRS spectra andfitred model peaks, showing typical sulphur 
influenced oniop species, ontop species and twofold species. Room temperature CO dosing and 
spectra collection. 
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230() 2200 2100 	2000 1900 1800 1700 
Wavenumber / cer' 
Fitting Results 
Peak 1 	Peak Tva AmaQ Ful Wldth89N Peak Height Pe* Ce.*mr Am%Totai  
Gauss, 1.318892684 30.72168948 0.0403304410 1910.443431 35.2708% 
2 	 Guus 0.4743190896 33,61101352 0.01325738870 1892838789 1Z8847% 
3 G.jss* 0.7876428 21.51977698 0,0343750 0.393701 21.1% 
4 1.159500630 22 08340215 0.0493704097 2105.097389 31.0283% 
Tziw 3739317 
BaseLine: Spline 
Figure 5.2 :— ('v9x '/9)-S/CO RAIRS spectra and fitted model peaks showing sulphur influenced 
ontop, ontop species and two types of twofold species. Room temperature CO dosing and spectra 
collection. 
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•1 
2300 2200 2100 	2000 	1900 	1800 1700 
Wavenumber / cm -1 
Fitting Results 
Peak 0 	Pull T. Amayal Ful WIdth 	 P 	Heigh t 	 PCA Centir 8m%Tot 
1 3 63918 45,70000000 	 00748292771 	 1988798177 989898% 
2 	Ganuen 1.828030397 41.9198 0.0364532923 2988.271881 30.9240% 
T 5299037015 
BaseLine: Spline 
Figure 5.3 :- low sulphur coverage 'S1)/CO RAIRS spectra and fitted model peaks, showing 
slightly sulphur influenced onlop species and twofold species. Room temperature CO dosing and 
spectra collection. 
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Figure 5.4 :- multip/ot showing peak intensity changes with sulphur coverage for the various 
sulphur over/ayers prepared. 
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Figure 5.5 :- AES sulphur region showing changes before/after high CO pressure RAIRS 
experiments. 
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Figure 5.6:- CO RAIRS showing initial ontop Cofeature observed upon dosing (8 x)-S 
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Figure 5.7:- R.41RS CO spectra showing shift in ontop CO peak with increased CO pressure to 
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0.0 Torr 
Figure 5.8 :-waterfall plot of CO/R.4 IRS spectra recorded during evacuating the high pressure 
cell after high pressure CO experiment on (8 vx2)-S over/aver. 
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Figure 5.9 :- AES sulphur region showing changes before/after high CO pressure RAIRS 
experiment. 
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Figure 5.10 :- CO/RA IRS spectra showing ontop CO feature (@0.7  Torr) before TPD experiment. 
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Wavenumber / cnr 1 
Figure 5.11:- 3-D plot of CO RAIRS' TPD spectra for high CO pressure experiment @ 0.7 
Torr, x axis scale reversed for clarity. 
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Figure 5.12:- high resolution (0.5 cm') 24.1°C RAIRS CO spectra showing surface and gas 
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Chisqr = 3.29124E4 
X offset (xO) = 297.60757 
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Figure 5.13 :-Isobar Plot - TPD peak profile for CO/R4IRS,TPD experiment. 
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Lineu Fit for Data! LN.Keq. on linearized scales 
vscaie(Y) = A + B * xscale(X) 
v here scale() is the current axis scale function 
am Value 	sd 
----------- 
\ -7.60608 	0.17743 
B 2196.10099 60.43423 
R =0.98123 
SL) = 0.08206, N = 53 
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Figure 5.14 :- arrhenius plot for cO/R41RS/TPD experiment @0.7 Torr. 
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Figure 5.15 :- CO/R1IRS spectra recorded upon cooling the (8 /3x2)-S overlayer under a 
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Figure 5.16 :- residual CO RAIRS spectra with high pressure cell evacuation after high pressure 
CO experiment. Last spectra(grey) 0.0 Torr. x-axis reversed for clarity. 
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Figure 5.17 :— AES sulphur region showing changes before/after high CO pressure RAJRS 
experiments. 
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Figure 5.18 :- COR4JRS spectra showing shift in peak position between UHF and high pressure 
CO spectra. Room temperature CO dosing and spectra collection. 
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Figure 5.20 - evacuating high pressure cell after high pressure isotherm experiment. 
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Figure 5.21 :- CO/RA IRS spectra showing the formation of 2099 cm ' and 2058 cm'features @ 
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Figure 5.22:- high pressure CO isotherm, drawn from CO'RA IRS data by increasing CO 
pressure in the high pressure cell over the (8 vx2)-S overlaver. 
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0.8 	 Data: S/CO 
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Figure 5.23 :- Langrnuir fits to CO/R.4 IRS isotherm. 
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Figure 5.24 :— CO onlop peak shift with pressure in CO/RA IRS experiment. 
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Figure 5.25 :- Hvdrogen/RAIRS spectra, at room temperature, showing weak NI-H stretch. 
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Plate 0-1 :- LEED data - showing reconstruction of the (8113x2) overlayer by hydrogen (Beam Ener 
= 158 e9. 
.4 
S 
Plate 0-1 :- LEED data - showing reconstruction of the (8 '/3x2)-S overlayer by hydrogen (Beam 
Energy = 78eV). 
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6. 	Oxide layer experiments 
A number of experiments were performed to investigate, under vacuum and high pressure dosing 
conditions the adsorption of CO on Ni(l1 I) oxide overlayers. Infra-red, AES and LEED data 
were collected wherever possible in complimentary fashion to characterise the surface before and 
after adsorption experiments utilising the electron spectroscopies. 
Literature by Xu['] and Yoshinobu[ 2 ' 3] was reviewed in chapter 1 and some relevant figures are 
reproduced in Figures 6.1 to 6.4. The infra-red spectra obtained by the two authors were very 
different on account of the different methods of sample preparation. Xu used a classical surface 
science approach of cleaning the Ni(l 11) sample and then adsorbing a known exposure of oxygen 
followed by annealing the sample to produced well characterised overlayers. Yoshinobu oxidised 
a Ni( Ill) sample under a pressure of oxygen to produce a sample with some sub-surface and 
possibly bulk oxidation. 
From the literature reviewed it was expected the data would show the effects of surface 
modification by oxygen however the different methods of surface preparation suggest two distinct 
data set will be obtained. The vCO observed are expected to be shifted from those typical for a 
clean Ni(lll) surface, e.g. chapter 1 appendix 1.1. The initial surface prepared by continuous 
oxidation was not expected to be a well formed overlayer and probably has oxide island formation 
hence probing with CO in the infra-red is expected to show a range of CO frequencies. The 
surface prepared by reduction of the first oxide surface followed by oxygen adsorption and 
annealing is expected to be a uniform overlayer and a single ontop frequency observed, as 
reported by Xu[']. 
In comparison to sulphur poisoned surfaces it is expected the CO/RAIRS spectra will be stronger 
and vCO less shifted, certainly not to 2105 cm' as for the suphur overlayers. 
Experiments are described in this chapter to further investigate the effects of the different 
methods of sample preparation, probing the surface with CO RAIRS utilising the high pressure 
capability of the apparatus and polarisation modulation. 
6.1. Experiments on the oxide layers under vacuum 
Two oxide layers were prepared as discussed in chapter 4, the first by heating the sample under a 
continual oxygen flow a process which removed residual surface sulphur (S(l52)20 units) (lxl0 
mbar oxygen @ 350 °C, 1600 seconds total oxygen exposure time). The sample was then 
annealed at higher temperature (<500 °C) until a p(2x2)-O pattern was observed. This method of 
exposure led to a complicated LEED pattern at lower beam energies although quite a reasonable 
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p(2x2)-O pattern at higher energies. The extra spots at low energy, Plate 4-8, being characteristic 
of subsurface species, in this instance oxygen[']. This method of sample preparation was 
analogous to the method reported by Yoshinobu[ 23 ] in the preparation of NiOfNi(1 11). 
Figure 6.1 reproduces Yoshinobu's spectra', showing highly shifted features for adsorbed CO at 
2145 cm' and 2075 cm', indicating CO adsorption on a highly oxidised surface. Figure 6.2, also 
reproduced from Yoshinobu's work, shows a typical supported NiO/Si02 infra-red spectra 
showing adsorbed CO resulted in two features @2157 cm' and 2110 cm -1 . 
Yoshinobu prepared a NiO/Ni(1 11) sample by dosing oxygen (-'2.5x10' 3 molecules cm 2s') under 
heating and cooling cycles between 90 and 600 K several times (total exposure time 3,600 s). The 
AES ratio was reported as a maximum value of for 0(51 0)fNi(848) —1.2. Under these oxidation 
conditions Yoshinobu stated the sample would be oxidised as NiO through at least the first three 
layers. 
In this work annealing was monitored very closely to check if any sulphur was observed, however 
after oxidation none was. The ABS ratio for the sample prepared in this work was 
0(51 0)/Ni(848) 40:30 1.3. 
The lesser oxidation time used to prepare the sample (1,600 c.f. 3,600 seconds) reflected the point 
at which no S(152) feature could be detected, and no further oxidation was performed. The 
NiO/p(2x2)-O overlayer formed was therefore expected to have undergone less subsurface 
oxidation than Yoshinobu's sample. The layer prepared in this work being denoted NiO/p(2x2)-
OY. Later comparison of the experimental infra-red data collected and literature infra-red 
spectra[2 ] confirmed a less oxidised surface had been formed based on vCO, despite a similarity 
in AES ratio's. 
A second layer was prepared following full reduction of the NiO/p(2x2)-OY surface, also with no 
subsequent sulphur peak observed, by methods analogous with Xu's work[']. Oxygen was 
chemisorbed at low temperatures (80 K) on the sample after full surface reduction and gently 
annealed from 80 K to 300 K (5 K min - ), to produce a p(2x2)-O overlayer characterised by a 
sharp p(2x2) I,EED pattern, Plate 4-10, this layer being denoted p(2x2)-O. The formation of the 
overlayer was monitored during annealing by observing the LEED pattern. 
Comparing the two oxide surfaces generated the first layer, NiO/p(2x2)-OY, was expected to be 
more oxidised due to it's longer exposure to oxygen and the RAIRS spectra collected might be 
expected to show the influence subsurface oxygen which had diffused from the surface under 
heating. Between RAIRS experiments the surface was flash annealed to ensure a clean surface for 
subsequent experiments and that a the LEED pattern continued to be observed. 
ML, abbreviation for MonoLayer in referenceL 21 
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RAIRS spectra were collected, in %T units at room temperature, in the normal manner, 
referenced against a clean surface background. The RAIRS spectra were baseline corrected in 
MicroCal Origin when required. Where model spectra were generated the peak fitting functions 
of Origin were used. Several different peak shapes were tried, notably the Gaussian and 
Lorentzian, the Gaussian presented the best fit to the selected peaks, judged from the fitting 
parameters. 
CO was dosed at room temperatures at pressures of lO to 10 mbar, with direct pumping of the 
infra-red cell to the diffusion pump DPI for vacuum experiments, no sign of gas phase CO or 
CO being observed in these vacuum experiments. 
6.1.1. Ni01p(2x2)-.0Y7C0 initial investigation by RAIRS 
In this experiment CO was dosed to the NiO/p(2x2)-OY at room temperature, up to an exposure 
of 1.2L of CO. From this initial experiment the general behaviour of the spectra was obtained and 
interesting points identified for further investigation. The spectra showed at lower exposures 
(0.OL to 0.7L) a broad range of features between —1990 cm' and —2090 cm'. A feature at 2064 
emerged from the spectra, growing with continued exposure and becoming more pronounced 
above 0.8L however the shoulder features remain evident. 
The sample was flash heated to 500 °C and cooled to 20 °C in -.10 minutes using the liquid 
nitrogen cold finger. A signal of 8.5 V (sensitivity 8) was monitored from the sample face as 
oppose to a straight through signal of 4 V. Spectra were recorded at resolution 4 cm 1 and 128 
scans per spectra referenced against a background (128 scans) recorded for the flashed/cooled 
sample. The scan time allowed for the system to settle back to it's original base pressure after 
each dose of CO had been added, that is the residence time of the gas in the system was less than 
the data collection time for each exposure. 
The spectra in Figure 6.5 show dosing with CO (10 seconds @ I x 108  mbar for each spectra, 0.1 
L increments) resulted in the stepwise growth of an ontop feature with CO exposure - initially at 
2053 cm and shifting to 2064 cm' - with a peak height of 1.71 %T @ 1.2 L. A substantial 
shoulder feature between —1950 cm' and —2040 cm -1 is also present in the spectra indicating a 
range of other surface sites were being occupied by CO. An excellent gaussian peakfit, Figure 6.6, 
was obtained for the ontop feature at 2064 cm'. The FW@HM  of the 2064 cm' peak (1.2 L) was 
fitted as 14.40 cm' for a model guassian peak. The shoulder region could not be fitted with a 
reasonable number of peaks as only a single very broad feature could be sensibly fitted with the 
Origin package. 
Figure 6.7 - a graph of peak intensity, simply measured as peak height, versus CO exposure 
shows the ontop feature initially at 2053 cm' grew as a linear function of exposure between 0.OL 
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and 0.7 L although the feature gradually shifted to 2062 cm - '. Between 0.7 L and 0.8 L a change 
occurred in rate of peak intensity change with exposure. The ontop feature continued to grow, 
shifted to 2064 cm'. between 0.8 L and 1.2 L - the last measurement in this series - however the 
rate of growth was faster. Before 0.7 L the gradient of the line (5Yntens: in Figure 6.7 
was 0.86, increasing to 1.86 after 0.8L. Based of the data after 0.8L peak intensity is projected to 
grow linearly above 1.2 L indicating the surface has not been saturated with adsorbed CO and 
further peak growth would be expected with continued exposure. The change in 
ñlniens:iy/  
/ áExposure starting at 0.7 L might indicate a saturation occurred either side of this 
exposure, behaviour which would have been clearer with more data points utilising a lower 
dosage regime. 
Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 show the before and after AES. Chemisorbed CO can be seen in the 
spectra resulting in increased oxygen (0510) and carbon (C273) peaks in the post experimental 
spectra, emphasised in the differential plot in each figure. Flash heating the sample above 200 °C 
completely removed these CO features. 
6.1.2. Ni01p(2x2)-0Y1C0 low exposure experiment 
The experiment was repeated with a lower rate of CO dosing (30 s @ 10 - mbar between spectra - 
0.03 L increments) to further investigate the broad shoulder feature evident in the spectra in 
Figure 6.5. Using a lower exposure pressure should allow the surface to achieve a lower pressure 
equilibrium during the longer exposure times dosing. Spectra were collected between 0.001, and 
0.501, with the low rate of exposure (0.03L per spectrum) and more detail was observed in the 
shoulder region between —2050 cm' and —1970 cm' . The rate of exposure was then increased to 
0.1 L increments and spectra collected up to 1 .OL CO exposure. TPD data was then collected for 
the ontop 2064 cm' feature observed and the activation energy of desorption calculated. 
The sample was flash heated to 500 °C and cooled with liquid nitrogen as before, with a similar 
level of signal obtained. Spectra were recorded at 4 cm' resolution and 128 scans per spectra (160 
seconds) spectra referenced against a background (128 scans) recorded for the flashed/cooled 
sample. 
A low dosage regime was used between 0.06 and 0.50 L. In Figure 6.10 up to 0.12 L CO exposure 
no features were distinctly observed. By 0.27 L two features were clearly distinguishable - peaks 
at 1998 cm' (assignment discussed later) and 2052 cm -1 (ontop). Both these features grew with 
continued exposure, with the ontop feature growing more strongly (0.42 %T) than the 1998 cm 
feature (0.25 %T). Both features shifted slightly, 2052 to 2056 and 1998 to 2000 cm'. There is 
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also evidence in the spectra for a weak feature at 2023 cm, indicating the shoulder feature 
should be correctly fitted by two features, one centred at -.2023 cm' and the other at —2000 cm'. 
At 0.48L and 0.50L it is noted that spectra were recorded with similar peak heights, however the 
change in exposure is too small to be assured this corresponds to a surface event such as an 
overlayer saturation. 
Above 0.5L exposures were changed in 0.1 L steps (I Os @ 10.8  mbar) with a discontinuity in 
2064 cm' peak growth seen at 0.8 L similar to that discussed in experiment I above, Figure 6.11. 
The final peak for an exposure of 1.0 L had an intensity of 1.13 %T. 
As in the previous experiment a large shift in frequency had occurred with dosing, with the initial 
feature at 2052 cm' shifting to 2064 cm'. 
6.1.2.1. TPD Analysis - using Redhead's method 
A TPD experiment was performed, on the final spectra in Figure 6.12 - 1.0 L CO exposure. 
Figure 6.13 shows the spectra collected on the desorption step, for clarity as a large number of 
spectra were collected some of those either side of the desorption process are omitted. A linear 
temperature ramp was programmed at a rate of 0.04 Ks', in actuality a linear ramp averaging 
0.034 Ks' resulted. The spectra were continuously recorded with the mid-point temperature taken 
as the temperature of the whole scanset. 
With the onset of heating a shift in the position of the 2064 cm' feature occurred to 2055 cm' 
and a sharp decrease in intensity. Further along the TPD ramp a change was observed in the 
spectra from -.50 °C upwards with the shoulder features around 2025 cm' becoming more 
pronounced whereas features observed around 2000 cm', clearly visible during CO dosing, were 
not as pronounced during the TPD. The desorption intensity change of the 2050 cm - ' peak in this 
region followed a sigmoidal relationship. From the TPD analysis based on change in peak height 2 
Figure 6.13, and application of Redhead's equation[ 56](Equation 6-I): 




= uniform heating rate (K s') 
where: 
Ed = desorption activation energy (J mol') 
R = gas constant (8.314 51 JK' mol'[ 4 1) 	T, = maximum desorption temperature (K) 
2 equallv the change in peak area could have been used, or change in filled peak height or fitted 
peak area. 
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v = frequency factor or pre-exponential factor , taken as 1013  s' 
the desorption activation energy was calculated. On clean Ni(l 11) the desorption activation 
energy and pre-exponential factor for chemisorbed CO are 30.5 kcal mol' and 3x10' 4 s'[']. Xu[] 
determines the change in pre-exponential factor with oxygen coverage (Oo).  Log10 v varies 
between 14.5(00=0.00) and 10.5(00 0.40) hence Ed was found to vary between IS and 30.5 kcal 
mol' respectively. The error bars related to these values being large enough to assume that 
V=IX1013 is an acceptable value for the p(2x2)-O overlayer. 
To identify Tmax a sigmoidal Boltzman function' was fitted to the changing peak intensity (I) 
and the derivative of this curve gave Tmax, Figure 6.13, in this case a desorption 
maximum occurred at 90 °C. The FW@HItV1 for (%j.  was relatively broad -24 °C compared to 
the scale of the temperature ramp, 20-+120 °C. 
Solutions to Redhead's equation were computed using the mathematical package Maple V TM. 
Maximum desorption occurred for the data in Figure 6.13 at 90±2 °C for the 2064 cm' feature 
hence the heat of desorption was calculated as 107.5±0.6 kJ mo!' (25.8±0.3 kcal mor'). Errors 
were calculated from the limits generated for the sigmoidal(Boltzman) fit to the data and carried 
though the calculation in Maple V. An analysis based on the sources of error in the experiment 
(temperature, peak height) yielded similar error limits. 
6.1.3. Ni01p(2x2)-OY1C0 higher exposures 
The behaviour of the system at exposures greater than 1.01- was investigated to probe coverage 
dependence and possible saturation at higher exposures. Below 0.30L a lower exposure increment 
was used (0.01 L per spectrum) however above this a 0.1 L increment was used up to an exposure 
of 4.4L. The early behaviour was analogous to that described in the previous two sections 
however above -2.OL the features started emerging from the broad shoulder feature in the spectra 
and these grew rapidly to dominate the spectra. As before TPD data was collected from the last 
the sigmoidal Bol:zman function has the form (Equation 6-2): 
Sigmoidal Boltzman function 	- A, - A 2 	 Equation 6-2 
' 	(x-x,' 
l+e 
where xo,A 1,A2 and dx are constants computed from the data - p210 Origin 0.5 Reference 
Manual, MicroCal Inc. 
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exposure however the peak position used for the analysis , 2052 cm'. was different from that 
previously at 2064 cm'. 
Initial conditions, sample flashing/cooling and spectrometer signal were as for the previous two 
experiments. As before spectra were recorded at resolution 4 cal' with 128 scans per scanset 
referenced against a background (128 scans) recorded for the flashed/cooled sample. 
For the low CO exposure regime features were observed broadly in line with what has been 
previously reported in this chapter, Figure 6.14. A 0.01 L steps dosage regime was used (10 s 
iO mbar) between 0.08 L and 0.20 L. Features, observed initially at 0.08L, were seen to grow 
and shift; from 1989 to 1998 cm' and 2052 cm' to 2061 cm for the ontop feature. The spectra 
at this point in the experiment were more noisy than normal however no explicit reason for this 
could be identified during data collection. 
With continued dosing Figure 6.15, from 0.31- (0.1 L steps) the feature at 2064 cm' became the 
prominent feature growing with exposure (1.4 L) to an intensity of 3.37%T. It was noted that the 
exposures 0.31- and 0.4L resulted in very similar spectra perhaps indicating an apparent 
saturation was observed for the surface around these exposures. The data compares with that in 
Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.11. 
Further CO exposure resulted in features that emerged from the shoulder region at 2.0 L 
exposure, shown in Figure 6.16. The 2064 cm' peak grew to 4%T @ 2.3 L, other peaks at 1989, 
2028, 2042 and 2055 cal' were noted, growing sharply with exposure. 
Further CO dosing showed continued rapid growth of these new features with the peak at 2055 
cm' rapidly becoming the most prominent peak in the spectra by 2.6 L exposure. With further 
dosing the features at 2023, 2041 and 2055 cal' grew in intensity as did the broad features 
centred at 1984 cm - '. 
Further dosing to 4.4 L CO. Figure 6.17, resulted in the original 2064 cal' feature shifting 
slightly and becoming just a shoulder on the 2052 cm' peak; and growth of features at 2052, 
2039 and 2022 cm -1 derived from the features which first emerged from the shoulder. Also the 
features below 2000 cm' became more defined with two discernible features at 1984 and 1975 
cm' and a couple of baseline features become evident at 1948 and 1956 cal'. 
The final exposure applied was 4.4 L and a large peak intensity at 2052 cal' of 10 %T was 
recorded, Figure 6.17. The size of the these features 10 %T for 2052 cal' feature and the number 
of features were surprising and possible explanations are discussed later. 
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6.1.3.1. TPD analysis 
A TPD experiment was performed, Figure 6.18 shows the spectra on the desorption edge. Large 
changes in spectral features were observed at 70 °C with all the major features desorbing together 
indicating they were due to a single adsorbate, one postulate being Ni(CO) 4. The desorption 
temperature of these features lower than that previously for the single feature at 2064 cm'. 
After partial TPD a feature remained at 2062 cm -1 which desorbed around 90 °C in good 
agreement with the previous data for this feature however the TPD profile was difficult to 
determine due to the considerable overlap of the large 2050 cm' peak thus the 2062 cm' feature 
could only be seen once the overlapping features had desorbed, therefore no TPD analysis was 
performed on the 2062 cm' feature from this data due to the lack of resolvable data at 
temperatures less than 70 °C. 
Figure 6.19 shows the sigmoidal Boltzman analysis curves for the desorption spectra. As 
previously the variation in peak height with temperature was used in the analysis presented. The 
desorption energy was calculated as before by Redhead's method for the 2050 cm - ' peak, 
Equation 6-I. It was noted a slight shift occurred in this feature from 2050 cm' to 2047 cnf' 
upon initial heating. T was 70 °C and a the heating rate of 0.031 Ks. Ed was calculated as 
101.7±1 kJ mor' or 24.5±1 kcal mol'. The desorption feature was sharp (FW@HM  of 9 °C) 
compared to that for the 2064 cm' band in Figure 6.13 (FW@HM  = 24°C). 
Figure 6.20 shows the pre/post and residual AES for the oxide region showing all the CO had 
been removed during the TPD which was halted at 150 °C, no enhanced oxide feature at 0(5 10) 
being observed in the post experimental AES. 
6.1.4. NiO/p('2x2)-O/CO very high exposures of CO 
The previous experiment was repeated to examine further the nature of any overlayer saturation 
and the intriguing features which started to appear above 2.0 L in the previous data set. As before 
a low dosage regime was chosen to study the low coverage features as well as a higher exposure 
regime to examine the multiple features appearing at -.2.0 L out of the broad shoulder region. 
Below 0.30L few spectra were collected, above this exposure 0.1 L increments were used up to 
6.OL. Above 6.01-, 1.OL increments were used up to 20L. The shoulder region between -.1970 cm 
and —2050 cm' resolved itself as before with exposure, with a number of features growing 
quickly to cover the ontop feature at 2064 cm' the main feature observed for exposures below 
2.OL. TPD data was collected and treated by Redhead's method to obtain the activation energy of 
desorption. 
As normal the sample was flash heated to 500 °C and cooled with liquid nitrogen, the spectra 
were recorded at resolution 4 cm' with 128 scans per scanset with the same level of signal as the 
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previous experiments referenced against a background (128 scans) recorded for the flashed/cooled 
sample. 
Initially a 0.02 L dosing regime was used between 0.20 and 0.30 L. The lowest exposure spectra 
showed features at 2063, 2046 and 1992 cm, Figure 6.21. These features grew with exposure, 
the ontop feature becoming prominent centred around 2057 cm' with two other features clear at 
2030 cm' and 2000 cm'. 
Figure 6.22 shows the effect of increasing CO exposure between 0.31- and I.OL. As expected a 
clear ontop feature emerges, centred at 2066 cm'. There is some indication for the occupation of 
bridging sites between 1900 cm and 1950 cm' from the curvature of the baseline. 
In Figure 6.23 the peak at 2066 cm -1 continued to grow to a feature of 2 %T, shifting very slightly 
to regain it's previously noted position at 2064 cm', with CO exposure between 1. I L and 2.0 L,, 
at which point features appear from the shoulder region, Figure 6.24. These peaks quickly grew 
in intensity to dominate the spectra as in the previous experiment, Figure 6.16. 
Further dosing, Figure 6.25 , Figure 6.26 , Figure 6.27 , Figure 6.28, to exposures above that 
previously used resulted in six clear features in the spectra @ 2116, 2047, 2027, 1982, 1955 and 
1948 cm'. A summary of peak intensity growth is shown in Figure 6.29. 
6.1.4.1. TPD analysis 
TPD of the sample followed the same pattern as before - no change in the spectra up to 50 °C 
followed by a quick desorption, Figure 6.30 shows the spectra on the desorption step characterised 
by a spectrum with major peaks at 2043, 2021 and 1983 cm'. Continued heating resulted in 
spectra which resembled the original low coverage spectra, with features at 2053, 2020 and 1996 
cm'. 
TPD analysis, based on peak heights, was performed on the 2116 cm peak in Figure 6.30 and 
detailed in Figure 6.3 I. Desorption T. occurred at 63 °C and the heating rate was 0.054 K s ' , 
upon solving Redhead's equation, Ed was calculated as 98±1 kJ mol 1 and 24 ±0.4 kcal mol'. The 
desorption peak in Figure 6.32 was sharper than that in Figure 6.13. 
It was noted that the scaling of Figure 6.31 is such as to show two other baseline features at 2109 
and 2106 cm' not readily observed in Figure 6.28. 
Still further heating at the end of the TPD ramp resulted in spectra with a larger feature at 1997 
cm -1 than that at 2047 cm', Figure 6.33. 
Unusual features of the spectra as a whole are the extraordinarily large bands at saturation and 
the broadness of some of these features, discussed in a later section. 
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Comparison of pre/post-experimental AES indicated complete desorption of CO after the 
experiment as expected, in particular a residual carbon peak was not recorded indicating CO 
dissociation had not occurred. 
6.1.5. Ni(1 I 1)/p(2x2)-OX/CO RA IRS investigation of Xu type 
oxide surface 
The surface oxide for the NiO/p(2x2)-OY surface was reduced away as described previously in 
chapter 4 and Figure 4.11 where AES show the stepwise reduction (1x10" H2 @ 300 °C) of the 
surface. Oxygen was then chemisorbed in the manner of Xu et al.['] at low temperature to 
produce a p(2x2)-O overlayer with gentle annealing as described in section 6. 1, denoted p(2x2)-
OX. The surface prepared was then investigated using CO RAIRS with room temperature CO 
adsorption. Spectra were recorded up to 6.OL CO exposure. TPD was performed to obtain the 
activation energy for desorption. 
All spectra were recorded at resolution 4 cm and 128 scans per spectra. Initially the sample was 
flashed to 400 °C and cooled with liquid nitrogen. CO dosing was done at room temperature as 
oppose to Xu's experiments where CO was dosed at 90 K. Levels of signal were as in previous 
experiments. 
Figure 6.35 shows a single ontop feature was observed in these spectra at 2091 cm' at room 
temperature. No features were observed which could be assigned to bridging features (1800 cm' 
to 1950 cm) was observed. The spectra do not show the extended shoulder features of the 
previous work, for example Figure 6.5. The spectra in Figure 6.35 resembles the spectra reported 
by Xu for the p(2x2)-O overlayer, shown in Figure 6.4. 
With CO dosing the peak at 2091 cni' was seen to grow, Figure 6.36, no shifting on the band was 
observed. Figure 6.37 illustrates that the peak intensity grew linearly with exposure up to 6L 
which Xu reported as saturation exposure. 
6.1.5.1. TPD analysis 
A TPD experiment showed a stepwise reduction in CO intensity from which, as previously using 
Redhead's equation and peak height measurements, the heat of adsorption was calculated, Figure 
6.38. occurred at 106 °C, with a heating rate =0.064 Ks', thus Ed was calculated to be 
110.6 ± I kJ mol' (26.6 kcal mol'). Close inspection of Xu's TPD spectra shows the CO was all 
desorbed by 400 K, 127 °C, in line with the TPD features observed in this work. 
6.1.6. Discussion of the CO/oxide "vacuum" results 
Two data sets were obtained as a function of the two different methods of sample preparation 
employed. For a clean Ni( Ill) surface the CO spectra have been well documented and discussed 
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in section 1.2 . simplistically a two feature spectra with an ontop feature (2057 cm-1 ) and a 
bridged feature (1915 cm -1 ). The assignment of CO sites on the Ni(111) plane was discussed and 
referenced in section 1.2 and accepted assignments are tabulated in chapter 1 appendix I.L. 
Differences from the clean spectra observed in this chapter are attributed to oxygen modification 
of the surface and the interaction of oxygen and CO. discussed and referenced in section 1.4.3. In 
summary electronegative coadsorbates cause 
• a weakening of the metal-CO bond 
• a reduction in CO saturation coverage 
• a decrease in CO reaction rate 
Firstly the RAIRS spectra for the NiO/p(2x2)-OY are categorised into three groups, denoted: 
• low exposure - (0.06 --- 	spectra show an ontop CO feature at 2053-2057 cm -1 and 
features at 2023 cm' and 2000 cm 1 assigned to ontop CO in a different environment. The 
features being at approximately 2000 cm -1 this was felt to high to be classed as a bridged 
twofold feature unless it is one being highly shifted by an interaction with oxygen. Increasing 
definition of these low exposure features with each successive experiment was noted indicative 
of changes in the surface not apparent when checking the surface condition by LEED 
regenerating the surface before each experiment. 
• medium exposure - (0.30L-2.0L) characterised by development of an ontop feature at 2064 
cm-1 . The ontop frequency observed at 2064 cm -' is relatively close to that nominally assigned 
to the clean ontop frequency at 2057 cm' - Figure 6.7 illustrates the intensity growth and shift 
of the ontop feature(2057 cm' -42064 cm'). The change in the gradient.d/' can be I CE 
assigned to - an alteration in CO tilt angle, compression of the CO overlayer or reordering of 
the CO overlayer. Similarly the change in peak position can be assigned to interactions 
between CO molecules as are they a forced closer together by increased coverage with 
increased dosing. As coadsorbate molecules are present the change in peak position might also 
be attributed to CO adsorbates experiencing a greater interaction with oxygen adatoins. It is 
interesting to note in Xu's reported spectra that features at 2064 cm -1 shifting to 2067 cm-' are 
observed for 00=0.25  and 0=0.33 however they are relatively weak and their assignment is 
not discussed in detail compared to the CO *o feature at 2095 cm' other than to comment 
lower vibrational frequency is attributed to CO adsorbates relatively far from oxygen adatoms. 
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• high exposure - (2.OL.-+20L)development of a complex series of spectra characterised by very 
intense bands e.g. Figure 6.24 to Figure 6.28. These bands are attributed to the formation of 
carbonyl species from the nickel oxide surface, discussed further below. 
In contrast the Xu type surface yielded results much closer to that expected from the literature CO 
RAIRS work. Xu reported['] the C0 0 feature as being at 2090±5 cm' C0 0 feature at 90K. 
Figure 6.35 illustrates the results, showing a single linear feature being observed at 2091 cm' 
correlating well with the expected literature wavenumber position. The singularity of the spectra 
indicated a single surface site is being occupied as reported by Xu, discussed in chapter 1, the 
model of the surface being illustrated in Figure 1.15. Indicating a well ordered surface overlayer 
had been formed. The TPD experiment was well behaved with no wavenumber shift of the CO 
feature before or during thermal desorption, the TPD feature being quite broad in contrast to the 
sharp features observed for the NiO/p(2x2)-OY overlayer. 
Overlayer prepared Experimental peak Literature peak 
positions observed / cm' positions / cm -1 
p(2x2)-OX 2091 2090±5 
NiO/p(2x2)-OY 2064 + shoulder 2145 , 2075 
(-1950—),-2050) 
Table 6.1:- illustrating comparing the RAIRS spectra observed with the expected literature peak 
positions. 
The NiO/p(2x2)-OY spectra show broad shoulder features and intense bands, intriguing features 
which are discussed in more detail below. 
The broad shoulder indicated inhomogeneity of the surface, arising as a range of adsorption sites 
are available. This is typically due to island or defect formation in the general oxide overlayer and 
also effects caused by the underlying NiO structure due to oxygen diffusion of sub-surface oxygen 
during the annealing stage of sample preparation. This is a reflection of the method of sample 
preparation, the fact that the oxygen was applied initially to remove residual surface sulphur - the 
"chemical clean". The reaction between the oxygen and sulphur adatoms probably left empty 
adsorption sites where the sulphur adatoms had been located leaving an oxidised and pitted 
surface. In this instance it would be expected to see some larger proportion of clean Ni( 111)/CO 
bridging features in subsequent RAIRS experiments indicating that the nickel oxide surface 
prepared does not favourably support twofold CO species, born out by Yoshinobu's data where no 
twofold species are reported and to a lesser extent Xu's data where twofold species are 
successively suppressed by increased fractional oxygen coverage. 
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By comparison with the spectra of Yoshinobu it is seen that the surface prepared in this work was 
not as heavily oxidised, certainly not to the extent of Yoshinobu's sample. For porous NiO/Si0 2 
samples the predominant CO infra-red band is observed at 2137 cm - ' assigned to Ni 2 /CO in bulk 
NiO[2 ' 3] with a weak absorption band observed at 2110 cm, Figure 6.2. No band being observed 
at 2075 cm' in comparison with Yoshinobu's single crystal data. A band at 2116 cm' was 
observed in the spectra in this work, Figure 6.3 1, perhaps an interesting parallel to the supported 
metal feature at 2110 cm' commonly reported in nickel supported metal work. 
For the NiO/p(2x2)-OY layer data a model which might account for the results is beginning to 
emerge. The 2064 cm' ontop frequency indicates CO relatively far from 0 adatom sites and the 
broad shoulder features indicate that the surface is inhomogeneos. A picture of oxide islands 
around which the CO adsorbs is envisaged. CO adsorption is therefore favoured on the metal 
areas between the oxide islands. As more CO adsorbs into these areas the vCO shifts upwards. 
This accounts for the fact that no higher wavenumber C0 0 species were observed, the 
concentration of oxide in these areas is too high or the islands are too small to have a significant 
contribution to the infra-red spectra. vCO is being affected by a long range or subsurface oxide 
effect rather than the short range effect which accounts for the 2090 cm' frequency. 
That LEED data observed is accounted for by having islands of p(2x2)-O larger than the 
coherence length of the electron beam with subsurface oxygen. By the nature of the LEED 
experiment, the experiment is continued until a pattern is seen and the controls/sample position 
manipulated to get the sharpest pattern at the part of the sample being studied however that does 
not mean the whole sample must necessarily have the same overlayer. The effect or subsurface 
oxygen probably fairly evenly distributed under the whole surface may also play a role in the 
suppression of the —2090 cm' C0 0 species although this is not alluded to in the literature. 
The explanation of the large intensity bands which grow out of the shoulder is more complex. 
Firstly the sheer size of the bands is something unusual, Greenler concluded from his work 
discussed earlier in chapter 3 that even for a strong probe molecule such as CO bands of 2-3 %T 
will be observed but not much more than this would be expected. 
These peaks are not assigned to be gas phase impurities because the CO gas phase envelope 
would be expected to be observed first before impurities, shown during high pressure tests. The 
peaks for the impurity Fe(CO) 5 were recorded and these do not correspond to those in the spectra 
in this chapter, there being only two features 2033 and 2012 cm' for Fe(CO) 5 and these being 
observed at high gas pressure, >10 Torr and above, when contaminated gas was used in the high 
pressure cell for RAIRS experiments. Table 2.1 lists the infra-red bands for Fe(CO) 5 . Taking into 
account the number of possible double degenerate features, the features expected would be at 2116 
(A), 2030 (A) and 1989(E) cm'. Allowing for splitting of degenerate features there are still too 
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few features compared to the recorded RAIRS spectra with features (ä 2116, 2109. 2106. 2046, 
2026, 1983. 1956 and 1948 cm'. Considering the mode of adsorption, one possibility of which is 
illustrated in Figure 6.53 it is not clear how the number of absorption bands is increased. 
These peaks are reasonably some form of Ni-CO complex, which TPD shows desorbing or 
dissociating from the surface. CO on oxide island edges or surface steps might be expected to give 
unusual spectra. Alternatively the NiO (albeit an ordered layer p(2x2)-O surface layer), may be 
acting as a semiconductor system with a band gap, in the theoretical section chapter 3 it was 
alluded to that semiconductor materials do give different RAMS results through less constraining 
selection rules. 
In line with the model discussed above of oxide island formation and rough inter island metal 
areas the large band intensities is explained in relation to this model. It is proposed that with 
exposure CO molecules pack closely on the rough metal areas, at a certain packing density 
Ni(CO)4 starts to form, probably at the numerous defect sites. With continued CO exposure the 
formation of Ni(CO)4 increases until the overlayer of Ni(CO) 4 condenses to form a "liquid" 
overlayer accounting for the large intensity of the infra-red bands 4 . It is sunmsed that Ni(CO) 4 
formation starts at about 2.OL with condensation of the overlayer following at exposures shortly 
after. Figure 6.34 summarises the model envisaged to explain the results. 
For the NiO/p(2x2)-OY prepared it is concluded the surface prepared was pre-disposed to 
Ni(CO)4 formation, in contrast on the p(2x2)-OX overlayer no carbonyl formation was observed. 
This is consistent with the idea that it is either the rough nature of the metal surface or the 
subsurface oxide which facilitates the carbonyl formation. The TPD experiments indicate that 
with heating to above the boiling point of Ni(CO) 4 . 43 °C, the carbonyl decomposes or desorbs 
quickly resulting in the sharp thermal desorption profile observed. The features that remain are 
due to Ni-CO species which remain on the surface, possibly formed during Ni(CO) 4 
decomposition or were true CO adsorbates from CO adsorption during dosing. 
The initial frequency shift observed in Figure 6.13 is compatible with some CO desorption or 
decompostion allowing a reordering of the overlayer as the CO density decreases. The additional 
energy added by heating may also allow adoption of an energetically unfavourable surface state 
accounting for the shift. 
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Figure 6.53 .- Fe(CO)5 structure[J and hypothetical structural change upon adsorption. 
The final spectra after the TPD, Figure 6.33, were suggestive of some insitu reduction of the 
oxide layer by CO during the thermal ramp. By 120 °C all features had died away to leave a 
featureless baseline. This reduction of the surface might be envisaged if Ni(CO) 4 being able to 
reduce the surface by the formation of NiO(CO) 4, complexes which then desorb. More simply 
the reduction could occur though the formation of CO 2 despite trying to probe for these species 
during TPD with by mass spectrometry none could be observed. 
The unusual carbonyl spectra obtained had no parallel in the single crystal or the supported metal 












Figure 6.54 .- Ni(COl4 siructure[7 and hypothetical structural change upon adsorption. 
6.2. Ni(1 I I)/p(2x2)-OX high CO pressure experiments 
The oxide layer for the high pressure experiments was prepared after the method of Xu, 
chemisorbing oxygen on a reduced surface at low temperature (80 K) and annealing as described 
above in 6.1.5. The AES showed no detectable sulphur and subsequently no RAIRS features were 
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recorded which indicated surface sulphur. The sample was probed using RAIRS at high pressures 
of CO in experiments with and without an infra-red polariser. For experiments without the 
polariser a single feature at 2099 cm' was observed quickly becoming engulfed by the gas phase 
envelope. Comparing the spectra with results from chapter 5 for high pressure CO RAIRS of the 
sulphide overlayer it was seen the RA[RS CO/oxide features were actually substantially weaker. 
Polarisation experiments revealed the behaviour normally obscured by the gas phase envelope is 
more complex with the formation of band at 2057 cm'. AES indicated that reduction of the oxide 
layer was also occurring at these high pressures. Pretreating the surface with high pressures of 
hydrogen altered the appearance of the subsequent CO spectra by strengthening the ontop feature 
however no assignment could be made for hydrogen by itself in the infra-red spectra. 
6.2.1. Adsorbing CO on the p(2x2)-OX layer - data collected 
without the infra-redpo/ariser 
RAIRS spectra were collected exposing the sample to pressures up to 5 Torr of CO at room 
temperature. A single unshifting feature was observed at 2099 cm in the RAIRS spectra. 
The sample was flashed to 400 °C and cooled with liquid nitrogen to 21.6 T. The infra-red signal 
was 8.5 V at resolution 4 cm-1 and sensitivity 8. Spectra were recorded at 512 scans per scanset. 
High pressure CO adsorption experiments were performed in the same manner as for the sulphide 
layer in the previous chapter. 
Figure 6.39 shows the ontop CO feature was observed with a CO exposure of 0.7 Torr, centred at 
2099 cm-1 (0.29 %T ä 0.7 Torr). The peak did not shift above 2100 cm' with increased CO 
dosing, Figure 6.40. By 4.5 Toff it is difficult to identify the feature at 2099 cm" against the gas 
phase envelope. No shift in band position was observed at a constant pressure of CO for 2 hours. 
Figure 6.41, although a slight increase in intensity of the 2099 cm' feature was noted. 
Figure 6.42 compares similar CO RAJRS data for the sulphide surface, the peak for the CO/oxide 
(0. 29%T) surface was not as intense as the CO/sulphide( 1 .05%T) and is subsequently quickly 
saturated by gas phase structure. The weakness of the oxide/CO features was thoroughly checked 
from the point of view of spectrometer and experimental set-up and the experiment repeated with 
exactly the same result. 
6.2.2. Ni(1 I I)/)9(2x2)O/CO - a fully polarised high pressure CO 
experiment 
Using a wire grid infra-red polariser (Graseby-Specac 1GP225) the p(2x2)-O surface was 
investigated up to pressures of —70 Torr. Excellent subtraction of the gas phase features was 
achieved and high quality surface spectra obtained. The dependence of peak intensity (and hence 
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coverage) on pressure obeyed a linear relationship rather than an immediately recognisable 
isotherm. The advantage of the polariser can immediately be seen in these experiments revealing 
features which would otherwise be "under" the gas phase envelope. 
The sample was regenerated by annealing briefly (5 minutes @ 550 °C) to restore a sharp p(2x2)-
0 LEED pattern. No carbon or sulphur was detected by AES. The sample was then flashed to 450 
°C and cooled with liquid nitrogen. The polarised spectra were recorded at 4 cm', sensitivity 8, 
and 21.0 T. 512 scans were recorded for 90° polarisation (signal 3.22 V) and 587 scans for 180° 
(signal 2.81 V). The process to obtain the surface spectra has been detailed in the experimental 
section, chapter 2. The "n-factor" applied during the subtraction process was always between I 
and 1.0200. 
CO was dosed onto the sample at exposures between 0.0 Torr and 62.2 Torr. The RAIRS spectra 
in Figure 6.43 show the ontop CO peak at 2098 cm' which grew in intensity until 0.7 Torr, above 
this pressure it decayed. A band at 2057 cm' starts to appear in the spectra at 38.3 Torr. A 
complete swap of intensity to the band at 2057 cm - ' occurs by 60 Torn a typical frequency for 
ontop CO on clean Ni( 111) from the literature. This behaviour could not have been detected 
without the use of the polariser due to coincidental gas phase structure. The RAIRS spectra in 
Figure 6.44 show the 2098 cm' feature decayed linearly with CO pressure and Figure 6.45 that 
the 2057 cm' grew linearly with increasing CO pressure. The gradient of the decay (2098 cm -1 ) - 
0.014 and the gradient of growth (2057 cm) 0.014 were the same magnitude, further indicative 
of a direct exchange of intensity, that is the 2098 cm' species converts to the 2057 cm' species. 
The p(2x2)-O LEED pattern had become very much weaker and the AES, Figure 6.46, clearly 
showed signs of surface reduction although no carbon features were observed indicating 
dissociative CO adsorption had not occurred. A shift in the AES oxide peak position occurred 
pre-(518) and post-(5 10) experiment. 
Clearly Langmuir type adsorption behaviour was not obeyed and reduction of the surface was 
observed characterised by Ni-CO formation on freshly reduced areas (vCO@2057  cm' ) although 
the lack of growth of bridging features in the spectrum indicates that not all the oxide has been 
reduced away or some surface damage occurred during the reduction process, preventing 
occupation of twofold sites. The band at 2057 cm' indicated Ni-CO ontop species formation as a 
route to Ni(CO)4 formation. 
A possible pathway for the reaction of the oxygen adatoms and coadsorbed CO species would be 
CO2 formation, however probing for this with the Q7 mass spectrometer proved unsuccessful, 
almost certainly due to the large distance between the mass spectrometer and the sample. 
Repetition of the experiment after regeneration of the surface showed the same results. 
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6.2.3. Experiment after surface pre-treatment with hydrogen 
Treatment of the oxide surface with high pressures of hydrogen (100 Ton) at room temperature 
before CO exposure caused further changes in CO adsorption behaviour. RAIRS spectra were 
recorded showing a more complicated ontop band structure and more intense ontop features. 
The sample was flashed to 450 °C and cooled with liquid nitrogen to 23.5 °C. The experimental 
set-up signal was 8.6 V at sensitivity 8 and resolution 4 cm'. Spectra were recorded at 512 scans 
per scanset referenced to a clean background. The sample was removed from the high pressure 
cell after hydrogen pre-treatment and the CO spectra were recorded once the cell had been 
pumped of hydrogen to Ul-IV. The sample was not heated between hydrogen pre-treatment and 
CO adsorption, thus hydrogen coadsoption is one plausible for differences in the isotherm 
recorded and that recorded in earlier for the p(2x2)-O/CO surface under high CO pressure. 
The RAIRS spectra in Figure 6.47 and Figure 6.48 show the CO spectra recorded after pre-
treatment of the oxide with hydrogen. In Figure 6.47 there is a suggestion of shoulder features at 
2079 cm' and 2068 cm' on the 2091 cm' feature. It was noted that this spectra recorded at 10 
mbar had two other features at 2213 cm' and 2205 cm' which did not occur in subsequent 
spectra in this experiment and were probably artefacts of this particular spectra. 
Figure 6.49 a plot of 2091 cm - ' peak intensity vs. cell pressure indicates the intensity of the 
feature falls despite the increasing gas phase envelope. Above 1.2 Torr it is impossible to continue 
this plot without the use of a polariser as the intensity recorded would be that of the gas phase 
envelope however it may be surmised on the basis of the data obtained up to 1.2 Torr that the 
intensity of the 2091 band will decrease for pressures above 1.2 Torr. 
Post-experimental LEED failed to detect any diffraction features, indicating surface modification 
and loss of surface symmetry had occurred. AES showed substantial reduction of the surface as in 
the previous experiment. 
Figure 6.50 illustrates that the spectra recorded for the oxide surface after hydrogen pre-treatment 
have more intense features initially and that the ontop feature occurs at 2093 cm' as opposed to 
2099 cm' for the oxide surface with no hydrogen pre-treatment. 
6.2.4. Adsorbing Hydrogen on the oxide layer 
A high pressure experiment with hydrogen was performed to look for surface hydrogen or 
adsorbed molecular hydrogen absorbances in the infra-red. 
In comparison with the sulphide layer where a weak but definite peak was observed for hydrogen 
adsorbing onto the sample at high pressure indicating hydrogen adsorption, at 20 °C, on the oxide 
overlayer no such hydrogen features were observed even under high pressures of hydrogen (400 
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Torr). It is known as for example hydrogen reduces oxide layers, that it adsorbs and probably 
dissociates. 
Repeating the experiment at -300 °C proved problematic, the sample could not be heated under 
significant pressures of hydrogen (30 Torr was initially tried). Heating the sample before 
admitting the gas also did not work, the heat dissipating away in a few seconds. Experiments 
were tried with lower pressures of hydrogen(>0.0 Torr). Still however the temperature could not 
be raised. as expected. The thermal properties of hydrogen are such that a much more powerful 
heating system would be required to tackle at elevated temperature with hydrogen. 
6.2.5. Attempting to bridge the pressure gap with the available 
system for a .fully polarised experiment 
As previously stated the lack of mid range pressure measurement hampered mid-range pressure 
experiments. Nonetheless an experiment was attempted in which spectra would be continuously 
collected from UHV to high pressure dosing CO to the p(2x2)-OX overlayer. 
Initially for measurements at UHV the high pressure cell was pumped from DPI via the bypass 
valve, the high pressure cell differential seal was pumped and the main chamber valved off, 
Figures 2.3 and Figure 2.5. The pressure with CO dosing was allowed to rise until the backing on 
DPI tripped. The high pressure cell bypass was then valved off, allowing DPI to recover. CO 
pressure was increased until pressure was read on the baratron (>0.0 Torr). The pressure window 
not available to measurement being between 10 mbar BAG and 10' mbar (0.0 Torr). 
The spectra were very poor for a number of reasons: 
I. backgrounds for the clean sample were required without polariser and at polariser angles 900 
and 1800, substantially lengthening the time before gas could be dosed to the surface in the 
experiment. The sample had to stabilise at the required temperature before any background 
scans could be taken. 
computing with previously collected backgrounds was tried in a further experiment however 
this did not yield any better results being too poor in SIN for analysis. 
venting the spectrometer to insert or rotate the polariser, even whilst flushing under dry air, 
caused enough disturbance to the instrument to make measuring the small initial infra-red 
features in the conventional UHV experiment difficult because of baseline curvature and water 
features. 
the polariser could not be replaced in exactly the same position after UHV measurements were 
complete to ensure coincidence with the position it was in when the background scans were 
recorded. 
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The net conclusion being the spectrometer cannot be opened to insert, remove or rotate 5 the 
polariser if smaller "UHV" features are to be recorded either pre- or post- high pressure 
experiments. To ensure a suitable quality baseline it will be necessary to design an in vacuo 
system of rotating the polariser and flipping it into place and out again vith a high degree of 
precision. There is enough physical space for such a system in the connecting flange between 
spectrometer and high pressure cell. The motor and flexible drive coupling would have to be 
mounted in the spectrometer body rather than the connecting flange. 
The possibilities of damage to DPI regularly working at such high throughput are not desirable 
and can be avoided by fitting an alternative pressure measuring system in the cell as planned 
allowing DP 1 to be valved off much earlier. 
6.2.6. Discussion of high pressure CO experiments 
As in the previous chapter on sulphide work the use of the high pressure cell and in this chapter 
the polariser generated interesting and unique data. 
The position of the initial ontop feature at 2099 cm' @ 0.7 Ton CO. Figure 6.38, was higher 
than might be intuitively be expected (2090 cm -1 ) however it is in line with frequencies reported 
in Xu's[ 1 ] work. High CO pressure would be expected to compress the CO overlaver resulting in 
blue-shifted frequencies compared to Xu's work as CO-CO repulsive forces come into play and 
therefore the CO adsorbates become more weakly bound. Also the CO adsorbates will be forced 
nearer the oxygen adatoms resulting in further weakening of the CO adsorbate shown though blue 
shifting of the CO frequency. Even under these high pressure conditions it is noted that no CO 
shift to 2105 cm -1 was seen, illustrating the difference expected between oxygen and sulphur as 
surface modifiers - in line with sulphur being the more powerful modifier. 
With increasing CO pressure. Figure 6.39. the CO band grows but not as rapidly as the gas phase 
envelope such that (d ,5 Ton CO pressure no surface species can be observed. It is not possible to 
tell whether this is due entirely due to the increase in gas phase envelope intensity or if there is 
some contribution or also a decrease in the intensity of the 2099 cm' feature and transfer of it's 
intensity to a band also under the gas phase envelope. Probing this issue would require the use of 
the polariser. 
Under constant CO pressure. Figure 6.41, no substantial change in the spectra was observed 
although a slight increase in the 2099 cm -1 feature was discernible above the noise however the 
band growth was not totally convincing compared to the noise level. Indicating that higher CO 
pressures rather than longer exposure times, perhaps allowing time to achieve surface/gas 
5 necessary twice for each reading concomitant with a change in sample cell pressure 
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equilibrium, would be required to observe a shift to 2057 cm -1 which would be indicative of 
surface reduction. An interesting comparison with the sulphide data in the previous chapter as the 
surface does not appear to be stripped of oxide in an analogous fashion to the sulphide surface 
being stripped of sulphur. Were such a process to occur the growth of a band at 2057 cm' would 
have been expected. 
A comparative plot. Figure 6.42, between RAIRS spectra at similar pressure for the sulphided and 
oxided surfaces studied shows that whilst sulphur is naturally though of as a better surface poison 
as discussed in section 1.7 this conclusion is not immediately obvious from the data in this figure. 
The (83x2)S-CO system showed a CO ontop frequency of 2097 cm - ' (1 .05%T) compared to the 
p(2x2)-OX-CO system which has a CO ontop frequency of 2099 cm' (0.29 1/oT). In section 1.7 
the factors of adsorbate size and electronegativitv were considered with respect to the relatively 
strength of surface poisoning. It was concluded that sulphur was the more powerful modifier and 
that adsorbate size was the more important factor. In addition these two factor it appears 
necessary to conclude that overlaver composition/structure must also be considered. The (83x2)-
S overlayer has a coverage 0s=0•44  whilst the p(2x2)-Q overlayer has Oo 0.25. It would be 
concluded that more CO would be adsorbed on the oxide layer and it would have the more intense 
CO signal in RA[RS. That sulphur infact has the more intense feature poses the question whether 
a coverage or electronic effect is at play. The coverage effect might be selective site blocking or 
island formation in the oxide layer or tilting of the CO adsorbates in the oxide layer, decreasing 
their RAIRS signal, the electronic effect may be a shielding effect causing either a decrease in the 
oxide/CO signal or an increase in the sulphide/CO signal. One possible explanation is 
dissociative adsorption takes place more rapidly of the oxide surface such that although the 
p(2x2)-OX surface has greater CO adsorption less intact CO is therefore detected. 
The high pressure data with the polariser present is much more informative and illustrates the 
quality of data which may be obtained. The data also illustrates that some further development 
work on the apparatus is desirable. Most importantly another means of evacuating the cell from 
high CO pressures to shorten the total experimental time. 
Figure 6.43 showing the changing RAIRS spectra with increasing CO pressure on the p(2x2)-O 
overlayer. The 2098 cm-' band decays with CO pressure whereas the 2057 cm' band starts to 
appear under the gas phase envelope. The cause of the decay/shift is linked in with the AES 
which show surface modification - clear reduction of the surface oxide layer. The changes being 
caused by reaction of adsorbing CO with surface oxygen adatoms to form CO 2 or maybe 
oxycarbonyls which are desorbed along with some of the surface nickel. 
That no twofold features are subsequently observed with surface reduction indicates the 
experimental conditions or nature of the surface prepared are not favourable to occupation of this 
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adsorption site at these pressures. Possibly the coverage structure formed precludes occupation of 
the twofold sites, either due to oxygen adatoms or CO adsorbate positions. 
Experiments to probe this surface at higher pressure with the polariser would have been a useful 
extension to this work however a faster means of roughing the cell would be required. 
The initial high pressure data on the p(2x2)-OX "Xu" type surface showed adsorption behaviour 
whereby a relatively weak CO feature was seen which was quickly "hidden" by the increasingly 
intense gas phase CO envelope. The slight growth of this feature with time indicates it is not 
decaying under constant CO pressure to Ni(CO) 4. which would have resulted in an increasingly 
intense feature at 2057 cm' in the "subtract" plot in Figure 6.41. Different behaviour to that 
observed in the last chapter for the sulphide overlayer under high pressures of CO. 
AES data indicted CO adsorption on the surface in this experiment up to 5.0 Ton by a slight 
increase in oxide(O5 10) feature however the later experiment at higher pressures (>60 Ton) 
decay of the AES 0(5 10) feature confirmed surface reduction had occurred. 
6.2.7. Hydrogen/CO experiments 
In the hydrogen experiments no evidence was seen for hydrogen by itself on the oxide surface 
unlike in the previous chapter where a band attributable to surface hydrogen was observed. Its 
effect on CO adsorption experiments was notable. The increased ontop CO intensity observed was 
due to either an electronic effect, possibly by shielding the oxide effect, or the result of 
compressing the CO overlayer formed, perhaps forcing island structure formation. 
The role of CO in guiding surface reaction has been discussed by Akhter and White[ 8 ] in the 
context of coadsorption of CO and hydrogen. CO shows two surface properties which allow it to 
mediate surface processes: 
structural control - that is CO has the ability to reorder and reorganise the adsorbate phase 
site blocking - CO being a strong adsorbate influences decomposition and dissociative 
adsorption through surface site occupation 
The mixing of CO and oxygen on oxide layers is discussed with relation to the repulsive C0-0 
interactions compared to CO-CO interactions causing a lowing of CO desorption temperatures. 
Mixed island structures necessitate a mobile CO phase however in these mixed islands a high 
reactivity towards oxidation is found through a lower activation energy to oxidation. 
The CO + H system is also discussed and whilst being non-reactive it is known to display 
exposure and temperature dependent mixing and segregation behaviour on the close packed faces 
such as Ni, Pt and Pd(1l1).. Four important factors were identified as governing the observed 
behaviour: 
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repulsive H-CO interaction 
steric blocking of H2 dissociation sites 
structure, close packed or open 
coverage of the predosed layer 
On close packed faces the H-CO repulsion is strong enough to cause segregation, compression 
and displacement of H 2 . 
The system studied in this work is more complex in that the effects of H-CO. CO-0 and H-O need 
to be considered in attempting to analyse the H + CO adsorption experiments. The change in 
adsorption behaviour suggested by Figure 6.49 that after pre-treatment of the surface with high 
pressures of hydrogen whereby a decrease in the amount of adsorbed CO is observed with 
increased CO pressure indicates that H-CO repulsive behaviour is being observed rather than H 2 
displacement. It can be deduced that surface overlayer segregation is the more likely process in 
this case. Based on the interpolated Langmuir fir for the CO isotherm without hydrogen pre-
treatment in Figure 6.49 between 0.0 and 0.5 Torr hydrogen pre-treatment leads to an initial 
increase in the amount of CO adsorbed, perhaps a reflection of the initial compression of the 
hydrogen overlayer or CO island formation. As a caveat it should also be remembered that 
increased H-CO repulsion resulting in compression for adsorbed CO islands would force CO to 
tilt further decreasing the observed infra-red signal. 
6.3. Discussion of the data for the whole pressure range 
The p(2x2)-OX data set covers the entire pressure range between UHV and high pressure. As 
would be expected between the vacuum exposure data and high pressure data the band shifts from 
2091 cm' (vacuum) to 2099 cm' (high pressure) in line with high pressure causing increased 
overlayer coverage, exhibited by increased CO-CO and 0-CO interactions causing blue shifting of 
the observed CO frequency. The AES after the high pressure experiments indicated clear 
reduction of the oxide surface, this was not evident in the vacuum exposure data. 
Comparing the NiO/p(2x2)-OY with the high pressure data is not valid in detail due to the 
different nature of the surface preparation except in as much as it would have been expected the 
high pressure data would have been more likely to show signs of carbonyl formation however it 
was the low pressure exposure data which displayed this behaviour indicating that the 
NiO/p(2x2)-OY surface was predisposed to carbonyl formation. Appendix 6.1 summarises typical 
formation conditions for nickel carbonyls, high pressures would be expected to favour this 
process. The density of defect sites and/or the sub-surface oxide layer is therefore deemed key to 
carbonyl formation. 
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64. Key conclusions 
64.1. "UHV" data 
CO RAIRS spectra were recorded from two types of oxide surface, notably the sulphur C05 
features were not apparent in either AES or infra-red data after oxidation of the Si overlayer. 
p(2x2)-O LEED pattern data was observed for both oxide layers however the NiOIp(2x2)-OX 
layer showed LEED data typical of a highly non-uniform surface. 
The overlayer prepared by elevated temperature oxygen adsorption and high temperature 
annealing resulted in CO features with a range of ontop peaks and broad shoulder features. A 
low CO doses a peak at 2064 cm' was dominant in the spectra. With continued CO dosing 
very intense spectra were observed resulting from several CO adsorbances, up to 25 %T. 
These were not thought to be gas phase impurity spectra at the pressures used. The intense 
bands were assigned to Ni(CO)4 formation with subsequent condensation of the Ni(CO) 4 
formed to produce a condensed carbonyl layer. This accounts for the large intensity of the 
bands. 
The p(2x2)-OX overlaver prepared by the method of Xu showed good coincidence with 
literature spectra in terms of peak position (2091 cm') and peak intensity. No anomalous CO 
features were observed such as those mentioned in the last point. This reinforces the point that 
surface preparation and the number of defects in the NiO/p(2x2)-OY surface is key for 
carbonvi formation. 
From the differences observed for the two data sets it is concluded that it is possible to prepare 
an oxide surface, the NiO/p(2x2)-OY, which was predisposed to carbonyl formation at low 
exposure pressures. 
A model. Figure 6.34, was proposed for the NiO/p(2x2)-OY overlayer. The surface is covered 
by islands of oxide separated by rough, unannealed nature i.e. a high density of defects. These 
were responsible for the broad infra-red shoulder. These defect sites and possibly the sub-
surface oxygen were responsible for the formation of the carbonyl species. 
Evidence for insitu reduction of the oxide surface was seen from the changed features above 
iOO °C in TPD experiments. Two features being observed at 2047 cm' and 1996 cm 1 , 
spectral features which resemble a clean Ni( ill) spectra more than the starting oxide surface 
spectra. 
TPD experiments on the oxide layers yielded the tabulated data in Table 6.2. 
As a general conclusion further characterisation of the NiO/p(2x2)-OY by other surface 
techniques would enhance the explanation of the data. In particular STM studies would reveal 
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much about actual island structure and the roughness of the "clean" metal areas where 
carbonyl formation is deduced to occur. 
Feature I cm' Heating rate / K s' Tmax / °C Ed / U mold Ed / kcal mol 
2064' 0.034 90 107.5 25.8 
2050 0.031 70 101.7 24.5 
2116 0.054 63 98 24 




Table 6.2 :- collated oxide CO TPD results. 
6.4.2. "High Pressure" 
Adsorption of Co onto the p(2x2)-OX overlayer at pressures above 0.0 Ton results in an 
ontop feature absorbing at 2099 cm, surprisingly the peaks are relatively weaker than the 
(8'3x2)-SfCO features at any given pressure during CO dosing. 
Evacuating gas phase CO from the high pressure cell for the p(2x2)-OX/CO overlayer quickly 
lead to loss of the peak at 2099 cm' with no other features observed during pumping to UHV. 
Adsorption of hydrogen onto the p(2x2)-OX overlayer did not result in any observable infra-
red feature(s) unlike the same experiment for the (8'd3x2)-S overlayer. 
Post experimental AES of the p(2x2)-OX surface shows CO adsorption and dissociation after 
high pressure CO RAIRS experiments. 
Evidence observed in both AES and infra-red data for in-situ reduction of the oxide surface by 
CO after pre-treating the surface with hydrogen at elevated pressures. 
The system has been used to monitor changes in surface spectra occurring with surface 
modification at much higher pressures than are normally reported. In particular in situ 
reduction of an oxide layer was observed. The infra-red polariser was vital for this type of 
measurement. 
An isotherm was drawn for dosing CO to the p(2x2)-OX layer between 0.0 and 3.0 Ton CO. 
At higher pressures Langmuir behaviour was not obeyed, point 6 above. After pre-treatment 
with hydrogen a different adsorption behaviour was observed with weakened CO spectra 
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accounted for by decreased CO adsorption caused by the 1-I-CO repulsive interactions and 
compression of the 0-CO overlayer. 
8. As with the "vacuum" data, elucidation of the pre- and post- experimental surface by STM 
would be very informative, in particular to facilitate the monitoring of surface changes with 
reactions characterised by the infra-red. 
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6.6. 	Appendix 6. 1 - Nickel TetraCarhomi. 
IVA VA VIA VIIA VIII —* lB 
Ti V(CO), Cr(CO) Mn(CO) 1 Fe,(CO)., C04 (CO)I: Ni(CO)4 Cu 
Fe(CO) 1 Co,(CO),  
Ru(CO) Rh(CO) 
Zr Nb Mo4(0). Ie 2(CO) i r Ru2(CO)9 Rh4(CO)1: Pd Ag 
Te(CO)2 Ru(CO) Rh(CO)16  
Os(CO)5 tr2 (CO) 
H  Ta W(CO) Re2(CO) 1 Os2(CO) 1r4 (CO) Pt Au 
Os(CO) 1 Ir((CO)I.  
Table 6.3 :- Known neutral binary metal carbonyls. Osmium also forms Os 5 (CO 16, 0s(C'O) 1 ,. 
0s6(CO) 18, Os6(CO)2( 0s 7(CO)20, 0s 7(CO) 21  and 0s8(CO) 23. Carbonyls of elements in the red 
shaded areas are either very unstable, or anionic, or require additional ligands for siabilisation. 
Ni (C 0) is highlighted[']. 
Synthetic routes include[ 7]: 
. direct reaction: 
Ni + 4C0 	- Ni(CO) 
300C /1 atm 
Fe+5C0 	1. Fe(CO)5 
2000C / 200 atm 
. reductive carbonylation: 
	
0s04 + 9C0 	 Os(CO)5 + 4CO2 
250°C! 350 atm 
Ru12 + 5C0 + Mg 	 Ru(CO) + 3Ag 
1750C /250 atm 
WCI6 + 3Fe(CO)5 1000C W(CO)6 + 3FeCl2 + 9C0 
. photolysis or thermolysis: 
2Fe(CO)5 	 Fe2(CO)9 + CO 
70°C 
2Co2(CO)8 	 Co(CO)12 + 4C0 
Direct oxidation of the nickel sample is the obvious route by which Ni(CO) 4 will be produced in 
the high pressure cell in this work, the pressure used being lower than I atmosphere however. 
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Figure 61 :- A series of IRAS spectra of CO on 
the NiO/Ni(1 11) surface with increasing 
coverage (a) 0.02 ML (b) 0.04 ML (c) 0.10 ML 
(d) 0.17ML Tads=90K- Yoshinobuf 2J. 
Figure 6.2 :- Transmission infra-red spectra of 
CO on NiO/SiO 2 at 115 K during (a) 
isothermal desorption at 115K and (b) 
photodesorption (2=325 nm (3.82e1'9, 
n=3x1 U'' photon/(cm2.$)) upon initial CO 
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Figure 63 .- Development of different CO Figure 64 :- Development of CO* band as a 
surface species as a function of CO coverage function of oxygen coverage for saturation CO 
for four different oxygen coverages. Spectra exposure (5x10 mbar.$). Spectra were 
were recorded after CO adsorption at 90K recorded after CO exposure at 90K without 
without annealing - Xu[']. annealing - Xu[']. 
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Figure 6.5 :- NiO/p(2x2)-OY/CO R.41RS spectra (ä 21 °C, CO exposure 0. OL —'I. 2L. 
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Figure 66: - Gaussian peak fit for the 2064 ciii' ontop feature emphasising unresolved shoulder 
(Ni0p(2x2)-OY@ 1.2L CO). 
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Figure 6.11:- NiO1p(2x2)-Of 'CO PAIRS spectra @ 20°C, CO exposure 0.48L—il.O0L. 
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Figure 612:- NiO/p(2x2)-Oi'CO RAIRS'TPD spectra on desorption edge, numbered with 
relation to next figure. 
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Figure 613 :- NiO/p(2x2)-OY/CO TPD analysis for 2064 cm'peak. 
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Figure 6.14 :— Ni0/p(2x2)-O CO RAIRS spectra (23°C, CO exposure 0. 08L —U. 20L. 
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Figure 615:- NiOip(2x2)-OL/CO RAIRS spectra @23 °C, CO exposure 0. 3L —p1.4 L. 
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Figure 6.16:— iVi01p(2x2)-Ol ,CO RAJRS spectra (I23 °C , CO exposure 1. 5L—'3. 3L — shoulder 
features emerging with increasing CO exposure. 
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Figure 617:- NiO/p(2x2)-QY/CO RAIRS spectra @ 23 °C, CO exposure 3.4L—i4.4L. 
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Figure 6.18 :- NiO1p(2x2)-OY1CO RAIRS TPD spectra on desorption edge, numbered with 
relation to next figure. 
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Figure 6.19 :- )ViOlp(2x2)-OY /CO TPD analysis for 2050 cm - peak. 
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Figure 6.20:- oxygen AES before/after CO exposure (4.4L) RAIRSiTPD experiment on 
NiO1p(2x2)-OYover1ayer. 
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Figure 6.21:- NiO1p(2x2)-OYCO RAIRS spectra @21 °C, CO exposure 0. OOL-0.30L. 
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Figure 6.22 :- NiO1p(2x2)-01CO RAIRS spectra @21 °C, CO exposure O.3L—'l. CL. 
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Figure 6.23 .- Ni01p(2x2)-OY1CO RAIRS spectra ä2I °C, CO exposure 1. OL —p2. OL. 
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Figure 6.24 :— NiO1p(2x2)-07CO RAIRS spectra @21 °C, CO exposure 2. IL —3. OL. 
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Figure 6.25 :— NiO/p(2x2)-O).f1CO RAIRS spectra (ä2I °C, CO exposure 3. IL -4. OL. 
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Figure 6.26 :— NiO/p(2x2)-OCO RAIRS spectra (21°C, CO exposure 4. JL-4.9L. 
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Figure 627:- Ni01p(2x2)-0Y1C0 RAIRS spectra @21 °C, CO exposure 5. OL—.#5. 7L. 
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Figure 628:— Ni 0/p (2x2)-OX/C0 RAIRS spectra @21°C,  CO exposure 7L-16L. 
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Figure 6.29 :- profile ofpeak growth with CO exposure up to 16L for the NiO/p(2x2)-OY 
over! aver. 
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Figure 630:- NiO/p(2x2)-OY'CO RAIRS TPD spectra on desorption edge, exploded plot 
showing baseline features during TPD, after high pressure CO exposure, 20L. 
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Figure 6.31 :- Ni O/p '2x2, -01/CO RAJRS/TPD data for 2116 cm' peak. Intensity falls with 
desorption. 
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Figure 632 :-NiO/p(2x2)-O/CO TPD analysis for 2116 cm' peak. 
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Figure 633 :- NiO/p(2x2)-0/CO RAIRS spectra above 100 °C during TPD experiment showing 
residual surface features decaying with increasing temperature. 
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inter island nickel 
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pits and step) /Co p(2x2)-O islands 
(i) low - vacuum exposure, CO adsorbs between oxide 
islands, CO frequency modified by long range and possibly 
sub-surface oxide effect 
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bulk nickel crystal 
(ii) higher "vacuum" exposures, higher CO coverage forces 
CO adsorbates on the nickel metal areas closer, Ni(CO) 4 formation 
results. 
Some CO may also start to adsorb on the oxide islands. Condensation 
of the Ni(CO)4 causes the large adsorption bands observed. 
Figure 6.34 :- model to explain the results observed for the NiOlp(2x2)-OY overlayer. 
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Figure 6.35 :- p(2x2)-OX 'CO RA IRS spectra @22 °C, after Xu method for surface preparation. 
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Figure 636 :— p(2x2) -OX/CO RAIRS spectra @21°C, CO exposure 0. 2L —p6. OL. 
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Figure 6.37 :- p(2x2)-OX'CO R.4JRS peak intensity change with CO exposure for 2091 cm' peak. 
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Figure 638 :- p(2x2)-OX CO TPD anal sis after 60L CO exposure. 
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Figure 6.39 :- p(2x2)—OCO RAIRS spectra (a21.5 °C, 0.7 Torr. 
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Figure 6.40 :- p(2x2)-OX /CO R.4JRS spectra @21.5°C,  CO exposure 0. 0Torr-5. 5To. 
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Figure 641 :— p(2x2)-OXCO RAIRS spectra showing no CO 2099 cni' feature shift with time 
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Figure 6.42:- comparison between Ni(J 1 l).'8 x2)-S/CO and Ni(1 I 1)/p(2x2)-O/CO high 
pressure PAIRS spectra showing similar peak positions and very different intensity for the ontop 
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2098 Wavenumber / cm - I 
Figure 643 :- p(2x2)-OX'CO RAIRS spectra for a high pressure CO experiment, (2I.5 °C, using 
the infra-red polariser to reveal surface spectra under CO gas phase rotational envelopes, CO 
exposure 0. 7Torr—i62. 2Torr. 
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Figure 6.44:- p(2x2) -OX/CO RA IRS peak intensity decay of 2098 cm' band during high 
pressure CO experiment. 
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Figure 6.45 :- p(2x2) -OX/CO RAIRS peak intensity growth of 2057 cm' band during high 
pressure CO experiment. 
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Figure 646 :— p(2x2) -OX over/aver change in AES oxygen region showing in-situ reduction 
during high pressure CO experiment. 
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Figure 647 :-p'2x2) -OX/CO RA IRS spectra @24.5°C,  CO pressure of 0 Torr CO - after pre- 
treatment of the surface with hydrogen. 
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Figure 6.48 .- p(2x2)-OX /CO K4IRS spectra showing growth of onlop CO feature with CO 
exposure after pre-treatment of surface with hydrogen, CO pressure 0. 0Torr-1.2Torr. 
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Figure 6.49 :- p(2x2)-OXCO R4 IRS peak intensity change, comparing CO peak intensity growth 
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Figure 650:- p(2x2)-OX/CO RAIRS spectra comparing high pressure CO spectra illustrating 
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7. Conclusions 
The work has successfully demonstrated the use of the RAIRS technique both at UHV and 
elevated pressures of up to 400 Toff; Confirming RAIRS as a powerful technique for surface 
analysis, coupled with AES and LEED in this work. Systems to bridge the "pressure gap" and 
study aspects of adsorption and catalysis are a requirement for a real understanding of the 
catalytic step. 
The Ni(l II) sample used was prepared with several sulphur overlayers, namely (I39x"i39)-S 
(0=0.22) (5'i3x2)-S (B=0.40). (8'.I3x2)-S (O=0.44). Corresponding to previous overlayers in 
work by Perdereau and Oudar['] , amongst others, in the literature. 
The CO/PAIRS technique has been shown to be a sensitive probe for the phases of the sulphur 
Ni(l 11) surface and the spectra collected were discussed with respect to the published surface 
structures. In the case of the (53x2)-S sulphur coverage Trenary's original assignment of 
sulphur in threefold hollows is not well supported with Woodruff s model now being widely 
supported particularly revealing were STM studies, It has been shown that the CO* site is 
occupied under LJHV conditions. Weak and complex spectra were observed indicating the effect 
of sulphur as a poison and the likely non uniformity of these overlayers over the whole surface, 
probably due to increased surface stress cause by the sulphur adatoms. For the (8J3x2)-S 
overlayer dosing under vacuum conditions showed a single uniform band at 2080 cm' for CO 
indicating that CO was not adsorbing in CO' s sites but further from the sulphur adatom and being 
influenced by a longer range poisoning effect. 
The high pressure work was performed over the (8I3x2)-S overlayer showed the band shifting to 
the expected 2105 cm' band positions however the surface was also heavily modified with 
concomitant sulphur removal. The shift may be attributed in part to increase S-CO and CO-CO 
interactions as the surface density of CO increased with pressure. The intensity of the high 
pressure RAIRS was up to P-I °/0T indicating substantial CO adsorption was occurring. The high 
pressure work reiterates Trenary's work at elevated pressures, although by going to higher 
pressure further CO adsorption was observed. The isotherms produced fitted the Langmuir model 
fairly satisfactorily however future work could concentrate on expanding these observations over a 
wider temperature range. 
High pressures of CO were also observed to cause substantial surface modification of the sulphide 
layers with removal of surface sulphur and loss of overlayer structure characterised by LEED and 
AES. The mechanism by which modification takes place is unclear however it will logically 
involve nickel carbonyl formation and CS 2 . formation insitu. 
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A Ni-H stretch has been reported at 2076 cm, being very weak even at elevated pressures of 
100's of Torr of hydrogen over the sulphided surface. This was accompanied by a change in the 
(8,J 3x2)-S LEED data to a one dimensional pattern. 
The oxide system data shows that preparation method of the surface is crucial. The surface 
prepared by heating under oxygen followed by annealing showed remarkably strong spectra with 
very broad features. This unusual behaviour was attributed to Ni(CO) 4 formation with subsequent 
condensation of Ni(CO) 4 between the oxide islands. This resulted in a "liquid" phase on the 
surface and hence the large observable infra-red bands. 
The surface prepared by the conventional method of chemisorbing a definite amount of oxygen 
onto the cleaned cooled sample and annealing yielded spectra which corresponded well with the 
literature and showed a single uniform peak. High pressure experiments on this overlayer 
emphasised the quality of data a polariser facilitates with clear insitu reduction of the surface 
being observed, also confirmed by the pre-/post-experimental AES. 
Surprisingly high pressure features at the same pressure comparing the sulphided and oxide 
surface the sulphide surface had the more intense ontop feature. For the data at vacuum CO 
dosing comparing the data for the (5I3x2)-S, (39x'J39) and SI overlayers with that for the 
conventional oxide surface the CO/oxide RAIRS spectra were much more intense conforming 
with the expected roles of sulphur and oxygen. 
On the apparatus side the system shows greater sensitivity dosing in front of the sample, as 
opposed to the original method of dosing behind the sample. The collection of the AES data by 
computer is a big improvement on the original chart recorder and has enabled a quantitative 
approach to the experiment. 
The experiments also clearly show the need for a pressure measurement system capable of 
reading between 10 -5 mbar and 0.0 Torr to fully cover the whole pressure range. Such a system 
has been purchased for future work. 
The upgrading of the spectrometer to a Pentium/Windows system Win-IR provides an 
improvement in data computation time but certainly not in ease of data manipulation. The 
inadequate baseline correction routine necessitated all infra-red data be imported to Origin for 
baseline correction and peak fitting. The performance in terms of signal to noise of the actual 
bench fully justifies the use of the vacuum housing. 
The requirement to rotate the polariser between each experiment severely limits the TPD 
potential of the high pressure experiments. A motorised system could be developed and fitted, in 
such a way as to minimise obstruction of the incident infra-red radiation. To span the entire 
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pressure range it would be necessary to flip the polariser in position at the appropriate time for 
backgrounds and readings. Design of this would be more difficult considering the space available. 
Novel use was made of a commercial and cheap CCD camera to record LEED data which was 
post processed on a Silicon GraphicsTM workstation. The method is particularly useful in that the 
image is captured instantaneously allowing focusing of LEED optics and camera to be varied to 
collect the best quality of image each time, rather than having to trust to luck and wait until the 
photographs have been developed. 
7.1 Bibliography 
I) Perdereau, M. Oudar, J. Surface Science 1970, 20, 80. 
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8. List of Lectures and Courses 
8.1 Catalysis and Surface Science events 
Firbush Catalytic Club 1994 (presentation) I week meeting 
Firbush Catalytic Club 1995 (pesentation) I week meeting 
Firbush Catalytic Club 1996 (p resentation) 1 week meeting 
5th International School on Surface Science Marseilles (poster and presentation) - 
week meeting with lectures every day 
Physical Department Firbush Meeting 1994 (presentation) 
ICI Symposium on Catalytic Chemistry 1994 (poster) 
ICI Symposium on Catalytic Chemistry 1995 (poster) 
ICI Symposium on Catalytic Chemistry 1996 (abstract and presentation) 
SurCat Ecosse 1994 Dundee, a series of 8 lectures 
SurCat Ecosse 1995 Glasgow (presentation), a series of 8 lectures 
SurCat Ecosse 1996 Edinburgh (presentation), a series of 8 lectures 
8.2 Postgraduate lectures and seminars 
Ames Symposium. 5 lectures 
The Zenica Lecture and Symposium. 3 lectures 
"Improving the performance of Homogeneous Catalysts" Dr A Lucy 
"Soluble Oxidation Catalysts for Chemical and Oil Industry Application" Dr A Lucy 
"An Industrial Approach to R&T" Dr D Parker 
"Industrial Applications of the Metathesis Reaction" Dr D Parker 
"Chemistry for the Environment" - ICI's contribution Dr D Parker 
"Solvay Interox, Research and Development". Dr A Johnstone a series of 5 lectures 
Industrial Biocatalysis, a series of 5 lectures 
Application of Molecular Modelling to Drug Design, a two part course 
Chemical Engineering, a series of 4 lectures 
Industry course, Professor J.J. Monaghan 
ICI lectures on C.V., research and paint business, a series of 5 lectures by Dr D. Parkes 
and Dr Philip Taylor 
Crystal Structure Analysis PG course, series of 5 lectures 
NMR PG course Dr I Sadler, a series of 5 lectures 
Numerical Data Analysis - probabilistic data analysis PG course Dr J. Scrivens 
Infra-red spectroscopy PG course Dr D.C. McKean, a series of 5 lectures 
Infra-red spectroscopy PG course Dr Lindsay Duncan, a series of 5 lectures 
8.3 Special Lectures 
"Infra-red and Electronic Spectroscopy of Intra- and Intermolecular Hydrogen bonds" - 
informal seminar. Professor Tim Zwier 
"Certainty and Uncertainty in Environmental Pollution" , Shell Key Lecture, (Lord 
Lewis of Newnham) 
Buckminster Fullerene (Professor Harry Kroto) 
Walker Memorial Lecture 
Open Day Lecture "Here Comes the Sun" Dr Mary Archer 
Mesoporous Zeolite Materials, Professor Gary Hailer 
8.4 Department Colloquia 
Physical Colloquia 1994 
Physical Colloquia 1995 
Physical Colloquia 1996 
8.5 Miscellaneous 
Demonstrators' course 20/10/93 
Latex course 15/11/93 
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10. Figure 4.13 summarises the surface phases prepared. 
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Figure 4.1 :— initial AES of Ni(1 11) sample he/öre carbon removal. Carbon and sulphur AES 
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Figure 4.2 :- AES showing decay of sulphur peak after room temperature sputtering with 
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Figure 4.3 room temperature CO/RA IRS spectra of the Ni(I ii) sample after room temperature 
sputtering. CO dosed to saturation at room temperature. 
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Figure 4.4:— decay pro/i/es for surface sulphur concentration with hot sputtering at different 
healer powers/currents (Amps.). System settles on the 5 V3x2)-S and ('/39x '/39-S overlavers 
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Figure 4.5 :- extraction of kinetic parameters from hot sputtering - exponential decay of surface 
sulphur concentration for hot sputtering at heater power/current 6.50 A. 
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Figure 4.7 :— surface coverage vs. <Nsj,,jj > atoms -fractional coverages of sulphur 
overlayers. 
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<NSulphur> I 10' S CM-2 
Figure 4.8 :- calibration of LEED data with surface sulphur concentration after the method of 
Trenary [2j. 
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Figure 4.6 :— AES showing loss of sulphur derivative peak shape at low surface sulphur 
concentration. Inset plot shows magnified sulphur feature. 
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Figure 4.9 :- room temperature CO/RA IRS spectra on hot sputtered and annealed surface. CO 
at saturation exposure, dosed at room temperature. 
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Figure 4. 10 AES showing clean vs suiphided surface during the hot sputtering and annealing 
cycle. 
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Figure 4.11 :- changing oxygen AES with increased reduction of the oxide surface (1x1O inbar 
H2(äJ300°C). The oxide feature centred at —520 evdisappears with reduction. 
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Figure 4.12 :— kinetic plot of oxide reduction showing linear decrease in oxygen peak height with 
reduction time. 
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Figure 4.13 summary of the surface phases observed and the order of their preparation. 
Diagram reads top to bottom. 
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